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ABSTRACT
The AAReST Payload Interface Computer is a low-cost CubeSat flight computer design, based around
a redundant pair of Raspberry Pi Compute Module 3 devices for fault-tolerant operation in the space
environment. The system is capable of operating in warm-to-hot redundant modes, with synchronisation
of program state and data between the Raspberry Pis enabled by a high-speed communication crosslink in the form of an on-board Local Area Network.
The flight computer platform includes an embedded controller which detects critical errors within the
main system through continuous state-of-health monitoring and responds to protect hardware from
damaging faults, such radiation-induced Single Event Latch-up. The interruption to operations is
minimised through the redundancy scheme, which the controller implements through arbitration of
access to shared system buses and the intersatellite communications link.
The Payload Interface Computer is designed to the specifications of the AAReST (Autonomous
Assembly of a Reconfigurable Space Telescope) mission, which aims to demonstrate on-orbit assembly
of large mirrors for space telescopes from smaller modular mirrors. The Payload Interface Computer’s
system interface capabilities include support for the Raspberry Pi Camera Module, UART, I2C master
and slave buses, and a Wi-Fi intersatellite link.
This report details the development of the fourth major iteration of the AAReST Payload Interface
Computer, OBCvIV, commencing with a review and investigation of existing partially-developed
hardware. A system redesign was undertaken to rectify identified issues and improve functionality,
particularly to enable more responsive redundant-mode operations. The key architectural changes are
captured and justified in this document.
A PCB design was completed and externally fabricated allowing a hardware pathfinder to be assembled
and tested, to ensure operation of all functionality. A summary of the assembly and test process is given,
with more extensive notes provided in appendices. All key subsystems and technological innovations
were found to be functional. A characterisation of the system capabilities, within achievable bounds, is
presented to showcase system performance.
Despite the impact of COVID-19, the project is overall considered to be successful. Some minor PCB
design issues were identified and remedied on the existing hardware and have been addressed in a
design revision. Some ideas for future development are provided for consideration.
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DEFINITIONS OF TECHNICAL ACRONYMS
AAReST Autonomous Assembly of a Reconfigurable Space Telescope
ADC Analogue-to-Digital Converter
BSC Broadcom Serial Controller – the proprietary I2C implementation utilised on the
Raspberry Pi.
CAD Computer-Aided Design
CAN Controller Area Network – a serial communications bus utilised on many Surrey
Satellites.
COTS Commercial Off-The-Shelf technology
CPLD Complex Programmable Logic Device – a generic logic system that can be
programmed with a wide range of logic functionality.
CPU Central Processing Unit
CSI Camera Serial Interface – a dedicated differential serial protocol utilised by the
Raspberry Pi Camera.
C&DH Command & Data Handling
DCLS Dual Core Lockstep
DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol – the method used to assign IP addresses to
devices on a network on an ad-hoc basis.
DMA Direct Memory Access – a peripheral technique for efficiently transferring data
between locations within a microcontroller.
DNP Do Not Populate – acronym to indicate components in a design which are usually not
fitted.
EPS Electrical Power System
ESD Electrostatic Discharge
FRAM Ferroelectric Random-Access Memory – a memory technology relying on crystal
polarisation as opposed to charge storage.
GPIO General-Purpose Input Output pins – denotes configurable pins on devices such as
microcontrollers and processors.
GPU Graphics Processing Unit
GSE Ground Support Equipment
I2C Inter-Integrated Circuit Communication – a two-wire bidirectional serial
communication protocol in which devices are addressed. Signals required are Serial
Data (SDA) and Serial Clock (SCL).
IDE Integrated Development Environment
ISS International Space Station
JTAG Joint Test Action Group – in this context, JTAG refers to a communications protocol
used to flash and debug embedded devices such as microcontrollers.
LDO Low Drop-Out – a class of linear regulators, which provide a reduced regulated voltage
by dissipating excess power as heat.
LiDAR Light Detection and Ranging – the ranging technology baselined for the AAReST
OBCvIII design.
LSB Least Significant Bit
MCU Microcontroller
MIPI PHY Generic name applied to a family of physical-layer implementations specified by the
MIPI Alliance, including CSI (see above).
xiii
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OBC On-Board Computer

OBCvIII Formally the AAReST Payload Interface Computer Version III, the previous OBC
design iteration.
OBCvIV Formally the AAReST Payload Interface Computer Version IV, the OBC design
iteration developed during this project.
PCB Printed Circuit Board
PC/104 A PCB form-factor developed for modular personal computers and adapted as the
standard for CubeSat boards.
QFN Quad Flat No-Lead Package – a surface-mount component package with external
connections made through metallic pads flush with the main body of the component
on four sides, directly in contact with the PCB. May also have an inaccessible exposed
pad (EP) on its underside. Preferred over other package options due to its compactness.
RHBD Radiation Hardening by Design – the process of producing a radiation tolerant system
with a conventional manufacturing process through careful transistor-level design.
SEE Single-Event Effects
SEL Single-Event Latch-up
SMBus System Management Bus – a variant of I2C which is used on some devices in the
OBCvIII design.
SoC System-on-Chip
SODIMM Small Outline Dual In-line Memory Module – the form factor used by the Raspberry
Pi Compute Module, a single PCB with an edge connector.
SPI Serial Peripheral Interface – a synchronous shift-register based serial communication
protocol used by the OBCvIV ADC. Signal names vary by implementation but include
a Serial Clock (SCLK), Master-in/Slave-out and Master-out/Slave-in (MISO, MOSI)
data lines and a Chip Select (CS) control line.
TCLS Triple Core Lockstep
TID Total Ionising Dose
TQFP Thin Quad Flat Package – a low-profile surface-mount component package with leads
on all four sides.
TSSOP Thin Shrink Small Outline Package – a surface-mount component package with leads
on two opposing sides. Compared with a conventional small-outline package, the body
has a much lower profile and tighter lead spacing, so takes up less space.
UART Universal Asynchronous Receiver-Transmitter – the de facto serial protocol (may be
referred to simply as Serial). Requires two lines for asynchronous bidirectional data
transfer.
UTP Unshielded Twisted Pair – the type of cable typically used for Ethernet.
VBAT Battery Voltage – the official name given to the Raspberry Pi +5V supply input
VHDL Virtual Hardware Description Language – a representation of logic systems used to
program configurable devices such as CPLDs and Field Programmable Gate Arrays.

A Brief Note on Pin Notation
In several places within this report it has been necessary to identify an individual pin. The author has
chosen to denote this following the default pin naming convention of several EDA packages, which
defines a specific device pin by the device identifier and the pin number separated by the $ symbol. For
example, U12$3 should be interpreted as “pin number 3 of component U12”.
The physical position of pins can be identified on the board by counting from the identified Pin 1 or can
be trivially found by referring to the PCB CAD files. Pin numbers are also listed for all active
components in the board schematics (APPENDIX F).
xiv
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 The AAReST Mission
AAReST (Autonomous Assembly of a Reconfigurable Space Telescope) is a joint mission between the
Surrey Space Centre at the University of Surrey, the California Institute of Technology (Caltech) and
the Indian Institute of Space Science and Technology (IIST). AAReST aims to demonstrate autonomous
on-orbit assembly of large mirrors for space telescopes exceeding the size of the current generation of
monolithic telescopes, which are limited by launch vehicle diameter [1].
The largest currently planned or flying space telescope, the James Webb Space Telescope, has a 6.5m
diameter primary mirror, made possible only by a complex sequence of deployments to overcome the
payload envelope limitations of the launch vehicles available at its inception [1] [2]. The AAReST
approach proposes launching modular mirror-carrying satellites (MirrorSats) which dock on-orbit to
form a much larger mirror aperture than possible with a single launch [1] whilst enabling the use of
smaller launch vehicles.

Figure 1 - Graphic of the AAReST mission illustrating the concept of operations - the CoreSat
deploys its boom and the MirrorSats undock and reconfigure themselves on-orbit. [3]

The AAReST mission consists of three independent spacecraft elements:
•

•

The core satellite (CoreSat) - a microsatellite which carries the main spacecraft subsystems.
Additionally, the CoreSat carries the “focal plane assembly” – an imaging device attached to a
deployable boom – and two fixed mirrors (see Figure 1).
Two mirror satellites (MirrorSats) - 3U CubeSats which carry adaptive mirror payloads. The
MirrorSats launch attached to the CoreSat but are capable of autonomous manoeuvring and
docking on-orbit. To this end the MirrorSats carry a specially designed electromagnetic docking
system [1].

The key demonstrable concept of AAReST is that “the satellite components can manoeuvre and dock
in different configurations and the mirrors can change shape and move to form focused images on the
camera focal plane” [1]. The MirrorSats will be tested in a range of configurations, including formation
flying and different docked arrangements.
All three spacecraft elements are designed to operate independently (although only the CoreSat is
capable of communication with the ground). Each element contains its own power, attitude control, data
handling, power, attitude control and intersatellite communication (Wi-Fi) subsystems [1].

1
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1.2 Project Overview
This project builds on previous work at the University of Surrey on three iterations of the AAReST
MirrorSat Payload Interface Computer [4] [5] [6]. The Payload Interface Computer consists of a
redundant pair of Raspberry Pi Compute Module 3 single-board computers [7], which control the
rendezvous and docking systems (LiDAR/camera-based imaging and electromagnetic docking system)
and manage the intersatellite Wi-Fi communication link. The Payload Interface Computer also
interfaces with the mirror payload over UART and the main satellite systems over I2C.

Figure 2 - AAReST OBCvIII [1]

Previous work on the most recent iteration of the Payload Interface Computer (OBCvIII) [6] had
culminated with a hardware prototype which was incompletely assembled and partially tested. Some
issues with the existing hardware had been identified, which required a design revision to address. Given
some additional changes in system requirements, it was necessary to complete a full system redesign,
giving the opportunity to rectify known errors and incorporate new design features.
The project therefore consisted of testing the OBCvIII hardware, to learn as much as possible about its
operation, before performing design and test work on the new design iteration, OBCvIV. The intention
was to then build a hardware prototype for functional testing with and without simulated fault conditions
in simulated orbital conditions – the latter was not possible due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

1.3 Aims and Objectives
The aim of this project is to deliver a functioning and verified prototype of the next design iteration of
the AAReST Payload Interface Computer. Considering this aim, several objectives are identified below
(approximately in chronological order) with a view to maximising the chances of project success:
1. Investigate the AAReST OBCvIII design through schematic review and system testing to learn
about its operation and inform the next design iteration
2. Identify design changes which must be incorporated into the AAReST OBCvIV design and
demonstrate where appropriate to retire risk
3. Determine the concept of operations for the system based on design changes, including
response to faults
4. Perform a design iteration based on existing design files to produce the AAReST OBCvIV
design
5. Review the AAReST OBCvIV design and concept of operations with relevant parties
6. Fabricate and assemble prototype hardware to the AAReST OBCvIV design, incorporating
incremental testing to verify operation
7. Perform integrated tests with assembled prototype hardware to demonstrate responses to
simulated fault conditions and in simulated orbital conditions.
2
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LITERATURE REVIEW
This section presents a summary of several technologies relevant to the development of the AAReST
Payload Interface Computer. The topics presented include redundant computing in the space
environment (Section 2.1), the Raspberry Pi (Section 2.2) and its suitability to the space environment
(Section 2.3), and finally a detailed study of the AAReST OBCvIII design and its characteristics
(Section 2.4) to establish the state of development at commencement of this project.

2.1 Redundant Computing in Space
Hardware redundancy is a common technique used to increase reliability in space systems. The space
environment presents operating conditions that are far more extreme those seen on the ground. This
section focuses on quantifying the expected impacts of the space environment on the AAReST Payload
Interface Computer and explores the benefits and drawbacks of different redundancy schemes which it
could employ.

2.1.1 Space Radiation Environment
Electronic systems in space are exposed to significantly higher levels of ionising radiation than their
terrestrial counterparts. This is a concern as radiation exposure impacts system longevity and ultimately
leads to system failure. Presented below is a summary of the expected sources and effects of radiation
for the AAReST mission.

Radiation Sources in the LEO Environment
AAReST is baselined for operation in a 650km Sun-Synchronous Orbit (SSO) [3]. The expected sources
of ionising radiation in this orbital environment are as follows:
•

•

•

Van Allen Belts – energetic protons and electrons, plus small quantities of heavy ions, trapped
within the Earth’s magnetic field. For AAReST, the dominant impact is from the South Atlantic
Anomaly – the region where the inner Van Allen belts get closest to the Earth’s surface – where
satellites typically experience an increased rate of Single Event Effects due to proton flux [8].
Galactic Cosmic Rays – highly energetic nuclei (predominantly protons and some alpha
particles) thought to be of extrasolar origin. The rate of GCRs is low enough that they don’t
significantly contribute to the total dose, but due to their high penetration are a primary cause
of Single Event Effects [8].
Solar Particle Events – ejections of protons and heavy ions into interplanetary space from the
sun, at much higher fluxes than GCRs (but lower energy). These flares are particularly
dangerous around the solar maximum. Upon arriving at Earth, Solar Particle Events cause a
significant increase in total dose around the polar regions as well as significant Single Event
Effects [8].

Total Dose Effects
Total Dose Effects become apparent over time due to cumulative exposure of electronic systems to
ionising radiation. Gradual degradation of performance is observed, including a gradual shift of gate
threshold voltages and increases in leakage current within digital devices. This results in greater power
dissipation with decreasing performance levels, and ultimately device failure [9].
The Total Ionising Dose (TID) allowable for COTS electronics is typically only a few krad. However,
anecdotal and empirical evidence exists for the survivability of COTS parts in Low Earth Orbit (See
Section 2.3.1) [9].

Single Event Effects
Single Event Effects are caused by interactions with individual quanta of radiation. These can be either
transient or permanent in their nature – some of which are survivable and some of which cause
irreparable damage [9]. For this project, the focus is on the survivable cases, as explained overleaf:
3
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Single Event Upsets (SEU) – a transient, soft error caused by a radiation hit which can cause
(amongst other effects) transient pulses on signal lines and bit flips in digital circuits. SEUs can
corrupt data but generally do not affect operation. In some cases, a Single Event Functional
Interrupt (SEFI) may occur because of a bit flip, which can cause a device to soft-reset or
freeze.
Single Event Latch-up (SEL) – a phenomenon which occurs because of the construction
CMOS transistor junctions, in which the presence of parasitic bipolar transistors is structurally
inherent. In normal operation these do not have any effect, but the energy deposited by incident
radiation can turn the parasitic transistors on and allow high currents to flow (effectively as a
short circuit from supply to ground). This state is recoverable by power cycling the device.
However, if left in the latch-up state for any extended period of time the circuit – particularly
the bond wires within integrated circuits – are prone to thermal failure due to the high current
flow [10].

Other non-recoverable single-event effects such as Single-Event Hard Errors (SEHE) and SingleEvent Burnouts (SEB) are failure modes beyond the scope of this project.

2.1.2 Redundancy Schemes
Standby Redundancy
In a standby redundancy scheme, a second identical computer is provided as a redundant backup. Each
computer can take inputs from, and provide outputs to, the system – although input and output capability
is usually routed to the active computer. In the event of failure of the primary computer, the secondary
can assume its role as the active system. If the primary can be restored, it becomes the backup to the
secondary (active) computer. The status of the backup computer is dependent on the redundancy scheme
implemented:
•

•

•

Cold Redundancy: the backup computer is initially
disabled (see Figure 3). When the primary unit fails, the
backup is powered up and must be configured, as it has no
knowledge of the state of the primary unit at failure. This
scheme is ideal when downtime is not an issue, as there is a
long delay for power-up of the backup unit and probable
data loss, but minimal power consumption as only one unit
is active at any time [11] [12].
Figure 3 - Illustration of a Cold
Warm Redundancy: the backup computer is enabled and
Redundant system. Units marked “R”
shadows the primary unit’s operation. Periodic state
are input and output routers.
synchronisation between the two units provides data
integrity. When the primary unit fails, the backup unit takes
control and continues from the last known state. This can
cause momentary loss of operation, some data loss and a
slight jump in program position. This scheme is acceptable
when a momentary downtime is acceptable, but requires
system state to be reasonably well-preserved; a mediumbandwidth communication link between the two systems is Figure 4 - Illustration of a Warm or
needed (see Figure 4) and the backup unit must receive all
Hot Redundant system.
required data from the primary unit [11] [12].
Hot Redundancy: the backup computer actively mirrors the operations of the primary unit (a
condition called lockstep – see overleaf). Constant communication between the two units
ensures real-time state synchronisation and data integrity, such that the backup unit has
knowledge of every logic cycle run on the primary unit. This is suited to systems where constant
operation and zero downtime are required. However, a high-bandwidth communication link is
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essential between the two units for state synchronisation (i.e. fibre-optics [13]) and the backup
must have access to all inputs received by the primary unit [11] [12].

Modular Redundancy
Alternative redundancy schemes exist, such as Modular Redundancy. This scheme uses multiple
active computers in parallel – either running fully-independently or in lockstep. Each receives the same
inputs and generates an output, notionally using the same program. A voting circuit at the output
compares the outputs from all computers, and determines the correct output using simple rules such as
majority voting. This is a form of Error Detection and Correction and has tolerance for minor errors
such as those caused by a SEU.
Whilst Dual Modular Redundancy exists, it is of limited use as
there is no way to achieve a majority vote to allow for error
correction. Dual Modular Redundancy does allow for detection of a
probable error, although it is impossible to determine the correct
result. Typically, an odd number of computers are required for a
modular redundancy system, as this guarantees a majority vote on
binary decisions. At a minimum this takes the form of Triple
Figure 5 - Illustration of Triple
Modular Redundancy (see Figure 5).
Modular Redundancy with voting logic

Comparison of Redundancy Schemes
A summary of redundancy schemes is shown in Table 1 for comparison purposes.

“V”.

Table 1 - Comparison of redundancy schemes for two processors

Scheme
Cold Redundancy
Warm Redundancy
Hot Redundancy
Dual Modular
Redundancy

Recovery
Time
High
Moderate
Low
Negligible

Power
Low
Moderate
High
High

Link
Bandwidth
n/a
Moderate
High
n/a

Data Error
Detection
No
No
No
Yes

Lockstep
Lockstep is a technique used within systems containing identical parallel processors performing the
same operations, as in modular redundancy and hot redundancy schemes. The processors are fully
synchronised so that they perform operations simultaneously, meaning that they always have the same
state and can therefore seamlessly take over from one another [14].
Lockstep is typically implemented at a low hardware level. The synchronised processors typically share
a clock source and receive identical inputs from peripherals. All outputs from the processors are
arbitrated, through comparison or voting, to present a single output to the system. Processors in lockstep
can therefore be made transparent to the wider system, and errors can be contained and corrected [15].
As a CPU integration, it is naturally difficult to incorporate lockstep into systems which do not have
native support for it – such as microprocessors in which the CPU is packaged with peripherals.
However, processor architectures exist which do implement lockstep at the CPU level - for example,
the ARM Cortex-R series processors [16] which are designed for Dual Core Lockstep (DCLS), as used
by microcontrollers such as Texas Instruments’ Hercules family [17]. Recent work has investigated
Triple Core Lockstep (TCLS) architectures as an evolution of ARM Cortex-R technology, specifically
in the context of space applications [18]. Full resilience against SEUs has been demonstrated with
significant improvements in recovery times, approaching the performance of single-core radiation
hardened processors [19]. This architecture is not currently commercially available. The tight low-level
integration of the system concept of operations illustrates the complexities of implementing lockstep
and supports the idea that true lockstep is not feasible with devices such as Raspberry Pis.
5
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2.2 Raspberry Pi
Raspberry Pi is a series of single-board computers originally intended and designed as an educational
tool for understanding the workings of computers. The Raspberry Pi platform has demonstrated high
popularity driven by its premise as an inexpensive but fully functional computing environment with
low-level access to hardware and GPIO (general-purpose input and output) pins, allowing the use of
expansion modules known as HATs (Hardware Attached on Top).
As a matter of opinion, Raspberry Pi is the de facto single-board computer – it has created its own
ecosystem with wide third-party support encompassing both software and hardware. The platform has
seen strong uptake from the electronics community, both in terms of hobbyists and professionals [20].
Additionally, the Raspberry Pi sees use in industrial applications in various guises [21] [22].
As the AAReST Payload Interface Computer utilises a pair of Raspberry Pi devices, this section
provides an overview of its underlying technology and studies some terrestrial examples of systems
containing multiple Raspberry Pis.

2.2.1 Board Form Factors
The Raspberry Pi is available in four form factors (see Figure 6). The most common and well-known is
the Model B, which provides most connectivity with Ethernet and WiFi, four USB A ports, HDMI and
3.5mm audio out, and support for a camera and display connected via ribbon cable. The operating
system is written to an inserted MicroSD card. Also present is a 40-pin 2.54mm GPIO to which external
hardware can be attached [23].
Smaller form factors – the Model A and Zero – forego varying degrees of connectivity in favour of
compactness and lower retail price. However, these models are based on the same underlying hardware
as the Model B and retain the same GPIO header, providing essentially the same user experience.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6 - Illustration of the four Raspberry Pi form factors – (a) Model A [24], (b) Model B [23], (c) Zero [25], (d) Compute
Module [26], (not to scale). Models shown are 3A+, 4B, Zero W, Compute Module 3+ respectively.

The most compact form factor – the Compute Module – is designed to be built into a larger system
instead of operating on its own. It has no physical connectors or GPIO header - all pins are broken out
through an edge connector designed to fit into a 200-pin DDR2 SODIMM socket [27]. This allows for
more GPIO and peripheral support than other form factors, including dual native camera and display
support – these must be broken out on a host board, such as the official Compute Module IO board [28].
The Compute Module additionally provides onboard eMMC memory to store its operating system and
program files, as opposed to the external SD card requited by other form factors [26].
Typically, the Model A and Model B form factors are favoured for standalone applications. However,
in applications where space is at a premium or the Raspberry Pi must be integrated into a larger system,
the less bulky Zero and Compute Module form factors have a clear advantage. In the case of an onboard
computer for a small satellite, Compute Modules offer the lowest physical profile allowing for more
compact systems. Additionally, the SODIMM edge connector design accessibly breaks out all pins
without the use of 2.54mm pin headers: in situations where device removal is necessary, a SODIMM
socket is expected to be much more robust than a pin header connection.
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2.2.2 Processor Revisions
All Raspberry Pi models are powered by a Broadcom SoC (System-On-Chip) which integrates the CPU
and GPU. There have been five processor revisions throughout the lifetime of the Raspberry Pi to date,
which are all actively in use on products available at the time of writing.
All models, apart from the Raspberry Pi 4 Model B, have a BCM283x series SoC. These processors are
produced using 40nm technology [20] and share the same GPU and peripheral configuration [7] but
have different CPUs. The different revisions are as follows:
•
•
•
•

BCM2835 – used on the original Raspberry Pi revisions (A, A+, B, B+) and models of the
Zero, plus the original Compute Module. Uses a single-core 32-bit ARM1176 CPU [29].
BCM2836 – used exclusively on the Raspberry Pi 2 Model B. The only significant
improvement on the BCM2835 is the use of a quad-core 32-bit ARM Cortex-A7 CPU [30].
BCM2837 – used on the Revision 3 models (3B, Compute Module 3) [31]. The key change is
the use of a quad-core 64-bit ARM Cortex-A53 CPU [7].
BCM2837B0 – a revised version with improved thermal management used for the Revision 3+
models (3A+, 3B+, Compute Module 3+), allowing operation at higher clock frequencies [32].
Visually differentiated by the bare-metal heat spreader atop the SoC casing [33].

The Raspberry Pi 4 Model B utilises the BCM2711 SoC, which represents a full redesign from the
BCM283x series with an updated GPU and peripheral configuration, allowing a wide range of new
features including PCI Express, native gigabit Ethernet, and more UART and I2C master ports [20].
The CPU is upgraded to a quad-core 64-bit ARM Cortex A72, supporting more RAM (>1 GB) than
before [34].
However, to reduce power consumption the BCM2711 is manufactured using a 28nm process, resulting
in physically smaller transistors within the device which are more vulnerable to radiation effects than
the BCM283x devices. It is therefore suggested at a high level that this is less suited to in-space
applications [35]. The Raspberry Pi 4 Model B is currently the only 4th-generation Raspberry Pi
available to consumers. It is expected that new 4th-generation devices will also utilise the BCM2711.
Consideration should therefore be given to the suitability of future devices to the space environment,
when compared with existing devices.

2.2.3 Peripherals
Generally, the BCM283x peripheral set has been reasonably well-documented by the Raspberry Pi
Foundation and others [36]. The discussion of peripherals here is provided in the context of the usable
peripherals of the Raspberry Pi Compute Module 3. The formally-listed peripherals include 48 GPIO,
2 I2C Master (I2C0, I2C1), 2 SPI Master, 2 UART (one full UART, ttyAMA0, and one “mini UART”,
ttyS0), 2 SDIO, HDMI 1.3a, USB2.0 OTG host/slave, 2 CSI camera interfaces (one 2-lane and one 4lane) and 2 DSI display interfaces (one 2-lane and one 4-lane) [7].
The BCM283x peripherals documentation [36] additionally states that there are further peripherals
which can be multiplexed over the GPIO pins. The most noteworthy is the “BSC/SPI Slave” peripheral
– a serial module that can be configured as either an SPI or I2C slave and is often overlooked as it is
not as straightforward to use as other peripherals.

2.2.4

Systems with Multiple Raspberry Pi Units

Raspberry Pis, like other Linux devices, are frequently configured in implementations using multiple
discrete machines. Examples of this include distributed computing tasks and high-availability server
solutions, which exploit hardware redundancy to prevent loss of service if one device fails – a process
called failover.
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Hardware
In hardware terms, Raspberry Pis are generally configured as a cluster or a swarm on the basic premise
of networking over Ethernet, with the addition of a network switch to support many devices. Many
configurations have been created, on the small scale for educational purposes [37] and on the large
scale for supercomputing research, [38] whilst in addition instructions for smaller clusters are freely
available online for producing DIY implementations [39] [40].
Devices which do not natively support Ethernet can be networked over USB by configuring into USB
gadget mode [41] allowing connection to an upstream device. An example of this is the Cluster HAT,
which allows four Raspberry Pi Zeroes to be connected to a Raspberry Pi A/B via an onboard USB hub.
[42] The same concept is extended to the Compute Module using the Cluster Triple, which hosts three
modules in USB gadget mode for distributed computing purposes [43]. In both these examples, an
additional Raspberry Pi or computer is required as a controller.
Ultimately, all networking for devices using the BCM283x series processors (non-Pi 4) is achieved over
USB, since the BCM283x does not natively support Ethernet [36]. A USB hub device with an integrated
Ethernet controller (e.g. Pi 3B’s Microchip LAN9514 [44]) provides a reasonably high-bandwidth
interface that is limited by the maximum speed of the BCM283x’s single upstream USB 2.0 port.

Software
Various software approaches to providing failover protection exist. For example, the (now-fragmented)
High-Availability Linux Project which provides open-source software services for achieving high
availability such as Heartbeat [45] and Pacemaker – now provided by ClusterLabs [46]. Methods also
exist for synchronising databases [47], however high-availability server systems typically incur a
processing overhead due to constant synchronisation of data between individual databases.
An alternative approach becoming frequent, especially on Raspberry Pi clusters, is the use of
containerised tasks through platforms such as Docker, in which individual tasks are packaged as
standalone programs run in independent “containers”. This can be beneficial for achieving high
availability as containers can be configured to replicate one another and, through effective cluster
management, provide failover capability which approximates hot redundancy. This is most beneficial
when implemented on a much larger cluster and may therefore prove to be inefficient or ineffective in
a two-node system [48]. Again, some processing overhead is required.

2.3 Raspberry Pi in the Space Environment
2.3.1 Raspberry Pi Radiation Testing
Several radiation tests have been recently performed on various models of Raspberry Pi. These are
summarised below, with a discussion of their findings and their relevance to the AAReST mission.

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, 2014
Radiation tests were performed by NASA on the original Raspberry Pi Model B in 2014. The device
was fully irradiated with gamma radiation and incrementally tested. The tests demonstrated full device
operation up to a total irradiated dose (TID) of 40 krad(Si). Interpretation of further data suggests that
the USB controller failed at 50-60 krad(Si), however the BCM2835 was able to boot up to the maximum
tested TID of 150 krad(Si) [49].
Surrey Space Centre, 2018
Surrey Space Centre performed radiation testing on the Raspberry Pi Compute Module 3, with 2mm
aluminium shielding applied to expose only the BCM2837 processor to beta radiation. The device was
continuously tested over a range of system interfaces in the radiation environment to eliminate any
effects caused by removal and replacement. The experiment demonstrated that the device could operate
up to a TID of 130 krad(Si) under beta radiation [50].
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Universidad de Alcalá, 2019
Tests performed in 2019 by the Universidad de Alcalá, Spain were focused on demonstrating the use
of radiotherapy linear accelerators to characterise the TID effects of electronic devices. The device
studied was the original Raspberry Pi Compute Module, with a BCM2835 processor, which was fully
exposed (along with Compute Module IO board) to gamma radiation from a 6MeV photon beam.
Incremental testing in and out of the radiation environment showed that above 54.30 krad(Si) the device
failed to establish a connection over USB whilst irradiated but continued to function outside of the
radiation environment up to the point where the test was terminated, after 66.83 krad(Si) TID [51].
Discussion of Test Results
Whilst the NASA and Universidad de Alcalá tests were performed in a more analogous radiation
environment using gamma radiation, both tested the BCM2835 processor as opposed to the BCM2837
processor of the Raspberry Pi Compute Module 3, as planned for use on the AAReST flight computer.
The only test performed on the BCM2837 processor was that performed at the Surrey Space Centre;
however, this test is flawed in its use of beta radiation, which represents a poor analogue for energetic
radiation within the space environment due to its relatively low penetration. As this test focused on the
BCM2837 itself, it additionally neglects any effects on auxiliary components fitted to any revision of
the Raspberry Pi.
Conservatively assuming a maximum safe TID value of 40 krad (the lowest TID with no observed
errors) implies that the Raspberry Pi is suitable for short-duration missions in LEO - an unshielded
device can expect to receive annual dose on the order of 104 rad per year in a 500km orbit, inclined at
45⁰ [52]. The addition of modest shielding can reduce the annual dose significantly [52], demonstrating
potential for use in harsher conditions such as those seen in higher orbits.

2.3.2 Use of Raspberry Pi in Space Missions
Since its inception, the Raspberry Pi has been proposed for use in space missions; particularly in
CubeSat and entry-level missions due to its low cost [49]. Several early missions aiming to fly
Raspberry Pi units never launched (see LUNARSAIL [53], OpenOrbiter [54] for examples) but more
recently there has been an increasing, but small, number of uses on research and demonstration
missions. Presented here is a chronological overview of space missions involving Raspberry Pis which
have flown or are scheduled to fly in the near future.

Astro Pi (Raspberry Pi Foundation/ESA) – December 2015
Astro Pi is an educational initiative run by ESA and the Raspberry Pi Foundation, which “offers young
people the amazing opportunity to conduct scientific investigations in space” [55]. Since 2015, a series
of Astro Pi competitions have been set in which
students propose, and write code for, experiments
to be run on a Raspberry Pi computer about the
International Space Station (ISS).
The Astro Pi hardware aboard the ISS consists of
a pair of Raspberry Pi B+ devices accompanied
by a Raspberry Pi Camera, topped with a
specially-designed “Sense HAT” [56] (providing
user interface and a small suite of sensors) and
“space-hardened” with conformal coating and a
milled aluminium casing designed to meet
thermal dissipation requirements for the ISS [57].
During its development, the Astro Pi hardware
7 - The first in-space image of Astro Pi, taken aboard
also underwent a series of tests to verify safety Figure
the International Space Station. Note the specially designed
aluminium casing and exposed user interface elements. [60]
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during launch and ISS operations - including vibration, EMC, outgassing, thermal capacity, and
integration testing for the ISS power systems [58].
Astro Pi represents the first use of a Raspberry Pi in space and was launched to the ISS aboard a Cygnus
spacecraft in December 2015, ahead of Tim Peake’s Principia mission to the ISS [59]. At the time of
writing, the Astro Pi units have been on orbit for four years and are still operational, providing evidence
that Raspberry Pis can be used in space for prolonged periods. However, Astro Pi is advantaged by its
position in the ISS; the two units operate in an atmosphere with a stable thermal environment and have
some radiation protection from the structure of the ISS, and also has little requirement for system
reliability and up-time as the systems can be rebooted or manually reset by an astronaut in the case of
a fault.

SiriusSat (SPUTNIX, Russia) – July 2018
SiriusSat 1 and 2 are a pair of CubeSat-class
satellites from the Russian SPUTNIX Private
Space Company [60]. The satellites were built
alongside students during a workshop in Summer
2017 as an educational activity and were
subsequently launched into space and handdeployed from the International Space Station by
Russian cosmonauts during a spacewalk in August
2018. [61]
The SiriusSats are a very interesting example of
low-cost technology in space, however there is not
a significant amount of information available Figure 8 - Image of the SPUTNIX OrbiCraft-Pro on-board
computer module, showing a Raspberry Pi Compute
(much of what is available online is also written in
Module 3 installed. The Russian text in the top-right corner
Russian). It appears that the SiriusSats are based on
of the image reads “Flight Qualification”. [64]
the SPUTNIX OrbiCraft-Pro nanosatellite design,
which is designed as kit CubeSat intended as an educational tool [62]. It is available to purchase for as
little as ~ £12,000 as a “teaching” kit, but a “flight” variant can also be purchased off-the-shelf for
~£18,000. The only apparent difference between the two models is that the flight model is provided
assembled and tested by the manufacturer.
The interesting component of the OrbiCraft-Pro design is its on-board computer module [63] which
utilises a Raspberry Pi Compute Module with no provision for redundancy (Figure 8) - something which
has been touched on in discussion of SiriusSat 1 and 2 [64]. It is implied that the Compute Module was
not used as the primary on-board computer for the SiriusSats, but it is also stated that the module was
flown as a payload to evaluate performance, and
that good data has been collected [65]. Based on
the given information, it is suggested that these
were the first Raspberry Pi Compute Modules to
fly in space.

CryptIC (ESA) – April 2019
CryptIC (Cryptography ICE Cube) is an ESA
experiment aimed at “testing technological
solutions to make encryption-based secure
communication feasible for even the smallest of
space missions” [66]. CryptIC was launched to
the International Space Station (ISS) in April
2019 and, at the time of writing, is running
onboard the International Space Station.

Figure 9 - Image of the CryptIC ICE Cube experiment
hardware. The Raspberry Pi Zero is the topmost board within
the3D-printed ICE Cube enclosure. [69]
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As small and low-cost satellites such as CubeSats tend to use unencrypted communication links,
CryptIC is testing some approaches to implementation of reliable in-space encryption on unhardened
and COTS systems including a Raspberry Pi Zero, which has been adapted for use on the ISS by the
addition of a conformal coating [66].
ICE Cubes is an in-space experiment platform provided by Space Applications Services, which utilises
a standardised form-factor – in terms of physical size and electrical interface - to allow for “plug-andplay” experiments [67].

DoT-1 (SSTL, United Kingdom) - July 2019
DoT-1 (Demonstrator of Technology 1) is a
demonstration mission self-funded by Surrey
Satellite Technology Limited (SSTL) with a
primary objective to demonstrate its new Core
Data Handling System (Core-DHS) avionics
stack in a flight environment. DoT-1 was
launched on a Soyuz rocket from Vostochny
Cosmodrome, Russia, in July 2019. [68]
The mission carried additional experimental
payloads including a Raspberry Pi-based camera
experiment (Figure 10) in partnership with the
Surrey Space Centre. The experiment utilised a
Raspberry Pi Zero and camera module in almost Figure 10 - Image of the Raspberry Pi Zero within its module
box, prior to integration with the DoT-1 satellite. [71]
off-the-shelf condition [69] to capture images of
the Earth which were subsequently downlinked via the Core-DHS system. [70]
The experiment represents the first widely publicised use of a Raspberry Pi in orbital space outside the
confines of the International Space Station and demonstrates the use of the Raspberry Pi platform as a
self-contained imaging unit. SSTL has stated that, going forward, this system could be considered for
use as an imaging system for monitoring spacecraft subsystems and for outreach activities [70].

Deformable Mirror Demonstration Mission (MIT, United States) – February 2020
The Deformable Mirror Demonstration Mission (DeMi) is a technology demonstration mission let by
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). The mission aims to “demonstrate in-space operation
of a wavefront sensor and Microelectromechanical system (MEMS) deformable mirror (DM) payload
on a 6U CubeSat” [71]. DeMi was launched to the International Space Station on a Cygnus commercial
resupply mission, aboard an Antares rocket. The satellite was deployed by the Cygnus spacecraft in
May 2020 after departure from the ISS [72].
DeMi utilises the Raspberry Pi Compute Module 3 for its payload computer. As with AAReST, a
redundant pair is to be flown - however each Compute Module is mounted on its own PCB within the
stack [71] [73]. The redundancy scheme employed is not described, however it is understood that cold
redundancy is utilised [74].

DESCENT (York University, Canada) – Launch Date Unknown
DESCENT (Deorbiting Spacecraft using Electrodynamic Tethers) is a space research and
demonstration mission led by York University, Canada, in collaboration with other bodies including
the Canadian Space Agency. The mission aims to demonstrate the ability to deploy a 100m
electrodynamic tether and generate a Lorentz Force to deorbit the spacecraft [75]. The DESCENT
mission is believed to have been cancelled [61], having been scheduled for a 2019 launch [76].
The Command & Data Handling system for the DESCENT spacecraft uses of a redundant pair of
Raspberry Pi Zeroes [77] to “ensure a low-cost, robust and easily implementable system design” [78].
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These are mounted together on a PCB which
routes signals to a PC/104 header and other
connectors. Each Raspberry Pi Zero is mounted
by its 40-pin GPIO header, with an additional
direct connection to each device’s camera
connector with an FFC ribbon cable to simplify
routing.
The DESCENT C&DH system is planned to
operate in cold redundancy, where only one unit
is powered at a time; it is stated that the available
power budget precludes running both units
simultaneously, therefore preventing warm or
Figure 11 - Image of the DESCENT C&DH Subsystem,
hot redundancy systems. The two Raspberry Pi
Zeroes communicate with each other via TCP/IP showing headers to mount the two redundant Raspberry Pi
Zero boards. [77]
(using Ethernet over USB gadget mode) to
periodically synchronise state, in order to minimise data loss in a fault scenario. [78]
The system lacks an external supervisor/arbitrator device. The two Raspberry Pis instead arbitrate
between themselves through a capability- and priority-based comparison to determine which gets access
to the system buses via software multiplexing [78]. The planned method for switching control to the
backup device is unknown; given that the active device is not monitored on the board, it appears that
the system has limited capability to respond to a fault scenario.

Other Examples
There are some further documented planned uses of Raspberry Pi in space missions – such as OPAL
from the Utah State University [79] [80]. Raspberry Pis have additionally seen some relevant use in
suborbital space aboard sounding rockets [81] and to near-space aboard high-altitude balloons [82].

2.4 Review of Previous Work
This section contains an evaluation of the most recent iteration of the AAReST Payload Interface
Computer – OBCvIII [6] – and previously-completed subsystem testing, and includes critique and
discussion of design choices where relevant. The OBCvIII design is detailed in the block diagram below
(Figure 12).

Figure 12 - Block Diagram of AAReST OBCvIII - derived from [6]
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2.4.1 Concept of Operations
The two Raspberry Pis are configured to operate independently in a dual-redundant setup with one
device active whilst the other sits in an idle state as a backup, prepared to take over operations when
required. Control of the system redundancy lies within the Xilinx XC95144XL Complex Programmable
Logic Device (CPLD) [83] which plays the dual role of system supervisor and arbiter. In its supervisor
role, the CPLD monitors each Raspberry Pi through two key metrics to determine the state of the active
and backup devices, and switch to the backup if necessary:
•
•

Current measurement at each supply input to the Raspberry Pi; this allows for detection of
the symptoms of a SEL - high current draw or a short circuit.
Reception of a periodic heartbeat signal from each Raspberry Pi, indicating that the unit is
healthy and operational. Failure to receive a signal suggests an unresponsive device, which is
characteristic of a SEFI.

The CPLD further manages routing of bus signals from the active Raspberry Pi to the satellite’s PC/104
backplane, which connects to other satellite systems. Selection of the active Raspberry Pi is achieved
by routing all buses to the necessary device, allowing it to interface with the satellite payloads and
systems. It is assumed that the connection status is indicated to the Raspberry Pis by the CPLD over
one of the system buses or a GPIO line.

2.4.2 System Buses
Payload I2C
The Payload I2C bus (PL I2C, blue in Figure 12) allows the Payload Interface Computer to
communicate with the electromagnetic docking systems over the satellite’s PC/104 backplane. Each
Raspberry Pi incorporates a PL I2C master on its I2C0 bus; however, multiplexing is required as the
Raspberry Pi I2C peripherals only support a single master on each bus [36]. In the OBCvIII design the
CPLD is intended to act as a router for the PL I2C bus.
Buses from both devices are routed to the CPLD’s GPIO, as is the single bus running to the PC/104
header. Internally, the CPLD should implement some multiplexing logic to route the I2C lines, and
additionally should house a slave node on the PL I2C line to allow the CPLD to receive messages. This
is shown symbolically in Figure 13a.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 13 - Diagrams of the individual system buses corresponding to Figure 12 routed as follows: (a) PL I2C, (b) PT I2C,
(c) PL UART.
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The operation of the PL I2C bus was not previously tested due to implementation issues. Additionally,
the CPLD VHDL was incomplete and contained support for neither multiplexing nor the internal I2C
slave node.

Platform I2C
The Platform I2C bus (PT I2C, green in Figure 12) allows the satellite’s ADCS bundle [84] to
communicate with various subsystems, including the Payload Interface Computer, over the PC/104
backplane. The ADCS bundle is intended to be the master device of this bus [84].
The OBCvIII design specifies the I2C1 peripheral of each Raspberry Pi to be connected to the PT I2C
bus. The I2C1 peripheral only supports master mode operation, making it necessary to include an I2C
buffer as an interface between the PT I2C bus master (the ADCS bundle) and the Raspberry Pi master
nodes. This is placed within the CPLD, with as-yet-unspecified architecture, as shown symbolically in
Figure 13b; a multiplexer is included here to represent the concept of switching between the two
devices. The PT I2C bus is additionally isolated using a ISO1541D I2C bus isolator [85], included as a
safety feature to protect the CPLD from signal failures from the ADCS bundle. The operation of the PT
I2C bus had also not been previously implemented or tested – nor had any VHDL implementation of
the CPLD’s internal I2C buffer system.

Payload UART
The Payload UART bus (PL UART, red in Figure 12) allows the Payload Interface Controller to directly
interface with the Caltech Mirror Payload atop the satellite [1] at 9600 Baud, 8N1 [5]. The UART lines
are routed to the PC/104 backplane via the CPLD. As UART is a one-to-one communication bus,
multiplexing is implemented within the CPLD to route the bus to either Raspberry Pi. This is
symbolically shown in Figure 13c.
Routing the UART in this fashion is trivial since the bus has two unidirectional lines. This capability
has been demonstrated in the form manual routing in the VHDL, to allow the UART from one of the
Raspberry Pis to be routed to the breakout header (P1) next to the PC/104 connector. The functionality
has been necessary to allow access to the Linux console over UART to interact with and control the
Raspberry Pi, as no provision has been made for this directly.

2.4.3 USB Routing
As USB is a differential high-speed communication bus, it is
unsuitable for routing through the CPLD (which can only handle
single-ended digital signals. Therefore, an external switching
approach is specified for the OBCvIII design, controlled by the
CPLD in unison with the routing of other busses.
Each Raspberry Pi must be capable of communication with two
downstream USB devices; the COTS LiDAR system used for
sensing during the docking process (interfaced over the PC/104
backplane) and the Wi-Fi subsystem. However, the BCM2837 SoC
[31] supports a single upstream USB port. It is therefore necessary
to add a USB hub to support the two devices (a common approach
used on other Raspberry Pi devices, for example to provide the four
available USB ports and Ethernet on the Raspberry Pi 3 Model B).
The system uses a pair of Microchip USB2422 two-port USB hubs
[86] – one per Raspberry Pi– to provide two USB ports per device.
These are then routed to the two downstream devices using a pair of
Texas Instruments TS3USB30E [87] analogue USB switches (which
are transparent to USB signals). Two switches are required, one for
14
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each downstream device, allowing both to be simultaneously switched between the two upstream
Raspberry Pis (Figure 14).
No USB subsystem functionality was tested or demonstrated during previous OBCvIII development.
One key design flaw that is foreseen is the decision to configure the USB2422 hubs using an SMBus
interface (a similar protocol to I2C) connected to the CPLD, which must configure the hubs before they
can be used. No further USB development can be completed until this is implemented or circumvented.
It is suggested that this configuration should be avoided as it raises the possibility of the USB network
becoming non-functional in the case of a CPLD failure, which may be detrimental to reliability

2.4.4 Wi-Fi Intersatellite Link
The AAReST intersatellite link is implemented over Wi-Fi, utilising the RT5370N chipset as used in
some commercially available USB Wi-Fi dongles. [88]
The circuit follows an available design from a USB dongle [89], transplanted to the Payload Interface
Computer PCB. This appears to be a reference design provided by Ralink (the device designer) and
appears have been implemented in a commercial USB device, giving confidence to the validity of the
design. However, in the design the antenna feed is only connected to the power amplifier (RF output),
whilst the low-noise amplifier (RF input) is unconnected. The openly available documentation for the
RT5370N is poor, however the available datasheet [90] implies that there is no internal connection
between the RF output and RF input. It is therefore unclear if or how the device will function –
something that may need to be empirically determined.
The RT5370N requires +3.3V, +1.5V and +1.2V supply voltages; to facilitate this the OBCvIII design
includes a TLV1117 LDO (low dropout) regulator to produce the +1.5V required, from the +3.3V
supply. The RT5370N incorporates internal LDOs to generate the +1.2V supply using the +1.5V input.

2.4.5 Power Distribution
The Payload Interface Computer board receives two supply voltages from the satellite’s EPS module –
5V and 3.3V. These are then used by the various devices on the board.

Satellite Power Supplies
The Payload Interface Computer uses a 3.3V logic level throughout. Most devices therefore utilise the
satellite 3.3V supply directly - except the Raspberry Pis (which have their own regulators) and the
INA194 current sensors, both of which utilise the satellite 5V supply. The RT5370N additionally
requires a 1.5V supply, which is regulated from the 3.3V supply using a TLV1117 LDO regulator.
Raspberry Pi Power Management
For proper operation the Raspberry Pi Compute Modules each require three different supply voltages,
as detailed in Table 2 below [6] [7];
Table 2 - Details of the three supply voltages and voltage domains of the Raspberry Pi Compute Module 3.

Supply Voltage
+5.0V
+3.3V
+1.8V

Supply Domain
VBAT
3V3, GPIO0_27_VDD,
GPIO28_45_VDD
1V8

Description
Core SMPS Supply
3V3 Supply Voltage +
GPIO Supply Voltages
1V8 Supply Voltage

Each Raspberry Pi has a dedicated dual-channel PAM2306AYPKE DC-DC converter [91] to derive its
+3.3V and +1.8V supply voltages from the satellite’s 5V bus, which also directly supplies VBAT. The
two DC-DC converter channels have independent enable lines controlled by the CPLD to allow for
correct supply sequencing (highest to lowest voltage) for the Raspberry Pis, and for the disabling the
supplies in a fault scenario (i.e. a SEL condition).
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There are some potential issues with the configuration; first, there is no way to switch the 5V supply to
avoid damage to the Raspberry Pis in a fault scenario. Second, it is possible to enable the 1.8V supply
whilst the 3.3V supply is disabled, which could potentially cause a latch-up condition [7]; this state
should be engineered out of the system if possible.

Current Monitoring
Current measurements are made at key points within the power distribution system to allow for power
consumption monitoring by the CPLD. This uses a series of INA194 current monitors [92] which work
in a shunt arrangement. The analogue output of each current monitor is passed to a MAX11611 12channel ADC [93] which is accessed over I2C by the CPLD.
Table 3 - Summary of the measurement points within the current monitoring system

ADC Input
AIN0
AIN1
AIN2
AIN3
AIN4
AIN5
AIN6
AIN7
AIN8
AIN9
AIN10
NC

Net
CPLD_3V3
CM1_1V8
CM2_1V8
WIFI_3V3
WIFI_1V5
CM1_3V3
CM2_3V3
CM1_VBAT
CM2_VBAT
HUB1_I
HUB2_I
WIFI_1V2

Device
CPLD
RPi 1
RPi 2
RT5370N
RT5370N
RPi 1
RPi 2
RPi 1
RPi 2
USB2422 1
USB2422 2
RT5370N

Domain
+3.3V
+1.8V
+1.8V
+3.3V
+1.5V
+3.3V
+3.3V
+5.0V
+5.0V
+3.3V
+3.3V
+1.2V

Measured By
U24
U9
U10
U25
U20
U6
U7
U11
U12
U14
U16
U18

Twelve INA194 devices are embedded within the power distribution system, as detailed in Table 3.
These measure the current consumption of the two Raspberry Pis, the CPLD, the USB hubs and the WiFi chip. However, only eleven channels of the ADC are usable for taking measurements (the twelfth is
used for a voltage reference). The twelfth INA194 measures the current consumption of the 1.2V supply
of the Wi-Fi chip, but its output is not routed to an ADC - it is an unnecessary legacy inclusion from
previous design revisions. As the 1.2V supply is internally produced from the 1.5V input, this sensor is
not strictly required and can be removed from the design.

2.4.6 Physical Hardware
The condition of the OBCvIII prototype hardware at the start of the project is shown in Figure 15,
overleaf. The PCB was almost completely populated - missing only the ferrite beards, the Wi-Fi antenna
connector and the PC/104+ connector. Further unpopulated components are listed as “not mounted” in
the schematics. Not all populated components have been verified operational. Some of the missing
ferrite beads have been shorted with solder, which is acceptable as an approximation from an electrical
standpoint.
Several physical errors have been identified from visual inspection of the OBCvIII PCB and brought
forward from prior work; these should be addressed in the OBCvIV design. First, the PC/104 header is
incorrect (as detailed in the following discussion). Second, the DDR2 socket footprint has misaligned
pads requiring the sockets on the OBCvIII hardware to be mounted at a slight angle. The DDR2 socket
also has incorrect mounting hole positions for the Raspberry Pi Compute Modules.
Additionally, there are some errors with the placement of text and component identifiers on the PCB
silkscreen: some text is inexplicably bold, whilst component identifiers are in some places reversed or
placed underneath other pads or vias. (This is not helped by the application of via stitching with exposed
vias). Test points are also poorly labelled in several places, which hinders development and testing
efforts.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 15 - Images of the board profile showing the state of the OBCvIII prototype hardware at the start of the project - (a)
the top side, and (b) the bottom side.The three wires attached to the bottom side (b) are for power supply in absence of the
population of the PC/104 header.

The board profile follows the CubeSat Kit PCB
specification [94] – adapted from the PC/104 computer
form factor into a de facto standard for CubeSats. The
CubeSat Kit PCB specification deviates from the
official PC/104 specification [95] in several areas.
Whilst the CubeSat standard complies with the PC/104
mechanical envelope and board mounting hole position
and size, it defines a different electrical interface: The
PC/104 ISA bus connector is replaced with the CubeSat
Kit Bus header – a 4x26 2.54mm (0.100”) pitch header.
In CubeSat terms (and throughout this document)
references made to the “PC/104 connector” refer to the
CubeSat Kit Bus connector, as seen here.
The AAReST OBCvIII design’s electrical connections
do not conform to the CubeSat Kit PCB specification as
it uses a 2mm pitch header for the CubeSat Kit Bus
connector [6] [96]. This is referred to as a “PC/104+
connector” as it closely matches the position and pitch
of an additional PCI connector within the PC/104-plus
standard. [97] The difference can be seen by comparing
the headers shown in Figure 15 (a) and Figure 16.
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Figure 16 - Drawing of the CubeSat Kit PCB
specification, showing the positions of mounting holes
and the "CubeSat Kit Bus" connector (top) relative to
the PC/104 ISA bus connector (bottom). [93]
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2.5 Summary
The AAReST Payload Interface Computer needs to be capable of responding to electrical issues caused
by the radiation environment. The symptoms of these issues are:
1. Sudden high supply current draw from a processor due to a low-impedance path to ground
(symptomatic of SEL). The required response is to power the unit down immediately.
2. Data corruption within the computers (symptomatic of SEU). The required response is to
perform software error correction if detected.
3. An unresponsive processor, providing no heartbeat (symptomatic of SEFI). The required
response is to reboot the unresponsive unit.
Hardware redundancy is a common mitigation to device errors in space systems. Several redundancy
schemes are available, which could be implemented to provide varying degrees of responsiveness to
processor failure in either of the AAReST OBC’s Raspberry Pi modules. Of these, the highestperformance modes (hot redundancy and/or dual modular redundancy) ideally require the
implementation of lockstep –which in true form will be impossible with Raspberry Pi modules. At best,
warm-to-hot redundancy could be implemented if a fast communication interface were established
between the two processors.
Terrestrially, Raspberry Pis have been configured in multiple-unit configurations for distributed
computing, and high-availability applications such as web servers - where redundancy is used to prevent
loss of service. This typically requires multiple Raspberry Pis to be networked together. The example
implementation using Compute Modules works by networking the devices using USB gadget mode,
which cannot be implemented for AAReST as other USB devices are in use. However, an Ethernetbased solution could be workable if Ethernet capability were added to the Compute Modules to create
an on-board Local Area Network.
The Raspberry Pi has been shown to be suitable for short-duration space missions though radiation
testing, which has demonstrated a tolerance to a Total Ionising Dose of at least 40 krad(Si), plus
demonstrated operability of the BCM283x series of processors up to 150 krad(Si). Raspberry Pi
additionally has a small but growing heritage in spaceflight, including six units known to have flown in
space to date (of which three operated in free space) and several documented near-space uses - a
practical demonstration of the suitability of Raspberry Pis to the space environment. The most relevant
cases to AAReST are the apparent flights of the Raspberry Pi Compute Module 3 operationally (DeMi)
and for test purposes (SiriusSat 1 and 2), and the other dual-redundant Raspberry Pi concepts (i.e.
DESCENT, DeMi), which lend credibility to the approach – although a warm or hot-redundant
approach does not appear to have been implemented to date.
The AAReST OBCvIII design aims to support a redundant configuration of two Raspberry Pi Compute
Module 3 devices under supervision from a Xilinx CPLD. The design provides a solid basis for cold
redundancy but appears insufficient to support warm or hot redundancy. Multiple elements – I2C, USB,
Wi-Fi – have not been tested and therefore require further exploration and development. As it has
already been identified that a PCB redesign is required, the opportunity can be taken to address areas
for concern in the current design to improve the concept of operations to support warm redundancy.
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OBCVIII DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING
The first section of this project focused on continuing development work and functional testing on the
OBCvIII board, to understand the limitations of the chosen approach and retire as much risk as possible
for the next iteration (OBCvIV). A significant amount of work has been undertaken to this end, a
summary of which is included here.

3.1 Return to Previous Configuration
As the project had been dormant for some time, it was necessary to undertake some work to return the
hardware to its previously-demonstrated configuration, in which a Raspberry Pi Compute Module could
be successfully booted on the OBCvIII board. A heartbeat signal had been implemented and output to
an LED. An operational CPLD (with its own "blinky" status LED) provided a UART pass-through to
header P1 for access to the Raspberry Pi's serial console.
To remove any uncertainty about the system configuration a new software image was developed for the
Raspberry Pi based on Raspbian Buster Lite [98]. Code was then rewritten based on [6] to implement
the heartbeat service with some minor improvements. The opportunity was additionally taken to
configure automatic login of the default "pi" user. Functionality was demonstrated on the Compute
Module IO board, with a serial console interface provided through a FT232 USB-to-serial bridge. The
heartbeat signal was observed as expected (Figure 17).

Figure 17 - Logic analyser capture of the heartbeat signal, demonstrating stopping and starting of the service. A start-up
glitch can be observed just after 19s in this capture, when the service was restarted: this was rectified by modifying the code
for the service such that the first half-period of the heartbeat signal was low.Captured using PulseView [99].

When the Raspberry Pi was moved to the OBCvIII PCB, the heartbeat signal was observed on LED
D4. However, no serial console output was observed through the UART debug header P1. Inspection
of the VHDL loaded onto the CPLD with Dr Chris Bridges revealed a configuration change, which had
to be modified to reroute the UART signals to this header. The serial console was then observed with
the FT232 bridge at the UART debug header, allowing operation on the OBCvIII PCB.
This concluded the work needed to reach the previous state of the project. Development work continued
from where it was previously left off with the I2C buses and the USB/ Wi-Fi systems.

3.2 I2C Development
Both I2C buses in the OBCvIII design (PL I2C and PT I2C) were previously untested and were therefore
debugged and verified as far as possible. The I2C buses use the Raspberry Pi I2C0 and I2C1 peripherals,
respectively, which were initially tested and demonstrated on the Compute Module IO board using the
Linux i2c-tools package [100] to generate test transactions. Whilst I2C1 worked immediately, I2C0 had
to be enabled in the /boot/config.txt file before any bus activity was observed.
Attempts to repeat these tests on the OBCvIII PCB were initially unsuccessful, as the i2cdetect
command appeared to be timing out and failing to complete. After observation of the signals output
from the Raspberry Pi, it was determined that the issue was a lack of pull-up resistors on the I2C lines;
these resistors are essential to I2C operation as they allow the bidirectional open-drain line behaviour.
It had previously been assumed that these were configured within the Raspberry Pi, so no provision was
made on the PCB. A method to add these resistors was devised and implemented (Figure 18) after which
the expected signals were observed at the Raspberry Pi’s output. This verified the ability to transmit
I2C on the OBCvIII PCB and allowed the behaviour of the I2C CPLD pass-through and multiplexing
to be tested.
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I2C signal multiplexing through the CPLD could not be established.
Through further research [101] [102], it was determined that this was
not a suitable configuration due to a lack of open-drain GPIO support
and an inability to handle bidirectional signal passthrough. A
workable alternative implementation using multiple active I2C nodes
was proposed. Based on calculations presented in [6] it was
determined that this would exceed the number of available logic cells
on the installed CPLD. Given the need to modify the design in any
case, it was decided that the next revision should use analogue
multiplexers to prevent further issues.
In addition to the above, the Raspberry Pi BSC slave peripheral [36]
was demonstrated; this can act as an I2C slave, removing the need
for the CPLD to buffer the PT I2C bus in future revisions.

3.3 Wi-Fi and USB Development
The RT5370N Wi-Fi chipset used in the AAReST OBCvIII design
utilises USB to communicate with the Raspberry Pi. None of the
USB subsystems had been previously validated.

Figure 18 - Modifications made to the
OBCvIII PCB to accommodate I2C
pull-up resistors.

A Wi-Fi dongle based on the RT5370N chipset was first sourced [88]
and used to verify compatibility with a Raspberry Pi. It was shown
that the device operated correctly without the installation of
additional drivers and could connect to a Wi-Fi hotspot and access
the internet. This provided a test case against which the operations of
the OBCvIII design could be compared.
On the OBCvIII board, the entire USB subsystem had to be debugged
to establish communications with the RT5370N chipset. The first
significant hurdle was the configuration of the USB2422 hubs: Due
to the SMBus configuration requirement (Section 2.4.3), these were
not usable in their original state. By studying the documentation [86]
it was found that the hubs could use a hardware configuration mode, Figure 19 - Modifications to convert
the USB2422 hubs to their hardware
bypassing SMBus configuration, if the SMB_CLK pin were tied low configuration mode.
instead of high. The necessary modifications were made (Figure 19)
and it was demonstrated that the Raspberry Pi could detect the USB2422 hub connected to its USB port.
To bring the RT5370N Wi-Fi chipset to an operational state, several missing ferrite beads (FB3, FB6)
had to be populated to provide the required supply voltages to the device. Visual inspection indicated
that the device also needed solder rework as it had dry or non-existent solder joints (see Figure 20)
which prevented supply voltages and control signals from reaching the device pads.

(a)

(b)

Figure 20 - Condition of the RT5370N before (a) and after (b) rework.
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After much debugging it was shown that the device had been successfully re-soldered by measuring a
non-zero voltage at the outputs of the RT5370N’s internal +1.2V regulators. However, two out of three
1.2V outputs were significantly below their expected voltages implying that the device had not started
up correctly.
Upon investigation, this was determined to be caused by a sequencing issue with the device’s 3.3V and
1.5V supply voltages: due to the chosen regulator configuration, the 1.5V line became active long before
the 3.3V supply had ramped up (Figure 21), causing the RT5370N to enter a brownout state. This could
be rectified by applying a low-going pulse to the device reset pin, after which measurement of all
regulator output indicated that the device had started up completely.

Figure 21 - Oscilloscope trace showing the 1.5V (CH1, yellow) and 3.3V (CH2, blue) supply
voltages to the RT5370N chipset. Note the incorrect supply sequencing, with the 1.5V line
coming online before the 3.3V line has ramped up.

Despite this, the Raspberry Pi still failed to detect the device – additionally no identifiable signals were
observed by a spectrum analyser at the antenna output. The TS3USB30E USB switch was therefore
determined to be preventing USB communication between the USB2422 hub and the RT5370N.
Incorrect VHDL configuration and a strong 15Ω pull-up resistor on the switch’s enable line were found
to be forcing it into a disabled state. Visual inspection further indicated that the switches required solder
rework. The hardware was modified by replacing the pull-up resistor with the specified 2kΩ component
[6] and reworking the solder joints on the switch. The VHDL was also
modified to drive the enable line low, after which a resistance test
demonstrated that the switch was operating as expected.
This allowed communication between the Raspberry Pi and the
RT5370N chipset over USB to finally be achieved on the OBCvIII
board. Basic functionality was demonstrated by connecting to a Wi-Fi
hotspot and connecting to a remote server. By comparison with an
equivalent setup on the Compute Module IO board with the Wi-Fi
dongle, it was found that the OBCvIII device had a poorer link quality,
receiving a -63dBm signal relative to the dongle’s -37dBm signal. This
is likely due to the significantly poorer antenna connection through a
coaxial pigtail to an SMA connector (Figure 22), which was necessary
due to the incorrect component footprint used in the design.
It was also observed that the OBCvIII RT5370N had a 230mW greater
power consumption than the USB Wi-Fi dongle. This is attributed to
the use of a 1.5V linear regulator on the PCB, compared with a DCDC converter within the dongle [89]: The latter is more efficient by Figure 22 - Coaxial pigtail for the
Wi-Fi antenna.
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nature because a linear regulator dissipates excess energy to reduce voltage. It was suggested that this
regulator (U19) could be replaced with a DC-DC converter in the OBCvIV design iteration.
An end-to-end demonstration of Wi-Fi operation was conducted by connecting the Raspberry Pis on
the OBCvIII board and the Compute Module IO board to the same Wi-Fi hotspot and conducting ping
tests between the two. It was shown to be possible to communicate both ways, indicating a functional
Wi-Fi configuration.

3.4 Summary
Development of the existing OBCvIII PCB demonstrated that the USB and Wi-Fi subsystems operate
as intended, with some necessary modifications and repairs to achieve full functionality. Operation of
both I2C bus master peripherals within the Raspberry Pi was demonstrated on the OBCvIII PCB, after
addition of pull-up resistors. I2C communication through the CPLD could not be established and it was
concluded that this approach to I2C routing is unworkable and should be abandoned in favour of
analogue multiplexers. Further, the demonstration of an I2C slave on the Raspberry Pi provides an
opportunity to properly implement the PT I2C bus.
A summary of all hardware changes made to date is shown below. The modifications are detailed in
APPENDIX B, where changes are numbered to correspond with this diagram. For simplicity, software
changes and trivial VHDL modifications are not listed.

Figure 23 - Summary of hardware modifications to the AAReST OBCvIII PCB - numbers correspond to entries in Table 11
(APPENDIX B)
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OBCVIV TOP-LEVEL DESIGN
This section provides an overview of the development work undertaken and for the OBCvIV board
design revision and summarises the key motivations and details of the redesign. The primary changes
are justified, and discussion of design choices and implications presented where relevant.

4.1 Design Aims
Seven key aims were identified for the OBCvIV design, which cover adaptations to changing mission
requirements (1), addressing identified issues with the OBCvIII design (2-5) based on the points raised
at the end of [6] and the findings of Sections 2.4 and 3, and improvements to the system concept of
operations (6-7) based on observations from Section 2. These are listed below:
1. Support changes in requirements for the AAReST mission: the USB LiDAR has been
replaced with an optical ranging system based on the natively supported Raspberry Pi Camera.
Camera support (and switching of camera signals) for the two Compute Modules is required.
The requirement for off-board USB communication is removed.
2. Reconcile key mechanical and interfacing issues with the OBCvIII design – particularly: the
incorrect PC/104 connector footprint; the incorrect Raspberry Pi Compute Module SODIMM
footprint; the incorrect Raspberry Pi Compute Module mounting hole positions.
3. Replace the CPLD bus multiplexing with a viable alternative such as analogue multiplexing.
The opportunity to further improve the I2C bus configurations to use the Raspberry Pi I2C slave
peripheral eliminates the explicit need for a CPLD and allows the exploration of suitable
alternative control devices (i.e. microcontrollers).
4. Revise the Wi-Fi chipset’s regulator configuration to prevent brownout at board power-up
by bringing up the voltage supply lines in the correct order. The opportunity can be taken to
replace the current linear regulator (TLV1117) with an equivalent DC-DC converter to improve
efficiency.
5. Make key design changes to reflect the changes needed to demonstrate functionality on the
OBCvIII board, as listed in APPENDIX B.
6. Improve the Payload Interface Computer redundancy scheme to support warm and/or hot
redundancy, by including a high-speed bidirectional communications link between the two
Compute Modules. The suggested configuration is an on-board Local Area Network using
Ethernet.
7. Improve the Compute Module power control scheme to allow complete shutdown in a latchup scenario by incorporating control of the +5V supply line.

4.2 Design Overview
Figure 24 (overleaf) shows the AAReST OBCvIV top-level design. Given the commonality with the
OBCvIII system, comparison with Figure 12 provides a high-level view of the changes made to the
system.
At the core of the system are the two Raspberry Pi Compute Modules, which are configured to be
functionally independent with their own sets of regulators and power circuitry. Each Compute Module
additionally has a new external LAN9512 USB/Ethernet hub (see Section 4.3.5) to provide a highbandwidth Ethernet communications cross-link between the two devices.
The Raspberry Pis have several shared resources: The satellite communication buses - PL I2C master,
PL UART, PT I2C slave – which are broken out over the PC/104 connector, access to the Wi-Fi chipset
(RT5370N) – acting as an intersatellite link - over USB, and a redundant cross-strapped pair of
Raspberry Pi Camera Modules. Using discrete multiplexer devices, the connection to all shared
resources can be independently or simultaneously switched to either Raspberry Pi. This process is under
the control of an onboard microcontroller (MSP430FR5969) as detailed in Section 4.2.1.
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The cross-switch configuration of the Camera Modules enables a range of different use cases, requiring
different levels of hardware utilisation and providing different redundancy modes depending on mission
requirements. Each Raspberry Pi can have its own dedicated camera, or the two can share one or two
cameras using the cross switch, in an active-backup configuration.

Figure 24 – System diagram for the OBCvIV design. This is a refinement of the system diagram presented in the mid-term
report, to account for refinements and design decisions in the interim. A switched USB bus on the Satellite Bus Header is also
included in the PCB design for backwards-compatibility but is not shown here for clarity.

4.2.1 Concept of Operations
The AAReST OBCvIV design expands and revises the concept of operations of previous design
iterations, and is conceptually similar to the OBCvIII design detailed in Section 2.4.1.

Redundant Operation
The pair of Raspberry Pi Compute Modules are configurable for operation in both cold and warm-tohot redundancy depending on operational requirements. The Compute Modules can either operate
independently as a cold-redundant system, or can communicate with one another using the on-board
Ethernet connection (effectively a Local Area Network) to enable a range of software approaches to
system redundancy as per Section 2.2.4.
At a minimum, the capability for fast cross-communication enables the transfer of program state and
received data between the two devices for warm redundancy and should also allow an approximation
of the state synchronisation required for hot redundancy, in the absence of a true lockstep capability.
These modes will require redundancy handler software to be installed on the Raspberry Pis to properly
handle synchronisation and access to shared resources.
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System Monitoring
The redundancy configuration of the Compute Modules is supervised and arbitrated by the
microcontroller. As a system supervisor the microcontroller continuously monitors the status of each
Compute Module in the following ways:
1. Monitoring of current draw at all supply voltage inputs to the Raspberry Pi, and independently
to each corresponding LAN9512 USB/Ethernet hub and the RT5370N Wi-Fi chipset, allowing
for detection of symptoms of a recoverable SEL condition (high current draw) and failedinactive devices (low current draw).
2. Monitoring of all regulated supply voltages on the board. An out-of-regulation voltage implies
a regulator failure or transient state due to a SEU, which could compromise the operation of the
Raspberry Pi.
3. Reception of a periodic heartbeat signal from each Raspberry Pi, indicating that the unit is
healthy and operational. Failure to receive incoming signal transitions suggests an unresponsive
device, which is characteristic of a SEFI.
4. Reception of a Boolean status signal from each Raspberry Pi which represents its selfdetermined ability to operate. This signal is nominally active when the device has fully started
up and is ready to perform operations. If this signal goes inactive, the implication is that the
device has unexpectedly rebooted or otherwise explicitly requested to give up operations. This
signal allows a faster response in reboot scenarios than the heartbeat signal but may not capture
the case of an unresponsive device.

Failure Response
In operation, one Raspberry Pi is selected as the active device and receives access to the shared system
resources through multiplexer configuration. The microcontroller indicates the active Raspberry Pi via
the Device Select GPIO line; this is connected to both devices, with one configured with an active-high
input and the other as active-low, such that only one can be active at any time.
On detection of a failure of the active Raspberry Pi, the microcontroller switches bus access to the
backup device, which takes over operations and becomes the active device in a manner defined by the
redundancy scheme in use. Safe bus switching is achieved by disabling all multiplexers, changing their
internal routing, and re-enabling to allow transmission. The microcontroller additionally responds to
the device failure in the following ways for each of the fault conditions above:
•

•

•

For conditions 1 and 2 the power to the active device is removed, and the device subjected to a
full power cycle to reinitialise the voltage regulators, ensure stable supply, then boot up the
Raspberry Pi.
For condition 3, a soft reset can be initiated by cycling the Raspberry Pi reset line. This should
induce a reboot and clear the functional interrupt. A power cycle could be initiated if this does
not have the desired effect.
Condition 4 nominally requires no response, on the assumption that the Raspberry Pi has reset
itself. However, the microcontroller should initiate a soft reset to be thorough and catch offnominal or unexpected behaviour.

Whilst the failed device is being returned to operation, the active Raspberry Pi is effectively operating
without a backup. If it also fails, a disruption of operations will occur, with the first device to come
back online being assigned to be active. Otherwise, once the failed device is recovered it becomes the
backup and redundancy operations can resume.

4.3 Discussion of Design Changes
This section provides a discussion of the major design changes A thorough sheet-by-sheet discussion
of the OBCvIV design, and the changes relative to OBCvIII, is presented in APPENDIX H.
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4.3.1 Bus Multiplexing
As discussed at length, the CPLD multiplexing configuration for the PL I2C and PT I2C buses in the
OBCvIII design was unworkable. Despite being a digital protocol, the I2C physical layer achieves
bidirectional communications by exploiting analogue behaviours in a continuous-time domain. I2C
signals are therefore most reliably multiplexed using an analogue multiplexer.
The OBCvIV carries over the TS3USB30E 2:1 USB multiplexer [87] from the OBCvIII design for USB
bus multiplexing. As a high-bandwidth dual-channel analogue switch, it was also believed to be
appropriate for switching I2C buses. Re-using the same component where possible minimises the
number of unique components on the board, and since the TS3USB30E is available in a very compact
QFN package there was little benefit in searching for an alternative device. It was decided that the PL
UART bus should be routed with a TS3USB30E, although as digital signals these were already reliably
routed by the CPLD.
As the device was designed for differential USB
signals, its behaviour with single-ended signals
was not guaranteed. For testing a small singlelayer breakout board was designed for fabrication
by the University’s Technical Services Unit
(Figure 25).
A full input-to-output resistance test showed that
the multiplexer operated as expected. An active
test, driving inputs and outputs with a square
wave, demonstrated signal integrity through the
multiplexer and good channel-to-channel
Figure 25 - TS3USB30E TSSOP Breakout Board.
isolation, but also showed some crosstalk in the
adjacent floating line (Figure 26).
Adding a pull-up resistor to the floating line replicated the configuration on an I2C bus and eliminated
the crosstalk. The device was shown to be suitable for multiplexing I2C and was therefore incorporated
into the OBCvIV design.

(a)

(b)

Figure 26 - TS3USB30E behaviour. Response of output (CH2, blue) for a 20kHz square-wave input (CH1, Yellow) for (a) the
selected output, (b) the floating unconnected output. All waveforms are at 500mV/div, 10us timebase.

These tests also demonstrated that the same device could be used reliably to multiplex UART signals.
To prevent crosstalk-related issues on undriven bus segments, the OBCvIV design includes weak pullup resistors at strategic locations around the bus multiplexers and isolators. This also ensures that
undriven bus segments idle high, as required for UART.
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4.3.2 Microcontroller
The changes to the I2C bus configurations discussed in Sections 3.2 and 4.1 removed the explicit need
for a CPLD to buffer and multiplex buses. Due to the simplified functionality, the CPLD was replaced
with a microcontroller to lower overall complexity and streamline system development. A survey of the
microcontroller market highlighted several options which had features suited to operation in a space
environment:
•

•

•

Microcontrollers with built-in redundancy features, such as Texas Instruments’ Hercules
product family [17] which provides Dual-Core Lockstep (ARM Cortex-R) as highlighted in
Section 2.1.2. These are designed for use in safety-critical systems and provide good protection
against data corruption due to SEU. However, they have no innate radiation hardness so are
susceptible to TID degradation and hard radiation errors such as SEL and SEFI.
Dedicated specialist radiation-hardened devices designed for operation in extreme radiation
environments –spaceflight-heritage parts are typically extremely expensive and have excessive
capabilities for short-duration LEO missions. The generic microcontroller market includes
some dedicated radiation-hardened designs, such as the VORAGO Technologies’ products
designed around adapted ARM Cortex-M CPUs [103]. These utilise Radiation Hardness by
Design (RHBD) for SEE immunity and resilience to a high TID at moderate cost.
Some general-purpose COTS microcontroller families include special, radiation-enhanced
devices which are typically software- and pin-compatible with their unhardened counterparts.
Their radiation-hardness is superior to standard COTS devices but does not match that of
dedicated hardened designs.

The first iteration of the Payload Interface Computer featured a Texas Instruments MSP430FR6989
FRAM microcontroller and highlighted the benefits of FRAM memory technology in the space
environment [4]. FRAM is naturally more resilient to radiation (particularly SEEs) than the widelyused SRAM and DRAM technologies, since it is not reliant on holding an electric charge to store a state
[104]. FRAM has been demonstrated to have a good radiation tolerance on-orbit by missions including
NASA’s FASTSAT demonstration mission. [105]
The MSP430FR6989 device was selected for the original design to ensure operational flexibility, given
its large data space [4] and high GPIO count of 83 usable pins in a 100-pin TQFP package [106].
However, this device had no specific reliability adaptations for the space environment and relied
exclusively on its underlying FRAM technology to provide radiation tolerance. Although this may be
suitable for LEO operations, the microcontroller represented a single-point failure mode (and still does
on OBCvIV) so a more robust option was desirable to minimise the probability of device failure.
The MSP430FR5969 [107] microcontroller was identified within the same family of FRAM MCUs,
with a radiation-hardened variant (MSP430FR5969-SP) which is explicitly marketed for suitability to
the space environment. It features an extended operating temperature range (-55⁰C to 105⁰C) and
“radiation-hardness assured” with batch acceptance testing up to 50krad and SEL immunity up to
72MeV.cm2/mg [108].
The improved anticipated radiation hardness over the baseline FRAM part was desirable to add system
robustness. The radiation-hardened variant is a drop-in replacement for the COTS part with minimal
added development work, which presented a favourable development pathway. The COTS part could
be used for initial development at drastically lower cost (at the time of writing, the microcontroller price
is £3.73 [109] vs ~£1850 [110]) with the radiation-hardened part substituted in if deemed necessary.
The MSP430FR5969 is available in a 48-pin QFN package - much smaller than the CPLD it replaces allowing for minimisation of board area. The smaller package was critical in enabling the final design.
However, the lower GPIO count (a maximum of 40 pins) placed restrictions on the system and forced
some further changes:
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Greater restraint was required in allocating control signals, especially given the number of new
systems such as the discrete bus multiplexers. This was simplified by the changes made to the
regulator blocks (Section 4.3.4) to require a single control line per regulator block.
The device only supports one I2C peripheral, which must be connected to the PL I2C bus to
retain the ability to communicate with the Compute Modules. To suit the available peripherals,
the MAX11611 I2C ADC used for current monitoring in the OBCvIII design [6] was
substituted for a SPI ADC. The replacement device, Texas Instruments’ ADS7953, a 16channel, 12-bit ADC [111], exceeds the capabilities of the MAX11611 and has five more usable
input channels, allowing supply voltage monitoring in addition to current monitoring.
To maximise the available GPIO pins, the MSP430FR5969 was configured to use “Spy-BiWire” for programming and debugging instead of four-wire JTAG. This uses the device reset
line for signalling; therefore, the controller’s TPS3802 power-on-reset supervisor was swapped
for an open-drain equivalent – Texas Instruments’ TPS3808. [112]

The MSP430FR5969 was found to manageably meet the requirements of the project within these
limitations. All but five GPIO pins were ultimately needed. The unused pins allow expansion in a later
board revision, if necessary, and are broken out to test points in the OBCvIV design.

4.3.3 Raspberry Pi Camera Support
Note: A thorough discussion of the research and findings in support of this subsection is provided in
APPENDIX A.
The Raspberry Pi natively supports a camera module which interfaces directly with the processor’s
GPU. The on-board interface for this camera module is usually provided as a ribbon cable connector,
which carries the following signals to the camera (as shown in Figure 41):
•
•
•

2-lane MIPI Camera Serial Interface (CSI) bus [113] to carry high-speed image data. This
consists of two unidirectional differential data pairs and one differential clock pair.
I2C bus for camera module identification and control. This typically connects to the Raspberry
Pi’s I2C0 peripheral.
Two GPIO lines – one for Camera Enable, the other is reserved for future use.

APPENDIX A sets out and discusses several redundancy
configurations, connecting either one or two cameras to the two
Raspberry Pi Compute Modules. After discussion with Dr Chris
Bridges it was decided to attempt to implement the most ambitious
of these; a full cross-strap between two cameras and the two
Compute Modules, in which either camera can be connected to either
Compute Module.
Implementation of the full cross-strap requires high-bandwidth
multiplexers for the CSI bus. ON Semiconductor’s FSA642 MIPI
PHY multiplexer [114] was identified as the most suitable candidate.
Because CSI is a high-speed differential bus, it will not tolerate signal
reflections caused by line spurs. Therefore, it is essential to place a
multiplexer at each signal junction, requiring four multiplexers in a
cross-switch configuration as illustrated in Figure 27.
On the other hand, the GPIO and I2C lines operate at much lower
signal rates so are more tolerant of signal reflections. Signal integrity
considerations can be relaxed somewhat, making it possible to use a
Figure 27 - Illustration of a full crosshalf cross-switch configuration (Figure 28) which halves the switch configuration, as proposed for
component count and simplifies signal routing.
the CSI buses.
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To retain commonality with Section 4.3.1, the I2C and GPIO lines
are multiplexed using TS3USB30E analogue multiplexers. Two
devices are required per bank - one for I2C and one for the GPIO
lines – to provide all four channels needed.
All camera bus multiplexers share the same set of control lines to
unambiguously define the two possible routing configurations
illustrated by Figure 27: “straight” multiplexing (each Raspberry Pi
is connected to the camera on its side of the board) or “cross”
multiplexing (each connected to the opposing camera).
As identified in APPENDIX A, hot-swapping of Raspberry Pi
Camera Modules is not officially recommended or supported, and
results in uncertain behaviour and potential device damage. The
cross-strap configuration presented here is passively redundant
without hot-swapping the cameras, since each Compute Module has
its own camera, but an additional level of active redundancy is
afforded if camera hot-swap is achievable.
Figure 28 - Illustration of a half cross-

Hardware testing with a pair of Raspberry Pi Model 3Bs and a switch configuration, as proposed for
Camera Module has demonstrated that it is possible to swap one
the camera I2C and GPIO lines.
camera between two Raspberry Pis (and even swap two cameras on a single Raspberry Pi) provided a
camera was connected to the Raspberry Pi at boot. It was however noted that a camera hardware error
caused a software exception that was not cleared until the system was rebooted. With care, the
configuration presented in Figure 27, Figure 28 therefore supports a robust range of redundancy options.

4.3.4 Regulator Modifications
In Section 2.4.5, key issues were highlighted with the Compute Module regulator subsystems. Although
the core regulator design has been retained, several major adaptations have been made to change the
system behaviour in response to these concerns. These are detailed in the following subsections.

Power Switching
In the OBCvIII design, each Compute Module's VBAT 5V input is directly connected to the 5V board
input from the PC/104 connector. These inputs are therefore uncontrolled, such that the Compute
Modules cannot ever be fully powered down in a latch-up scenario.
To address this, high-side load switches were added to the 5V supply line allowing the connection to
each Compute Module’s VBAT input and the regulator inputs (Figure 31) to be simultaneously
switched with a single device. The requirement to control the switch with a 3.3V logic signal meant
that a specialised switching device was preferable to a basic solution such as a power transistor.
The Texas Instruments TPS22975 load switch [115] was identified as a suitable device during early
conceptual design; it meets the voltage requirements for this application and can pass up to 6A current,
more than enough for this application. The device also features a controlled rise time allowing for
limited inrush current at switch-on and minimal voltage droop, and a “quick-output discharge” crowbar
in the off state to help ensure fast shutdowns.
To verify the device behaviour, a small breakout board was
designed for fabrication by the University’s Technical
Services Unit (Figure 29). The required detail size for the
TPS22975 was at the limit of the etching process’s capability,
making assembly challenging. Testing demonstrated that the
switch operated as expected. Oscilloscope observations of the
switch-on and switch-off behaviours are shown in Figure 30 –
29

Figure 29 - TPS22975 breakout board.
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at switch-on, the output was observed to respond with a 25ms rise time. At switch-off, the output
decreased towards zero. The large capacitance on the breakout board caused an exponential discharge
curve as the capacitors discharged through the switch in around 60ms – the discharge time was expected
to decrease with the addition of a current path through the load. These tests gave confidence for the
inclusion of the load switches in the final design.

(a)

(b)

Figure 30 - TPS22975 behaviour during testing - switching 3.3V using a 3.3V control signal. Response of switch output (CH2,
blue) to (a) rising edges, and (b) falling edges at the control input (CH1, yellow). All waveforms are 500mV/div. Timebases
are 5ms for (a), 20ms for (b).

Supply Sequencing
The Raspberry Pi Compute Modules cannot tolerate a supply voltage being applied when any of its
higher-voltage supplies are disabled. This forward-biases the internal clamp diodes and can lead to
device damage when high current flows [7].
To prevent this, the OBCvIII concept of operations sequenced the power supplies with the CPLD
controlling each regulator’s enable lines to ensure switch-on in the correct order. The system operated
in an open-loop control mode and could not reliably detect the evolution of a damaging scenario, as the
CPLD had no voltage feedback. The OBCvIV configuration uses a pair of cascaded voltage supervisors
to provide closed-loop control of the regulator enable lines (see Figure 31, below). This creates a
dependency for each regulator output on the next-highest supply line: As the block is switched on, each
voltage line must stabilise above a threshold for the next voltage line to be enabled. Likewise, if any
supply voltage drops below the threshold or collapses, all lower voltages immediately collapse.

Figure 31 - Block diagram showing the revised configuration for each “Power” block shown in Figure 24.
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The configuration shown in Figure 31 gives local control of the regulator’s enable pins. This provides
an additional benefit as the load switch is the only element requiring external control, reducing the
number of control lines for each regulator block to one.
The voltage supervisors for the supply sequencing come from the TPS380X device family [116]. The
TPS3802 3.3V supervisor was proven in the OBCvIII design, where it was used as the CPLD poweron-reset supervisor. The 5V supervisor uses a TPS3801, which has a shorter delay period.

Wi-Fi Regulator
The PAM2306-based configuration discussed above was adapted to replace the LDO regulator for the
RT5370N chipset, given the identified need to ensure supply voltage sequencing (Section 3.3) and the
desire to substitute in a DC-DC converter for efficiency. This increases design commonality and allows
the RT5370N to benefit from the subsystem’s sequencing and controlled start-up/shutdown features.
The Wi-Fi regulator block is a subset of that shown in Figure 31. Since a +5V output is not required,
the 5V supervisor is removed and the 3.3V regulator enable line tied high for passive control. This
lowers the board component count and simplifies the overall system, reducing the number of potential
failure modes. Powering the Wi-Fi subsystem off the 5V system bus further increases the system
efficiency as the current consumption is reduced.
The Wi-Fi regulator was originally specified as a PAM2306AYPKC device, which is from the same
family as the Raspberry Pi regulators but has 3.3V and 1.5V outputs [91] to match the recommended
supply voltages for the RT5370N [90]. Although this variant was listed in the device datasheet, it was
not stocked by any of the major component suppliers. It was later suggested that the “KC” configuration
might be available direct from the manufacturer in bulk; this is unsuitable for this project.
As a compromise, the design was revised to use the same PAM2306AYPKE 3.3V/1.8V regulator as
the Compute Modules. This provides outputs within the allowable voltage range of the RT5370N
chipset [90] but will slightly increase power consumption as an additional 0.3V will be dropped by the
chipset’s internal LDO regulator. Regardless, there will be an improvement over the OBCvIII design.
An alternative approach would use the PAM2306AYPAA adjustable regulator, with appropriate
feedback resistors for 3.3V and 1.8V outputs: As this has the same footprint, the AAReST OBCvIV
PCB can accommodate either configuration, although the assembled hardware uses the “KE” device.

4.3.5 Ethernet Cross-Link
An Ethernet cross-link between the two Raspberry Pis has been included in the OBCvIV design to
support a range of redundancy options, following the findings of Section 2.2.4. This is intended to
provide a fast communication channel between the two devices for warm-to-hot redundancy operations.
The provision of an on-board Local Area Network also means that a range of containerisation and server
failover techniques could also be explored.
The configuration of point-to-point the Ethernet link between the two devices is relatively simple; the
only active elements required are the endpoint controllers – one for each Raspberry Pi. For design safety
the OBCvIV implementation follows a known configuration by replicating the Ethernet configuration
of the original Raspberry Pi Model B [117] with the Microchip LAN9512 USB hub and Ethernet PHY
[118]. As described in Section 2.2, the LAN951X family has been used on all Ethernet-enabled
Raspberry Pi models released prior to the Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+.

Cross-Link Implementation
A direct point-to-point link of this configuration was demonstrated by testing with two Raspberry Pi
3Bs directly connected over Ethernet. It was possible to ping from one to the other, even with Wi-Fi
also enabled on one device. Other networked devices could additionally be pinged from the Wi-Fi
enabled device.
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The key difference between this test configuration and the OBCvIV design is the use of a complete
Ethernet physical layer. Each Raspberry Pi Model B has magnetics within its Ethernet port to balance
and bias the differential Ethernet signals as required for a connection made with a UTP cable of
significantly greater length – and therefore capacitance – than the traces in OBCvIV implementation.
Application information from the device manufacturer [119] implied that it was possible to configure
the LAN9512 hubs for a short, transformer-less on-board connection by using coupling capacitors in
place of the magnetics. In some cases, additional capacitors could be needed to simulate the parasitic
capacitance of a UTP cable for proper operation [118]. Although the transformer-less configuration was
not tested in hardware, the available information gave confidence for inclusion in the OBCvIV design.

Implications on USB Subsystems
The LAN9512 is a USB device and must be connected directly to the Raspberry Pi’s upstream USB
port. It effectively replaces the USB2422 hubs in the OBCvIII design and provides two downstream
USB ports. One port of each hub is required for the Wi-Fi chipset USB connection.
The other downstream USB port is not needed for OBCvIV functionality. For backwards compatibility
with OBCvIII, the external connection to the PC/104 connector with a TS3USB30E switch has been
retained within the design to make use of existing unused capability. Unlike the other PC/104 system
buses, the external USB connection is not isolated and is therefore not recommended for use unless the
satellite configuration ensures that it is safe to do so. In situations where the external USB is not
required, the TS3USB30E switch (U45) should be left unpopulated as a safety precaution.

4.4 PCB Design
Figure 32 shows a blank AAReST OBCvIV PCB; the corresponding CAD files can be found in
APPENDIX G. As with the previous two iterations, this is a six-layer board designed in Altium
Designer.
The board tolerances have been designed to meet the board fabricator’s specifications [120]; this was
formally verified by configuring the automated Design Rule Check and verifying that no issues were
flagged. A design review was completed in brief due to schedule pressure to procure components and
fabricated PCBs ahead of anticipated issues caused by COVID-19 lockdown.

(a)

(b)

Figure 32 - AAReST OBCvIV PCB design, blank board as received from fabrication house. Shown are the top side (a) and
bottom side (b). See Figure 15 for best OBCvIII equivalent.
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Although many circuit design elements have been carried over from the previous iteration, the board
layout was completely reworked with several objectives:
•

•

•

More efficient use of board space to accommodate the new subsystems. The standard passive
component package size has been reduced from 0603 (1.6mm x 0.8mm) to 0402 (1mm x
0.5mm), and the subsystems have been rearranged in a more logical fashion (Figure 33).
Focus on design for test and demonstration, with more surface-mount test points within the
system and key demonstration points and GSE connections broken out to pin headers at board
edges.
Improved ability to inspect the board by increasing silkscreen legibility through design and use
of tented vias, to avoid some of the silkscreen errors on the OBCvIII board (Section 2.4.6).

Figure 33 identifies the locations of the key subsystems and test/interface headers on the board
underside. The board layout has been designed with symmetry of the duplicated systems for the two
Raspberry Pi Compute Modules, to improve component identifiability.

Figure 33 - Annotated diagram of the bottom side of the PCB, identifying the locations of the key subsystems, interface
headers and LEDs. Italicised labels indicate components on other (top) side of board.

4.4.1 Mechanical Fit Test
The Compute Module SODIMM connectors have complicated footprints, which have historically been
problematic in the previous design iterations [4] [6]. Due to their size and number of pins, a slight design
error could prevent mounting of these key components and render the entire PCB useless. In [4], the
footprint was originally too narrow, requiring a redesign which wasted the first batch of PCBs and
delayed the project. For the OBCvII/OBCvIII design, a slight pad misalignment meant that the
connectors had to be modified and mounted at a slight angle to ensure viable electrical connection. [6]
For OBCvIV, a new footprint was created based on that provided by the manufacturer [27] with
adaptations to include the Compute Module mounting holes which were incorrectly positioned in the
OBCvIII design. As the footprints had been replaced and realigned, a mechanical fit test was conducted
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at an early stage of the design process using a low-fidelity 1:1 scale model constructed from a PCB
printout glued to a sheet of cardboard (see Figure 34). This test aimed to prevent the major design errors
of previous iterations reaching the fabrication stage.
The mechanical fit test verified the clearance between the two Compute Modules and the placement
and alignment of the Compute Module mounting holes (Figure 34a), and the pin spacing and alignment
of the SODIMM footprint (Figure 34b). As all the above were satisfactory, the position of the SODIMM
connectors was frozen to prevent unintentional misalignment whilst the design was completed.

(a)

(b)

Figure 34 - Mechanical fit tests on the low-fidelity PCB model, showing (a) verification of the Compute Module clearance and
mounting hole alignment, and (b) the pin spacing and alignment of the SODIMM connector. The alignment shown is slightly
off due to limitations whilst capturing images, but all dimensions were satisfactorily verified.

4.5 Summary
The OBCvIV system design preserves proven high-level design elements from the OBCvIII design
wherever possible, to maximise design confidence. Modifications have been made to meet changes to
mission requirements (Raspberry Pi Camera support), improve the concept of operations (support for
warm/hot redundancy, improved regulator management) and to address issues in the OBCvIII design.
All modifications made sought to minimise technical risk, with significant design changes being tested
where possible. Where testing was not viable, an informed design decision has been taken.
The OBCvIV PCB design aims to provide an improved ability to inspect, test and demonstrate the
features of the system. The entire layout has been revised to use the board space more efficiently and
allow inclusion of all the desired systems. Critical dimensions related to the Raspberry Pi Compute
Modules were validated at an early stage in the design process to prevent major design errors in the
fabricated PCB. The OBCvIV PCB design was designed to the specifications of the selected fabrication
house to ensure that it could be produced and was subsequently fabricated and delivered.
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OBCVIV ASSEMBLY AND TEST
To validate the system design and concept of operations, an AAReST OBCvIV PCB was assembled as
a hardware pathfinder. This allowed for demonstration of system capabilities.

5.1 Assembly Methods
The PCB was assembled by hand using a combination of conventional soldering methods and hot air
reflow techniques to provide underside and topside heating as required. Components populated using
reflow were subsequently retouched with a soldering iron to achieve visually verifiable solder joints.
Conventional soldering was mostly completed with a broad-tipped soldering iron due to the high
thermal inertia of the six-layer PCB: With a fine tip, the iron could not sink enough power into the PCB
to maintain a suitable temperature on pads connected to the internal board planes.
The focused IR rework station in the undergraduate teaching laboratories was originally considered the
most suitable PCB assembly option but was unavailable due to the closure of the laboratories during
the COVID-19 pandemic. The available equipment was limited to an ESD-safe soldering iron and a
generic 858D heat gun. Soldering was completed using very fine 0.38mm Sn60/Pb40 solder and RMA218 high-viscosity solder flux.

5.2 Assembly and Test Sequence
It was important to capture any assembly issues in isolation from the entire system so that they could
be rectified with minimal deconstruction. An incremental testing approach was therefore taken, which
also allowed the design and operation of new subsystems to be validated where necessary. Once each
section of the circuit was verified, an integrated test with surrounding circuitry was performed to ensure
compatibility. The full assembly and test sequence, with test results, is included in APPENDIX I.
A sequence of steps was defined which built up the circuit one subsystem at a time in a logical order,
and in a practical and achievable way. While most components could be assembled in any order using
a soldering iron, some components had specific access requirements to allow for assembly – for
example, all QFN packages required reflow soldering with hot air due to their inaccessible pads.
Devices with exposed ground pads also required board heating from the underside, forcing careful
consideration of assembly order to prevent damage or inadvertent desoldering of other components.
These constraints required most of the underside of the board to be assembled before the plastic
SODIMM connectors could be added, to minimise potential melting damage to the connector. As a
result, most of the low-level functionality was implemented and tested first. These subsystems include
components such as regulators and multiplexers, which require extensive electrical testing and
verification to ensure proper operation but can easily be tested in isolation from the overall system.
The high-level components are reliant on the low-level circuitry and were therefore added towards the
end of the assembly phase. Most high-level components (such as the Ethernet/USB hubs) have a
dependency on the Raspberry Pi Compute Modules and other high-level elements for testing purposes,
implying a logical assembly order for effective testing.
The clear functional and chronological split in between high-level and low-level subsystems was
formalised as detailed in the two following subsections, which give a brief overview of the assembly
and test process included in detail in APPENDIX I.

5.2.1 Phase 1 – Low-Level Functionality
Test plans for the low-level systems were generally well-defined since the electrical behaviour of the
circuitry was well known with few unknowns. As an example, steps 1 to 3 in Table 4 contain the
assembly of the three switched power domain regulator subsystems. Tests run included observation and
validation of the supply sequencing circuitry and the behaviour of each regulator output when under
load.
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Steps 6 and 7 required firmware development and therefore had more unknowns, so a more open-ended,
objective-focused test plan was formulated. This allowed room to deviate and rectify unanticipated
issues in achieving the objective.
Table 4 - Assembly and test sequence for the low-level system functionality

Step
1
2

Subsystem Description
Basic Acceptance Test
RPi1 Power

Key Components
U1, U6, U9, U11,
U14, U22, U30, U35,

3

RPi2 Power

4

Wi-Fi Power

5

Bus Multiplexers and
Isolators

U3, U7, U10, U12,
U16, U23, U36, U37
U4, U5, U20, U25,
U26
U18, U19, U21, U31,
U32, U33

6

MSP430 Microcontroller

U24, U29

7

Supply Monitoring ADC

U2

8

USB Multiplexers

U15, U28

Development and Test (Summary)
Visual check, probe to verify stack-up
Multi-stage Block Design Validation
Test: full load test on each supply +
current monitor outputs. Power-up and
power-down switching/sequencing
validation
Verification test, as above
Verification test, as above
Full port-to-port resistance test for
multiplexers. Representative operation
with simulated waveforms with and
without isolators
Validate POR circuitry, demonstrate
communications with programmer,
implement “blinky” demonstration
Basic electrical checks, establish SPI
communication from MCU and read
out values
Full port-to-port resistance test

As detailed in APPENDIX I, all tests were eventually passed. Some issues with the proposed OBCvIV
design were identified (see Section 5.5), but did not threaten the overall demonstration of system
functionality and were rectified as necessary. No critical design errors were found.
At the end of Phase 1 assembly, all power supply circuitry for high-level systems (Raspberry Pis,
LAN9512 hubs and RT5370N chipset) had been implemented and validated, and the ability to monitor
all regulated voltages and currents using the ADC had been demonstrated. The USB, I2C and UART
bus isolators and multiplexers had been proven.

5.2.2 Phase 2 – High-Level Functionality
The test plans for the Phase 2 assembly sequence were strongly objective-focused and deliberately
flexible. Based on prior understanding it was expected that the high-level elements should function
properly if correctly assembled. Incorrect or unexpected functionality would require ad-hoc debugging,
since the complexity of the high-level devices made it infeasible to foresee all possible device fault
modes. Therefore, assembly focused on creating good-quality, visually verifiable solder joints and
detection of any issues through visual inspection.
The main high-level components all utilise USB for communication. The assembly sequence (Table 5)
was therefore designed to allow incremental validation of the USB bus starting from the upstream
device (Raspberry Pi Compute Module) and then working downstream in order (LAN9512 hub,
RT5370N Wi-Fi chipset). Operation of the downstream devices was verified by enumerating and
communicating with the devices over USB from the Compute Module.
Priority was given to achieving a fully operational system for RPi1 (steps 9 to 11) to give an early
operational demonstration of the full USB configuration, including communication with the Wi-Fi
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subsystem. This would retire most technical risk from the mirrored RPi2 subsystem. With the RPi2
subsystems also completed the USB redundancy switching and Ethernet cross-link could both be
operationally tested.
The camera interface was left as the final major development effort (steps 14 and 15) as it does not
impact the operability of the rest of the board. Although the camera itself is a high-level system, the
multiplexers in use were subjected to low-level testing to verify the signal pathways before camera
operation was demonstrated at a high level.
Table 5 - Assembly and test sequence for the high-level system functionality

Step
9

Subsystem Description
RPi1

Key Components
J3

10

U8

11

RPi1 USB/Ethernet
Hub
Wi-Fi Chipset

12

RPi2

J4

13

RPi2 USB/Ethernet
Hub

U13

14

RPi1-Side Camera
Multiplexing

U27, U39, U41, U42

15

RPi2-Side Camera
Multiplexing

U38, U40, U43, U44

(16)

Final Assembly

J2

U17

Development Objective
Boot RPi1 with command-line over
UART, blink heartbeat LED
Enumerate hub over USB from RPi1,
observe “eth0” entry in ifconfig.
Enumerate chipset over USB from
RPi1, observe “wlan0” entry in
ifconfig, ping device over network
Boot RPi2 with command-line over
UART, blink heartbeat LED
Enumerate hub over USB from RPi2,
observe “eth0” entry in ifconfig.
Achieve Pi-to-Pi Ethernet throughput.
Prove Wi-Fi USB switching.
Enumerate Wi-Fi chipset over USB
from RPi2, observe “wlan0” entry in
ifconfig, ping device over network.
Also operationally validate system
buses (PL I2C, PL UART, PT I2C)
Paths verified by resistance test, able
to detect camera and capture image
with CAM1from RPi1.
Paths verified by resistance test, able
to detect camera and capture image
with CAM2 from RPi2. Detect and
capture cross-switched images
(CAM1 from RPi2, CAM2 from
RPi1).
-

5.3 Testing Approaches
The AAReST OBCvIV PCB design includes through-hole and surface-mount test points to simplify
formal testing. While through-hole test points are easier to work with, they require more board space
on all layers and are generally more obtrusive from a design perspective. Most test points therefore take
the form of small pads on the PCB surface.
For ease, signals were temporarily broken out from the surface-mount test points to the unused pads of
the PC/104 connector footprint using enamelled hook-up wire. From here, 2.54mm header pins allowed
probes to be attached for straightforward measurement of multiple signals simultaneously. This
approach was also taken to configure the state of control lines for components such as the load switches
and multiplexers (Figure 35). This proved to be very effective as it allowed test configurations to be
statically set up for large test sequences, and reduced the time required to complete tests.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 35 - Two examples of temporary test configurations to interface with surface-mount test points, for (a) testing power
blocks in testing Steps 2 to 4, and (b) setting up bus multiplexer configurations for test Step 5.

Working outside of a laboratory environment presented several problems for performing good-quality
testing due to a lack of test equipment. Some key items (power supply, oscilloscope) had been loaned
out from the Undergraduate Teaching Laboratories, but other necessary items were unavailable. Some
improvised test fixtures were therefore created with available resources.
In place of a programmable load, a simple resistive load board (Figure 36a) was created to allow
repeatable testing of the regulators. The test board consists of 0.5W resistors which can be connected
in parallel to produce different resistances; the configurations chosen use 18Ω, 33Ω and 100Ω resistors
connected in parallel to nominally draw up to 1.5A in 100mA increments from the 1.8V, 3.3V and 5V
voltage outputs. Although good results were collected using the board, this approach did not work
perfectly due to additional internal and contact resistances in the system. The maximum achievable
current draw on each supply output was around 1.2A - see APPENDIX J for detailed results.
As a function generator was unavailable, a small variable-frequency square-wave oscillator board was
assembled (Figure 36b), based on the Linear Technologies LTC6900 chipset. The board provides pushpull and open-drain outputs allowing simulation of I2C and UART waveforms. Whilst waveforms up
to 25MHz could be generated, testing was conducted on a standardised 500kHz square wave which
gave a reasonable representation of the expected signals within the system.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 36 - Test fixtures built for testing the AAReST OBCvIV PCB: (a) load test board, (b) square-wave oscillator, (c)
microcontroller programming and debug board.
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Lastly, a programming and debugging interface board was assembled for interacting with the MSP430
microcontroller through the P7 debug header. The board connects to P7 using a multi-core cable pigtail
and breaks this out to headers for the Texas Instruments MSP-FET debugger [121] and a FT232 USBUART board. Power LEDS for the board 3.3V supply and the MSP-FET supply output, and a reset
button, are also provided
Ideally this test fixture would have been developed as a PCB for fabrication by the University’s
Technical Services Unit. Incorporating lessons learned through OBCvIV development, it is suggested
that this is developed into a daughterboard to directly interface with the main PCB in the future.

5.4 Assembled PCB
The fully assembled PCB is shown in Figure 37. Note that the PC/104 connector has only been partially
soldered to allow for replacement with a component that has longer legs, as required for a CubeSat
stack.

(a)

(b)

Figure 37 - Fully assembled OBCvIV PCB - the images show the top side (a) without Raspberry Pi Compute modules, and the
bottom side (b).

5.5 Design Issues
Some issues with the assembled OBCvIV design were identified and are listed below. These issues have
been rectified in a revised board design, which is shown in APPENDIX F (circuit schematics) and
APPENDIX G (board profiles) at the end of this document. A full summary of design alterations is
provided in APPENDIX I,
•

•

Missing 10kΩ pull-down resistors for the Enable lines of load switches U1, U3, U4. These were
added by scraping the solder-mask off the board at suitable points to create an impromptu
component footprint. These resistors are visible to the left of the load switch components in
Figure 37b.
Missing 2kΩ pull-up resistors on the Output Enable lines for the system bus multiplexers (U18,
U21, U32) and the camera multiplexing network. These were added by exposing the tops of
vias and bridging to other components with 0402 resistors. This is seen in Figure 37 connecting
to decoupling capacitors C123 on the underside and C147, C150, C153 on the topside.
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The high sides of the Ethernet status LEDs (D6 to D11) connect to the board 3.3V supply plane,
instead of the respective controlled 3.3V hub power domains. This allows the LAN9512
chipsets to be back-powered at around 0.8V through the LEDs whilst the hub domains are
disabled. This has not been amended on this board, since it does not cause operational issues.
The PAM2306 regulators drop out of regulation when not driving a load due to insufficient
current draw. Although not an issue during operation, for design safety and to enable verifiable
testing 10kΩ resistors were added to the unpopulated “DNP” resistor footprints in each
regulator block (R33, R34 et al).
The current-limiting resistor R90 for the Raspberry Pi Device Select LEDs (D12, D14) was
found to be too low, resulting in excessively bright LEDs. The 120Ω component was swapped
for a 1kΩ resistor, which reduced the LED brightness.

5.6 System Capability and Characterisation
This subsection summarises and concludes findings the board assembly and testing (APPENDIX I) to
give a representation of the capabilities and performance of the assembled AAReST OBCvIV PCB.
Figure 38 shows the AAReST OBCvIV hardware during characterisation testing.

Figure 38 - Fully assembled AAReST OBCvIV PCB under test, with a Raspberry Pi camera fitted to the Camera 1 connector
and development/test GSE connected - (rear-left) combined 5V/3.3V supply in, (front-left) Pi 1 console serial adapter, (frontcentre) improvised 12cm Wi-Fi antenna, (front-right) Pi 2 console serial adapter, (rear-right) microcontroller
programming/debug test fixture.
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5.6.1 Microcontroller Capabilities
Microcontroller firmware was written in C using Texas Instruments’ Code Composer Studio IDE [122].
To interface with the system peripherals the code uses the provided driverlib libraries for MSP430
microcontrollers [123].

Monitoring Systems
The MSP430FR5969 microcontroller implements supply monitoring at a rate of around 1ksps for each
of the sixteen ADC input channels – ten current monitors and six regulated voltages. The sample rate
is variable with firmware load, as it is dependent on servicing of DMA interrupt requests.
The design provides an ADC measurement range of 0 to 2.048V at 12-bits precision, providing an LSB
precision of 0.5mV. The reference voltage is slightly lower than expected, resulting in a voltage range
of 0 to 2.042V in 0.499mV steps corresponding to current measurements on the main Compute Module
supply lines up to 0.99A with an LSB precision of 241µA, not accounting for system noise.
The microcontroller also measures the period of the heartbeat signals in units of 31.25ms “ticks” using
counters and timers. Whenever a heartbeat falling edge is received, the counters are reset to zero. If the
heartbeat signal stops or is unacceptably stretched, the counters continue to increment and will trigger
a response when they exceed a specified threshold. The threshold has been arbitrarily specified as 48,
based on a nominal value of 32 ticks for a 1Hz heartbeat signal. Lower threshold values will result in a
faster system response to an inactive device but make the system more sensitive to heartbeat jitter.

Switching
The switching capability of the PL I2C, PT I2C and PL UART buses has been demonstrated at a low
level. Additionally, the implementation of USB and camera interfaces bus switching has allowed the
system responses to be tested:
•

•

Upon switching of the USB multiplexer, the Raspberry Pis automatically reset, enumerate, and
authenticate the Wi-Fi chipset as a new device and bring it online. The time taken to configure
the chipset and establish a link with an endpoint may result in a slight loss of service continuity
in operation.
All possible static camera configurations have been shown to work, through the CSI and
auxiliary multiplexers. With microcontroller-based switching, the ability to hot-swap a single
camera between the two Raspberry Pis has been proven. This requires each Raspberry Pi to be
connected to the camera at boot, as highlighted in APPENDIX A.

Debug and demonstration features
Using the MSP430’s debug UART port, broken out through header P7, a basic serial interface has been
established to allow for system testing and demonstration. The interface consists of a readback of all
the values from the ADC (Figure 39), which have been left in raw hexadecimal form to minimise the
performance hit to the microcontroller (the system uses printf internally for formatting, which already
requires significant computation). The heartbeat counter values are also output – either the value at the
last reset or the current value over the threshold. This provides a rough measurement of the time since
the last heartbeat falling edge was detected.
The interface also provides basic on-off switching control by transmitting a single character. Five
operations are supported – toggling the load switches for the Pi1 (“1”), Pi2 (“2”) and Wi-Fi (“w”)
supply domains, and switching the main bus multiplexers (“s”) and the camera multiplexers (“c”). A
status readback is provided within the debug interface.
At the time of writing, the microcontroller does not have any decision logic for detecting device failures.
The debug UART interface allows for human-in-the-loop operation for development and demonstration
purposes. Once this logic has been implemented, an additional control operation should be added so
that it can be disabled for system testing.
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Figure 39 - Screenshot of the debug interface, provided for illustration only due to the small font size. Note that in this example,
the heartbeat signals have been disabled and the counters have not been reset.

5.6.2 System Communication Capabilities
System Buses
PL I2C bus master and PT I2C bus slave have been demonstrated together by installing an external link
on the PC/104 connector to bridge the buses, allowing the active Raspberry Pi to communicate with
itself. The I2C buses have been demonstrated at 100kHz standard mode bus speeds, with the ability to
read from and write to the BSC slave peripheral and the MSP430 I2C slave over the PL I2C bus verified.
The MSP430 I2C slave peripheral currently supports a basic system to write and read back a byte over
I2C as a capability demonstration.
The Raspberry Pi’s master I2C peripheral supports fast mode operation at 400kHz [36], which is
supported by the AAReST hardware. The I2C channels have been tested with an open-drain square
wave at 500kHz for reference. The channel propagation delay of 54ns implies that this is an achievable
data rate in operation, subject to external propagation and slave response times.
Full UART operation has been demonstrated at 9600 Baud in 8N1 mode, as required for
communications with the Caltech Mirror Payload [5]. In addition, the UART multiplexing and isolation
channel has been tested for signal integrity with a 500kHz square wave signal and can operate up to a
theoretical maximum of 4 MBaud set by the ISO7021 isolator [124]. The maximum is practically
restricted by the 138ns propagation delay of the entire channel, although the asynchronous nature of
UART means that propagation delay does not cause operational issues.

Networking
The two Raspberry Pis have statically defined IP addresses for their Ethernet interfaces, as required for
a peer-to-peer network with no DHCP server. The LAN9512 Ethernet controllers have auto-negotiation
enabled and configure themselves for the best performance – a 100Mbps, full duplex link [118]. The
devices establish a link automatically whenever possible, which cannot be disabled from the Raspberry
Pi by bringing down the eth0 interface (although the LAN9512 datasheet suggests that it should be
possible to put the hub’s Ethernet USB port into a reset state at a hardware level [118]).
The Ethernet link was tested with an iperf3 throughput test (APPENDIX J) and found to have a
throughput of 94.4Mbps. This demonstrates that the link is fully operational at its maximum speed.
The onboard Wi-Fi is not currently set up to use a static IP address, to suit changing external networks
during development. In a flight scenario it is expected that the intersatellite link would have static
addresses. Running an iperf3 test for the Wi-Fi link (to another Raspberry Pi connected over ethernet)
resulted in a poor throughput of 3.14Mbps. Running iwconfig shows that the link quality is poor (23/70,
-87dBm signal level) and as a result it appears that the bit rate is being limited to 6.5Mbps. The link
should be characterised with proper MMCX antenna in the future. Regardless, there is throughput and
the link has been demonstrated to be usable on several occasions, including for file transfers to a PC
over SSH.
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5.6.3 Camera Interface Capabilities
The camera interface was shown to work in all configurations. Due to the availability of only one
Raspberry Pi Camera Module, tests have been carried out for a single camera. The camera has been
moved between the two interface connectors (J1, J5) to verify the four possible straight- and crossmultiplexed camera configurations for each Raspberry Pi. Test images for these cases were taken using
the raspistill command and are available in APPENDIX J.
Additionally, hot-swapping a single camera between the two Raspberry Pis has been demonstrated.
Provided the Raspberry Pi was connected to a camera when it was booted, it could communicate with
a camera module and capture an image even if the camera has been switched away in the meantime. If
a camera was not connected at boot, raspistill fails to create the required software components and
states that the “Camera is not detected”.

5.6.4 System Power Supply Characterisation
Supply Requirements at Start-up
Figure 40 shows a plot of data taken from captured ADC readings from the system current monitors
during board start-up. The data has been manipulated to show the total power consumption of each of
the switched supply domains. This does not represent total power consumption or supply current draw
since it does not account for losses in any components on input side of the current shunt resistors, such
as the PAM2306 regulators. Ideally, a similar test should be run directly plotting the supply current –
this would require a power supply with an integrated data acquisition system.
Figure 40 nonetheless shows some key features of the system’s start-up characteristics. Some initial
inrush is seen at board start-up. A brief power spike is seen on both Raspberry Pi domains 9 seconds
after boot, which is drawn by the LAN9512 hubs and likely corresponds to the assertion of thee
LAN_RUN reset signal.
A sustained increase in current is observed whilst the Raspberry Pi boots, between 20 seconds and 28
seconds after start-up. The stable power values from 30 seconds onwards, around 1.25W, show slight
variation which corresponds to the flashing heartbeat LEDs. The spike at 35 seconds corresponds with
the final stages of the boot process, when the Raspberry Pis automatically login to the pi user.
Meanwhile, the Wi-Fi power draw gradually steps up to 250mW and remains stable throughout.
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Figure 40 - Graph of supply ADC data from the debug UART interface, plotted as total power consumption per switched
domain, during board start-up and Raspberry Pi boot.
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Steady-State Power Consumption
Table 6 lists some steady-state supply current and power consumption figures for a range of different
relevant configurations. These correspond to different scenarios which may arise under different
redundancy schemes – for example, conditions 2 and 3 represent a fully cold-redundant system.
These figures were determined through system testing. All tests were performed with all blinking LEDs
disabled (microcontroller LED and the heartbeat from each Raspberry Pi) to provide a stable reading.
The remaining LEDs on the board were powered over the 3.3V supply. As these would not be fitted on
a flight board, the overall power consumption has been quoted both as-is and assuming a nominal 3.3V
current draw of 10mA, as calculated by elimination through experiments in various configurations.
Table 6- Steady-state power consumption for each board supply input.

ID
1
2
3
4
5
6

System Conditions
All systems disabled
One Pi powered, idle
One Pi powered, full CPU
load
Both Pis powered, idle
Both Pis powered, one at full
CPU load
Both Pis powered, both full
CPU load

3.3V Supply
Current
28mA
28mA

5V Supply
Current
4mA
360mA

Power
Consumption
112mW
1.89W

Flight Power
Consumption
53mW
1.83W

28mA
35mA

848mA
713mA

4.33W
3.68W

4.27W
3.60W

35mA

1.211A

6.17W

6.09W

35mA

1.705A

8.64W

8.56W

The figures listed are the worst-case of the two Raspberry Pis on the board, where relevant, and assume
an idle Wi-Fi chipset as it was not possible to simultaneously run all elements simultaneously. Based
on the RT5370N datasheet maximums, a busy intersatellite link should add at most 113mA draw on the
5V supply. Values for maximum CPU load was determined by running the stress test script to load all
four cores for 60 seconds (stress -c 4 -t 60). The recorded supply currents are the maximum observed
over the 60-second window.
These values also do not consider the operation of a camera module on the board. A test was conducted
to capture the impact of adding a single camera to the system (Table 7), with the expectation that the
effects would be doubled for a double-camera implementation. The test is an extension of scenario 4 in
Table 6, and shows that whilst inactive a camera has a negligible impact on the system’s power profile.
Table 7- Peak power consumptions observed during image capture.

ID
4a
4b

System Conditions
Camera Idle
Capturing Image

3.3V Supply
Current
35mA
89mA

5V Supply
Current
712mA
804mA

Power
Consumption
3.14W
3.78W

Flight Power
Consumption
3.06W
3.70W

During image capture, a transient increase in current draw was observed resulting in a 640mW increase
in power consumption. This is mostly the result of increased draw on the 5V supply, which is assumed
to be the Raspberry Pi controlling the image capture and processing the image data. Therefore, the real
difference in terms of board power profile is the 54mA draw from the 3.3V supply, which causes a
178mW increase in power consumption.
Realistically, the board should be expected to require on the order of 10W to comfortably operate with
all features enabled. For scenarios where EPS allowances dictate this to be too high, the board can be
run in cold-redundant mode or in an idling warm redundancy configuration with infrequent
synchronisation operations, or could be throttled to reduce the current draw at full load.
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5.6.5 Thermal Characterisation
Proper test equipment was not available for a complete thermal characterisation of the AAReST
OBCvIV PCB. Ideally, the board would have been fully characterised using an IR camera as in [6] and
it is recommended that this test is carried out when possible. An alternative characterisation has been
carried out as detailed below.
Whilst it was originally hoped that a basic thermal management scheme (such as a heat spreader) would
be implemented during this project, COVID-19 restrictions have prevented this.

Raspberry Pi Compute Module
The Raspberry Pi’s BCM2837 processor can report its own internal temperature using the vcgencmd
measure_temp command [125]. This command was run with the processor under various load
conditions to simulate different use cases to generate the results quoted in Table 8. The results suggest
that the peak processor temperature was in the region of 70⁰C to 80⁰C, accounting for variations as
observed between the final results given in Table 8.
Table 8 - Raspberry Pi Compute Module thermal characteristics.

Processor Conditions
Stable idle running
stress -c 4 for one minute
stress -c 4 for three minutes
Stress -c 4 for ten minutes

Reported Temperature
48.3⁰C
65.5⁰C
75.8⁰C
73.6⁰C

As was previously understood, the BCM2837 processors would benefit from thermal management,
especially in a vacuum environment. The potential issue is amplified given that the thermal coupling
between the Compute Modules and the PCB is poor due to the SODIMM sockets.

Other Components
No other components have temperature reporting functionality and can therefore only be characterised
using external measurements. A type-K thermocouple was bonded to various points on the board with
a small quantity of thermal compound to allow accurate temperature measurements to be taken.
Measurements were made for the high-level components that were known to have high current draw
from the tests in Section 5.6.4: the LAN9512 hubs and the RT5370N Wi-Fi chipset. These devices are
directly mounted to the PCB with an exposed pad connecting through to the board ground plane, which
acts as a heatsink. The PCB itself was therefore also measured.
Other integrated circuits on the board were known to not produce excessive heat: the low current draw
on the 3.3V supply implies that devices such as the microcontroller and the ADC are dissipating
negligible power. The onboard regulators were not observed to be running hot.
Table 9 - Observed operating temperatures of components with significant current draw.

Device
LAN9512
RT5370N
PCB

Measurement Point
Top of package (U13)
Top of package (U17)
Underside, near P1

Measured Temperature
55⁰C
46⁰C
33⁰C

Table 9 shows the recorded temperatures at the measurement points, taken ten minutes after the
conclusion of the load tests for the Compute Module thermals. The results suggest that the LAN9512s
and the RT5370N chipset would benefit from thermal management in a vacuum environment.
Management of the thermal pathways for these devices will be important as most excess heat is
currently being transmitted directly into the PCB, where the internal ground plane within the board acts
as an effective heat spreader.
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5.7 Summary
An AAReST OBCvIV PCB was assembled by hand. An incremental sequence for assembly and test
was devised to allow the board to be built up with in an error-free fashion. The low-level subsystems
(regulators, supply monitoring, bus switching) were assembled and verified first, and then the highlevel subsystems (Raspberry Pi Compute Modules, Ethernet/USB hubs, Wi-Fi chipset, cameras) were
added and tested. Several test fixtures were built in the absence of some items of laboratory test
equipment. Some minor design issues were identified throughout the assembly and test phase; the key
issues were rectified on the board. All items have been incorporated into a revised design.
The performance and capabilities of the AAReST OBCvIV board were characterised. The
microcontroller-based heartbeat measurement and supply monitoring systems were developed, and
values were passed out to a debug UART interface. The achieved supply monitor sample rate was on
the order of 1 kSps, dependent on microcontroller load. The debug interface allowed control over the
system switches, which were shown to be operational with the system buses and camera and USB
interfaces. The networking capabilities of the board were also tested, with good throughput for the
Ethernet cross-link of 94.4 Mbps. The Wi-Fi intersatellite link had poor throughput (3.14 Mbps) which
is believed to be due to the use of an improper antenna. The camera interface was shown to be
operational in all static configurations with image capture demonstrated, and the ability to hot-swap
cameras was shown.
The system’s power supply characteristics was also characterised as best as possible with the available
equipment. The current draw of all monitored subsystems was recorded at board start-up using the
supply monitoring system and plotted, showing that the Raspberry Pi Compute Modules draw almost
2.25W peak during boot whilst the Wi-Fi chipset only draws around 250mW. Overall, the board was
found to realistically require a peak power on the order of 10W when operating in a warm-to-hotredundant mode, or 5W in a cold-redundant mode.
Basic thermal testing was carried out on the AAReST OBCvIV PCB and it was found that the Raspberry
Pi Compute Module processors, the LAN9512 USB/Ethernet hubs and the RT5370N Wi-Fi chipset
would all benefit from thermal management in a flight environment.
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CONCLUSIONS
The AAReST Payload Interface Computer Version IV (OBCvIV) is a dual-redundant CubeSat flight
computer based on a pair of Raspberry Pi Compute Modules, which have shared access to system buses
(PL I2C master, PT I2C slave, PL UART, plus External USB subject to further testing) and the
RT5370N Wi-Fi intersatellite link, moderated by an MSP430FR5969 microcontroller. The
microcontroller controls the redundancy mode operations and continuously monitors the state of health
of high-level subsystems to detect any faults. System monitoring involves detection of heartbeat and
status signals from each Raspberry Pi and monitoring of supply voltages and currents using an
ADS7953 ADC and INA194 current shunt monitors.
The microcontroller also controls the power domains for the high-level subsystems, allowing it to
enable and disable the Raspberry Pis to respond to device faults such as Single Event Latch-up and
implement dual-redundant board operation. To complement this, an on-board transformer-less Ethernet
cross-link has been implemented using LAN9512 USB-Ethernet hubs, with a demonstrated throughput
of 94.4 Mbps. The existence of a fast link between the two devices allows frequent synchronisation of
program state and data between the two Raspberry Pis, enabling operation in warm-to-hot redundant
modes.
The OBCvIV design is an evolution of the partially operational OBCvIII revision, whose characteristics
shaped the OBCvIV concept of operations. Through development of the incomplete OBCvIII hardware,
critical issues were identified with elements such as the I2C configuration, whilst the Wi-Fi and USB
subsystems were successfully brought online and demonstrated for future use. Based on these successful
elements the OBCvIV design was developed with adaptations made to augment existing functionality
and incorporate new features, such as the Ethernet cross-link, to expand the utility of the board whilst
rectifying issues faced by previous design iterations. The completed PCB design was fabricated and
assembled to successfully demonstrate all key functionality needed for redundant operation. Some
operational and design issues were identified – such as the poor Wi-Fi throughput of 3.14 Mbps – which
require further investigation and testing with the proper equipment.
Although this project has focused on developing a design to the specifications of the AAReST mission,
the OBCvIV design could also be applicable to several other missions. The revised board design
presented in APPENDIX F, which addresses some minor design issues, has therefore been presented as
a generic dual-redundant Raspberry Pi flight computer.

6.1 Project Outcomes
6.1.1 Evaluating Performance Against Deliverables and Objectives
At the mid-term stage [126], six deliverables were given for this project to formalise the objectives laid
out in Section 1.3. These were split into three phases as detailed below:
Phase 1 – System Redesign:
Deliverable 1:
Deliverable 2:

Summary of findings from reviewing and testing OBCvIII design
Completed PCB design for OBCvIV – must pass design review

Phase 2 – System Prototype Assembly and Verification:
Deliverable 3:
Deliverable 4:

Assembled hardware with complete functional testing to a test plan
Compute Module software image with required configuration

Phase 3 – System Demonstration:
Deliverable 5:
Deliverable 6:

Demonstration of operation in fault scenarios
Demonstration of operation in simulated space conditions
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Given that all subsystems on the OBCvIV PCB have been demonstrated, Deliverables 1 through 4
have been comfortably achieved, barring some further software development work required to formalise
the demonstration required for Deliverable 5. This deliverable has been partially met given that the
fault responses can be demonstrated in human-in-the-loop form. The remaining work to formalise this
requires adequate definition and implementation of fault threshold levels in the microcontroller
firmware, and for fault scenarios to be planned and tested. Ideally, this would also involve a basic
hardware configuration to demonstrate redundant bus switching or similar.
Because of the COVID-19 lockdown, Deliverable 6 is unachievable within the duration of this project.
Some consideration was given to attempting to simulate space conditions outside of the laboratory, but
this was ultimately determined to be infeasible given the equipment to hand. With luck, the situation
will allow for these tests to be carried out over the Summer or at the start of the next academic year.

6.1.2 Evaluating Performance Against Schedule
The project schedule proposed for Semester 2 in APPENDIX D was affected by multiple issues which
were highlighted in the midterm report’s project risk summary [126]. Firstly, the author sustained a
hand injury just before the start of the second semester which required a re-evaluation of priorities to
focus less on practical work at the beginning of the semester. As a result, much design work was
completed up-front and the PCB design was fundamentally complete by Week 5. This allowed for
increased project pace ahead of the prospect of University facilities being shut due to COVID-19 which
resulted in the OBCvIV PCBs being fabricated and delivered on an expedited timescale, arriving at the
start of the Easter Break.
Because of this, the project plan was revised such that assembly and testing work was mostly completed
by week 8, with other academic commitments then prioritised during term time. This is reflected in the
revised Semester 2 project plan shown in APPENDIX E. This shift to the left undoubtedly resulted in
a more comfortable timeline, with greater contingency time to address issues. This was found to be
particularly important in mitigating the added stresses of the COVID-19 pandemic. Regardless, the
author is confident that the same quality of work would have been achieved on the original time plan
under normal circumstances.

6.2 Total Project Expenditure
A summary of project expenditure is given in Table 10. The total project expenditure (excluding VAT
and delivery charges) was £278.23 - this was fully funded from the project budget due to available
excess funding. As such it was not necessary to source additional external funding. It should be stressed
that some of this expenditure was only necessary because of the COVID-19 restrictions.
Table 10 - Estimated project cost broken down by item (costs accurate at time of writing).

ID
Item
1
RT5370N Wi-Fi Dongle
2
Raspberry Pi Camera V2
3
Raspberry Pi 22W to
15W FFC camera cable
4
6-layer PCB fabrication
10pcs
5
Components

Cost
£4.99
£20.33
£5.99

Supplier
Amazon
Farnell (CPC)
Amazon

£69.21

JLCPCB

Notes
See [88]
Excludes VAT
Needed for interfacing Pi Camera V2
with Compute Modules
No cost savings for lower board
quantities, excludes delivery costs
Excludes VAT

£149.16 Farnell,
Digi-Key
6
Equipment
£28.55 Miscellaneous To allow for home working, excludes
VAT
Expenditure on components was reduced by utilising existing components where possible. A full
inventory of the available OBCvIII components was made to identify useful components and eliminate
duplicate ordering. The reduction in supply chain logistics and the purchase of fewer new components
both increased the overall sustainability of the project. However, some components had to be re-ordered
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due to logistical issues caused by the closure of the University due to COVID-19 restrictions. A few
duplicate or excess components will therefore be acquired once the University re-opens.

6.3 Recommendations for Future Work
Several trailing items remain for this project. Some of these are necessary to achieve full system
functionality but fall beyond the bounds of this project. Others are made necessary due to limitations
imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic, requiring repeats of some tests with the correct equipment and
test fixtures. Finally, some represent an extension of the achievements of this project to ensure further
improvements. These recommendations are listed here:
•

•

•

•

Revisit some of the completed tests to expand on the current understanding of the board
characterisation:
o Complete a thermal characterisation of the board under idle and simulated flight load
conditions using an IR camera
o Perform a more detailed characterisation of the supply current and voltage under
various system load conditions
o Test the performance of the Wi-Fi chipset with the proper antenna and revisit the design
of the RF circuitry if poor performance is still observed.
o Demonstrate system operation in configurations involving a pair of Raspberry Pi
Camera Modules.
Perform some further development work with the existing prototype:
o Fabricate heat spreaders for the topside and underside of the board, as necessary.
o Revise the MCU firmware, potentially using a real-time operating system, to
incorporate fully automated redundancy mode supervision and control, with I2C slave
peripheral operation as needed for the implementation.
o Develop software for the Raspberry Pis to handle redundancy mode operations and
facilitate fully fault-tolerant operation. A management layer is proposed to handle state
and data synchronisation over the Ethernet cross-link, and manage access to shared
resources in a consistent way on both the active and backup devices.
o Formalise the debug fixtures as a dedicated PCB which mates directly to header P7.
This could be in the form of a full daughterboard to OBCvIV incorporating USB-toserial adapters for all UART buses going off-board, configuration switches etc, and
attachment points for the main buses into the PC/104 header.
Expand the capabilities of the design in a future revision:
o In the context of a general-purpose flight computer, investigate the addition of CAN
bus support making use of SPI-to-CAN converters driven by the Raspberry Pis; this
would increase interoperability with other SSC/SSTL hardware.
o Revisit the microcontroller pin assignments to enable more efficient code through
peripheral use (i.e. capture/compare timers for heartbeat signal measurements).
o Consider also the implications of having an unmanaged supply voltage to the Raspberry
Pi Cameras – it is suggested that with some board refactoring, load switches could be
added for each camera connector or the power from the Raspberry Pi 3.3V supplies
could also be cross-switched.
o Consider further refinements of the concept of operations, looking at methods of
introducing fault tolerance to the intersatellite link.
Perform further tests with the board:
o Fulfil Deliverable 6 by conducting an appropriate TVAC test on the board, to simulate
spaceflight conditions. This may require a more robustly assembled PCB.
o Perform an integrated test with a full or simulated CubeSat stack to demonstrate
operation.
o Characterise system performance in a radiation environment, if possible.
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6.4 Closing Remarks
It has been a privilege to work on this project. Having the opportunity to work alongside Dr Chris
Bridges has provided some excellent insights into the role of electronic engineering in the Space
Industry. I am immensely grateful for his trust in working with the project hardware, and in allowing
me to make such significant design changes on what was originally to be a “minor” board revision to
address critical issues!
This project has provided an excellent opportunity to refine old skills and develop new ones. I have
enjoyed the challenges it has presented, such as fitting all the new circuit elements into the PCB design
and stretching my soldering abilities with freehand assembly of QFN and 0402 components outside of
laboratory conditions.
I am proud of what has been achieved throughout this project, despite some of the immense challenges
which have threatened its completion. There is undoubtedly more work to do in bringing OBCvIV up
to a verified fully functional redundant system, but I am glad to have had the opportunity to see the
hardware elements of this project through to completion. I wish all involved the best of luck with this
design and am excited to see how it evolves in the future.
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APPENDIX A RASPBERRY PI CAMERA MODULE
The Raspberry Pi Camera Module is a camera designed to work efficiently with the Raspberry Pi. The
Camera Module interfaces directly with the BCM283x SoC’s GPU using a dedicated communication
channel running the MIPI Camera Serial Interface (CSI) [113] on top of the MIPI D-PHY physical layer
[127].
The Raspberry Pi CSI carries raw image data unidirectionally from the camera to the GPU, where it is
processed to generate still images or video streams as necessary. Whilst in theory any CSI camera could
be connected to the Raspberry Pi, the only cameras officially supported are those utilised on the Camera
Modules. Third parties have added further support for other camera modules [128].
The Raspberry Pi Camera Module V2, as specified for the AAReST project, is based on the 8-megapixel
Sony IMX219 sensor. The module connects to a Raspberry Pi via a 15-way FFC-style ribbon cable,
which runs to a dedicated connector on the main board. The ribbon cable carries power, CSI, I2C and
GPIO to the camera module.

Camera Communications
The Raspberry Pi CSI interface utilises the MIPI D-PHY physical layer, which consists of up to five
pairs of differential signal lines to provide unidirectional high-data-rate communication, with the
differential pairs arranged as one downstream lane clock and four upstream data lanes. The Raspberry
Pi Camera Module V2 only implements two data lanes [129], as shown in Figure 41, running at a
maximum data rate of 912Mbps per lane [130].

Figure 41 - Illustration of the connections for the Raspberry Pi Camera Module V2.1 – based on [129]

The Camera Module also makes use one of the Raspberry Pi I2C buses for device configuration and
control plus two GPIO (of which only one is implemented for the Camera Module V2.1 [129]).

Raspberry Pi Camera Support
The CSI bus interfaces directly with the Raspberry Pi GPU, which controls the functions of the camera
directly. The GPU also has control of one of the I2C buses (typically I2C0) for communicating with the
camera and displays (which operate over a similar interface to CSI), so this I2C bus is unavailable for
use by the rest of the system. As a consequence of the GPU-based driver, the low-level interfacing with
the camera is closed source and inaccessible from the CPU.
At device start-up, the GPU identifies camera hardware over the I2C bus and will subsequently show a
connected camera device. If no camera hardware is identified, the device starts in a camera-less mode
and must be rebooted to detect added hardware. The system theoretically does not check for a camera
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at any other point, since the hardware is not designed to be hot-swappable. Unplugging and reattaching
a camera whilst the Raspberry Pi is active is strongly not recommended and may eventually cause
hardware damage, however it is known from experience and from anecdotal evidence that hot-swapping
Camera Modules can yield workable results [131].
Based on [131] it is believed that the camera detection and configuration process works by enumerating
a particular camera module’s hardware, as it is stated that unplugging and reattaching the same Camera
Module allows further operation whilst attaching a different Camera Module does not allow further use
of the camera. Based on the timeframe of this anecdotal evidence, it is suggested that this should be
explored through testing to determine whether this assertion holds true with more recent hardware.

Multiplexing Raspberry Pi Cameras
For a fully-redundant configuration within AAReST Payload Interface Computer it is necessary to
multiplex one Camera Module between two Raspberry Pis. It has been identified that this is electrically
achievable using available multiplexing integrated circuits, such as the ON Semiconductor FSA642
three-port MIPI switch [114] for CSI, and other analogue multiplexers for the I2C and GPIO lines.
Pre-existing examples of camera multiplexing with Raspberry Pi are all focused on interfacing multiple
cameras with a single Raspberry Pi: the systems used to configure multiple devices are interesting. For
example, Lattice Semiconductor has demonstrated hardware to aggregate frames from two sensors into
a single video source [132]. This uses an I2C bridge design which feeds configuration instructions from
a Raspberry Pi to two Camera Modules, whilst only looking at responses from one module to feed back.
At the other end of the complexity spectrum is the IVport device from IVmech [133], which claims to
allow multiplexing of up to sixteen cameras for “stereo” or multi-camera imagery and video. This seems
to have originally implemented no I2C bus switching or buffering at all, with all devices always
connected and simultaneously responding. Later revisions seem to have used an I2C switch, although
the exact configuration is the source of speculation on the correct configuration of the devices [134].

Conclusions
No literature was found pertaining to multiplexing two Raspberry Pis to a single Camera Module. It is
suspected that this is because this is not a useful configuration for most use cases. In the context of
AAReST, the concept of operations requires that one device is constantly connected to the camera until
switching occurs. For cold redundancy, multiplexing is trivial as the backup computer can be switched
on whilst connected to the camera and need not know that any multiplexing hardware is in the system.
Warm and hot redundancy is more demanding as the backup computer needs to be ready to assume
control almost-instantaneously. Since a camera can only be detected and enabled at boot, the backup
device must already believe it has a camera attached to allow it to assume operation. It is suggested that,
if a Raspberry Pi can handle a camera being disconnected and reconnected, it would be possible to
achieve this with a conventional multiplexing architecture (Figure 42a) by staggering the start-up of the
Raspberry Pis allowing each to be connected to the camera while it boots. This is reliant on unknown
behaviour which must be tested using two Raspberry Pis and a Camera Module.
An alternative method borrows on the idea of using some active I2C devices as an interim; an I2C slave
could be configured to behave like the camera and connected to the backup Raspberry Pi, causing it to
believe that it is connected to a camera and therefore behave as expected (Figure 42b).
The safes solution is to forego all switching altogether and provide one Camera Module hardwired to
each Raspberry Pi (Figure 42c). This has benefits in providing camera redundancy and simplifying the
overall system, however it also has the disadvantage that the two cameras would invariably receive
slightly different images. Assuming that this effect could be countered in software, option (c) represents
a good fallback plan. A reasonable extension of this, given there are two cameras, would be to crossstrap the devices (Figure 42d) so that either Raspberry Pi could be connected to either camera.
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Nominally, the Camera Modules could be kept in a fixed configuration. connected through to their
respective Raspberry Pis. In the event of a camera failure, this configuration would still allow for
operation along the lines of option (a) such that the active Pi could connect to the working camera.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 42 - Comparison of various discussed architectures for Camera Module redundancy switching: (a) conventional
multiplexing to a single camera, (b) cross-multiplexing with a dummy I2C device for configuration, (c) straight-through
connections to two discrete Camera Modules, (d) cross-strapping two Camera Modules to the two Raspberry Pis.

The configuration to be implemented is left to be decided later, once experiments have determined how
the camera responds to hot-swapping between two Raspberry Pis. However, as a fallback option,
configuration (c) is determined to be acceptable if operational or design constraints become apparent.
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APPENDIX B TABLE SUMMARISING HARDWARE
MODIFICATIONS TO OBCVIII HARDWARE DURING
DEVELOPMENT WORK
Table 11 - Summary of hardware modifications made to the AAReST OBCvIII PCB during development.

ID
Observation
1 Trailing cables for
power are poorly
attached

Issue
Potential for shortcircuits

Operations Affected
All

2

I2C high logic level
1.05V at Raspberry
Pi output

All I2C
communication with
Raspberry Pi

3

CPLD I2C outputs
driven high

No pull-up resistors
implemented for I2C
buses at Raspberry Pi
output
I2C requires opendrain lines

4

CPLD I2C lines are
not bidirectional

5

USB2422 hubs (U13,
U15) are inactive

Bidirectional opendrain bridge in
VHDL is unworkable
As set up, software
configuration over
SMBus is required

All I2C
communication
through the CPLD
USB communication
through hubs to WiFi chipset and
LiDAR

6

Pullup resistors for
TS3USB30E
switches’ OE_N lines
have low resistance
(15Ω)
TS3USB30E
switches’ OE_N lines
high

PCB was incorrectly
populated with
wrong component
value

8

Ferrite beads on
RT5370N power
supply lines (RB3FB6) unpopulated

9

Wi-Fi antenna
connector footprint
does not match
procured component

None of the
smoothed “analogue”
voltage supplies are
applied to the
RT5370N
There is no way to
solder the procured
component to the
PCB reliably,
preventing its use for

Any attempt to pull
OE_N line low
(would cause high
current draw of
~220mA)
USB communication
through switches to
Wi-Fi chipset and
LiDAR
Operation of
RT5370N analogue
and RF front-end

7

Keeps TS3USB30E
switches in disabled
state

XV

I2C communication
where CPLD outputs
signals

Wi-Fi reception

Solution
Resolder power wires
through the PC/104
header; populate
ferrites with 0R
resistors in absence
of ferrites
Add 2KΩ resistors to
I2C lines to pull up to
3.3V
Set I2C outputs to
high impedance
when high input
detected
No viable solution

Change resistors
R24, R28 to pulldowns to enable hub
hardware
configuration,
remove R132, 133
Replace R138, R139
with appropriatevalue (2KΩ) resistors

Set output enable
lines (OE_N) low.

Source appropriate
ferrite beads (Farnell
1635735) and
populate
Add a short coaxial
pigtail with an SMA
connector for antenna
connection
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10

11

12

13

14

U19 (RT5370N 1.5V
regulator) output
voltage measured as
1.835V
RT5370N internal
1.2V regulators
found to be inactive
RT5370N +1V2RF
and +1V2PLL
regulator outputs
much too low
Component C33
populated
No USB passthrough
within TS3USB30E
switches (U27, U28)

EEE3017 Final Report
connecting an
antenna
Insufficient load
current draw to keep
the device in
regulation
RT5370N found to
be poorly soldered

RT5370N in
brownout state due to
bad supply
sequencing
C33 is listed as
“NM” (not mounted)
in the schematics
TS3USB30E
switches found to be
poorly soldered

XVI

Unspecified

Add 10KΩ load
resistor from output
to ground to draw a
minimum current
Rework outer pads to
ensure electrical
connection on used
pads
Hold RT5370 in reset
state until supplies
good, change resistor
R30 to pull-down
Remove C33

Connectivity to
devices beyond the
switches

Rework solder joints
to ensure good
electrical connection

Suspected, operation
of RT5370N internal
1.2V regulators
Likely all operation
of Wi-Fi chipset

All operation of WiFi chipset
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APPENDIX C TABLE SUMMARISING DESIGN CHANGES
FOR OBCVIII
Table 12 - Proposed Design Changes for the OBCvIV design

ID
Design Change
1 Rework the DDR2 socket
footprints to fix pad spacing
and mounting hole location
issues
2 Replace the current PC/104+
header with correct-sized
header or suitable alternative
3 Provide sensibly-placed
through-hole test points
4

Provide dedicated console
UART interfaces for each
Raspberry Pi

5

Replace the LDO regulator
providing the 1.5V supply to
the RT5370N with a DC-DC
converter as per [89]

6

Reconfigure RT5370N
supply to be switched by the
USB hub or driver

7

Provide means to switch
Raspberry Pi 5V supply
using CPLD (or alternative)

8

Remove unused current sense
hardware on Wi-Fi 1.2V
supply line

9

Consider replacing
MAX11611 I2C ADC with
an SPI ADC

10

Utilise the Raspberry Pi BSC
Slave peripheral for
interfacing with the PT I2C
bus

Justification
Design error from OBCvIII,
causing mounting problems

Proposed method
Modify footprints in Altium
Designer or download
footprint from manufacturer

Current header is wrong
pitch. Alternative connector
to be determined
This will ease development.
All bus signals should be
accessible.
Prevents the need to
communicate through a
CPLD, allows control of both
Pis at once.

Modify footprints in Altium

Design modification as
necessary
Add headers for ttyS0 UART
(mini UART) and route
console to these, retain
ttyAMA0 (full UART) for
Caltech Mirror Payload
interface
Identify alternative part and
replace in schematics

The TLV1117 comes in a
SOT-223 package which uses
a lot of PCB space.
Additionally, the LDO results
in increased power
consumption during use
This would allow device reset Add a single high-side switch
by power cycling; key to
to both 3.3V and 1.5V
achieving a working bus.
supplies, controlled via USB
hub (or controlling device).
Currently only the 3.3V and
Add high-side switch to 5V
1.8V supplies can be
supply line. This could also
switched, so recovery from a switch the power to the
latch-up may not be possible PAM2306 regulators for allin-one power-off
Unnecessary as current is
Design modification as
already measured in the 1.5V necessary
supply. Is also not in use due
to ADC channel limitation
SPI is easier to work with in
Identify alternative part and
VHDL if necessary, or would replace in schematics, ensure
free up I2C peripherals on a
valid interface with the
microcontroller; has not yet
CPLD (or alternative)
been tested so no work lost in
making change
Provides required
Route PT I2C to the BSC
functionality in a more
slave peripherals, and either
straightforward fashion.
use a bus switch or assign
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11
12

13

14

Move PL I2C bus from the
I2C0 peripheral to I2C1
Configure I2C lines to be
switched with a discrete
analogue switch
Add a high-bandwidth link
between the two Raspberry
Pis

EEE3017 Final Report
Removes need for buffering
inside the CPLD
I2C0 is used by the
Raspberry Pi Camera drivers.
Pass-through within the
CPLD is infeasible/unreliable
Adding this link allows the
implementation of a warmto-hot redundancy scheme.
High bandwidth required to
transfer input data and
regular status updates

Reconfigure the USB
systems to remove the
external USB port (i.e.
remove the USB hubs)
Add a switching system for
the Raspberry Pi Camera

As LiDAR is no longer in use
this USB port is not required
and can be removed to
simplify the design
Desired design change in
place of the Raspberry Pi
Camera

16

Support for heat spreader

17

Various changes to address
points raised in Table 11
Various GPIO additions to
support Concept of Operation

Helps to meet thermal
requirements in vacuum
Fixes numerous identified
issues
Allow signalling of system
state between subsystems

15

18

XVIII

both Pis different slave
addresses
Reroute PL I2C on schematic
to use correct pins
Route PL I2C through an
analogue switch, controlled
by CPLD (or equivalent)
Based on available serial
communication ports there is
no reliable, low-risk way to
achieve using GPIO or lowlevel communication. Best
option is judged to be
Ethernet over USB, requiring
either a USB host-to-host
bridge or an onboard Ethernet
loop via USB Ethernet
devices (see Raspberry Pi
schematics [117] for
inspiration – the LAN9512
Ethernet PHY/USB hub is
used).
Remove hubs and replace
with through connections
(dependent on below)
Add a CSI switching device
and I2C switching to allow a
single camera to be switched
between the two Raspberry
Pis
To be determined
As in Table 11
Implement lines as required
by the new concept of
operations
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APPENDIX D PROJECT PLANNING – GANTT CHART

Figure 43 - Semester One Project Gantt Chart
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Figure 44 – Semester Two Project Gantt Chart
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APPENDIX E REVISED SEMESTER 2 PROJECT PLAN

Figure 45 - Revised Semester Two Project Gantt Chart, accounting for changes due to personal circumstances and COVID-19
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APPENDIX F AAREST OBCVIV REV2 CIRCUIT
SCHEMATICS
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APPENDIX G AAREST OBCVIV 1:1 SCALE PCB SIGNAL
LAYER DIAGRAMS

Figure 46 - PCB Top Layer

Figure 47 - PCB Internal Layer 1: Plane 1
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Figure 48 - PCB Internal Layer 2: Signal 1

Figure 49 - PCB Internal Layer 3: Signal 2
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Figure 50 - PCB Internal Layer 4: Plane 2

Figure 51 - PCB Bottom Layer
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APPENDIX H DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AAREST OBCVIII
DESIGN AND OBCVIV DESIGN: SHEET-BY-SHEET
SCHEMATIC SUMMARY
Given that a full PCB redesign was undertaken instead of an incremental revision, this appendix shall
present a discussion of the changes and additions made between OBCvIII and OBCvIV, in order to
identify the source of, and reasoning for, design choices, and the rationale for the selection of various
components for certain tasks. Stylistic changes in the documentation and schematics are also explained.

Sheet 1 - Top Level
The changes in the topology of sheet connections at the top level reflects changes that have been made
internally such as the movement of subsystems between sheets. Whilst most sheets have been renamed,
the basic architectural elements of the OBCvIII design remain reflecting the fact that this is ultimately
an iterative redesign (even though most elements have been modified).
•
•
•
•
•
•

PC/104 Connector (Sheet 2)
External controller device -now an MSP430 instead of a CPLD (Sheet 3)
Power systems for each Compute Module with current sensing (Sheets 4, 5, 6)
Two Raspberry Pi Compute Modules (Sheets 7, 8)
USB hubs and switching - with added functionality such as Ethernet (Sheets 9, 10, 11)
Wi-Fi subsystem based off the proven RT5730N chipset (Sheets 13, 14)

Whilst changes have been made internally to these subsystems, the two other key architectural elements
that have been introduced at the top level are:
•
•

Discrete bus multiplexing – functionality taken from the CPLD in OBCvIII (Sheet 12)
Raspberry Pi Camera port multiplexing and connectors (Sheets 15, 16, 17)

Stylistically, the top-level design sheet has been simplified through the use of Altium Designer’s Signal
Harnesses feature to represent the various buses within the system. This allows a set of nets to be
represented by a single line (harness) on the schematic, decluttering the interconnections between sheets
and improving design readability. The buses have been coloured on the top-level sheet to match the
colour scheme of the system diagram presented in Figure 24.

Sheet 2 – PC/104 Connector
Fundamentally there have been minimal changes to this schematic sheet. The connections with the PT
I2C, PL I2C and PL UART buses plus the external USB have been altered for compatibility with the
use of Signal Harnesses, but the pinout of the PC/104 connector itself has been kept identical. The
connector footprint has been swapped for the appropriate 2.54mm pitch form factor and located
according to specifications.
The functionality of the isolator has been moved to the Bus Multiplexing sheet (sheet 12). The UART
connector P1 has been removed – it is redundant since each Compute Module now has its own debug
UART header – and repurposed as a power connector to allow a GSE power supply to be easily
connected to the board for test purposes. This allows supply of the +3.3V and +5.0V inputs that the
board receives from the satellite EPS.

Sheet 3 – MCU
A microcontroller replaces the CPLD in the OBCvIII design, since bus multiplexing is being handled
by discrete devices, and the use of the Raspberry Pi BSC Slave peripheral for the PT I2C bus removes
the need to perform buffering between two I2C domains. The selected replacement device is the Texas
Instruments MSP430FR5969 microcontroller [107].
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As well as the obvious change in peripheral components to support the MCU, the MCU current
monitoring has been removed on the basis that the MCU is monitoring for supply conditions that imply
a device error (such as reset or latch-up). If the device is in either of these states it will not be able to
read the necessary data from the MCU or provide any response and is therefore operationally useless.
The blinking status LED for the CPLD (D1) has been retained, and three further LEDs have been added:
one on the RPI_INT line, and two on the RPI_SEL line to indicate one of the two binary states.
The concept of using a power-on-reset has been retained from the OBCvIII implementation. However,
the voltage supervisor device used has been changed from a Texas Instruments TPS3802 to a TPS3808;
this has an open-drain output and therefore does not interfere with the RST line when not in use. This
is important as the RESET line is required for programming the MSP430 using Spy-Bi-Wire (two-wire
JTAG).

Sheet 4 – Supply Monitoring
Functionally this sheet is identical to its equivalent for the OBCvIII design. The ADC used to read
analogue values from the system current sensors has been replaced with an ADS7953 12-bit 16-channel
SPI ADC [8]. The change to a non-I2C device was necessary as the MSP430FR5969 supports only one
I2C port [5], which is needed for communication on the PL I2C bus.
A 16-channel ADC was chosen as it allows for measurement of the (remaining) ten current sensors for
the Raspberry Pis and Wi-Fi subsystem, with six channels left over for measurement of regulator output
voltages allowing additional detection of regulator failure.
A 2.048V reference (MAX6106) is used to provide a suitable analogue reference to the ADC; this
matches the internal reference voltage of the previously-used MAX11611 ADC. The voltage
measurement lines for the 3.3V regulators are scaled down to 1.8V using a resistive divider to bring the
typical operating point to within the ADC’s voltage range.

Sheets 5, 6 – Raspberry Pi Power Systems
The core system is unchanged. Utilises the PAM2306AYPKE dual (3.3V, 1.8V) switching regulator as
found on the OBCvIII design, Compute Module IO board and Raspberry Pi versions earlier than the
Model 3B.
The current measurement circuits are retained, with the addition of the USB hub current measurement
circuits: it was decided that these should take their power from the Raspberry Pi power domains. The
values of the current shunt resistors have been evaluated and changed in some instances; the Pi 5V and
USB hub 3.3V shunts have been reduced to increase the maximum measurable currents, in line with
the given ranges in the datasheet. Some power net name changes have also been made for
standardisation.
The main change to these subsystems concerns switching and sequencing. First, a high-side switch
(Texas Instruments TPS22975) has been added to the 5V input to the regulator circuits, to allow all
Raspberry Pi supplies to be simultaneously cut in a latch-up scenario. This improves on the previous
design, in which +5V_CM# was uncontrolled and therefore compromised the latch-up response. The
power switch is controlled by the microcontroller.
Second, control of the enable lines for the individual PAM2306 regulator outputs has been changed
from control by the CPLD in the OBCvIII design to local handling with daisy-chained TPS380x voltage
supervisors (as previously used as the CPLD power-on-reset). Local control of supply sequencing using
voltage supervisors is a somewhat naïve implementation, however it is uncomplicated and should
provide reliability benefits on two fronts:
•

The supervisors monitor the supply voltage to determine when the supply is stable, effectively
providing a closed-loop control system and allowing timing-independent operation.
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The microcontroller no longer has to sequence the supplies itself, simplifying the control
program and reducing the damage that can be caused by sequencing issues as a result of
software errors or failure.

Sheets 7, 8 – Raspberry Pi Compute Modules
• The basic premise remains identical, although the SODIMM connector symbol has been
changed to include five identified missing pins (GND at pin 80, missing CSI pins for CAM1 –
pins 153, 155, 159, 161). The component footprint has also been changed to reflect previously
identified errors. A summary of schematic changes with respect to pin allocation is given below:
• The reset pin (RESET_N_PI#) has been moved from GPIO5 to the dedicated device Raspberry
Pi hard reset pin, RUN. Operation was verified on the Compute Module IO board. The 4.7kΩ
pullup resistor has been omitted in favour of the Raspberry Pi’s internal pullup.
• GPIO0-3 have been repurposed for camera auxiliary connections. (I2C0 plus two GPIO).
System I2C buses are therefore relocated elsewhere (GPIO44, GPIO45).
• LED and Heartbeat pins have been retained at GPIO6 and GPIO8 respectively, although this
has been symbolically shown in a different way.
• The UART at GPIO14, 15 is retained and is used for debug communications (i.e. serial console)
using the Raspberry Pi’s mini UART peripheral. Each Compute Module has its own header so
both can always be accessed by GSE.
• Test points are retained at GPIO16, 17, and GPIO31.
• GPIO18, 19 are used for the BSC Slave peripheral providing interface to the PT I2C bus.
• GPIO21 is used as a special identification pin. This pin is tied low on Pi 1 and high on Pi 2,
giving the device a means to identify its position on the board. This can provide flexibility over
a system of hardcoding the identity in software and allows both Compute Modules to use
identical software images.
• GPIO22 is connected to the RPI_SEL line which allows the microcontroller to signal either
device as the active device. It is envisaged that this can be implemented using an XOR with the
ID line, such that the high and low states correspond to one of the devices being active.
• GPIO24 is a status output GPIO for the device, allowing it to signal its availability to the
microcontroller. It is envisaged that this line is only active once the device has booted,
indicating that it is ready to operate. The status line from the opposing Compute Module is
input on GPIO23 for monitoring purposes.
• GPIO25 and 26 are set up to interface with an interrupt line in open-drain fashion. This line is
connected to both Raspberry Pis and the microcontroller, such that any one device can signal
an interrupt. The purpose of this line is as-yet undecided, but it provides flexibility as a
bidirectional general-purpose communication between all devices. For the Raspberry Pi,
GPIO25 is an input to read the line state. GPIO26 controls a BSS138 MOSFET to pull down
the line and allow for open-drain signalling. (Note: the line pull-up resistor and an indicator
LED are shown on Sheet 3.) If open-drain is not required this can be used as a general-purpose
GPIO by depopulating the MOSFET.
• GPIO28 and 29 retain their 100kΩ pull-down resistors as required for reliable start-up [7].
• GPIO32 and 33 are used for the PL UART bus, using the Raspberry Pi’s full UART peripheral.
• GPIO42 is used for the USB hub reset line. As per the Raspberry Pi Model B implementation
[117] this is internally bound to the LAN_RUN driver, for kernel-level operation. The choice
of GPIO was made based on physical location on the board, in order to simplify routing.
• GPIO44 and 45 are used for the PL I2C bus, internally connected to the I2C1 Master peripheral.
This replaces the 100kΩ resistors on these GPIOs within the OBCvIII design.
• A CSI bus is wired to the CAM1 port of the Compute Module. This only uses two of the four
data lanes available for CAM1, reflecting the bus configuration for the Raspberry Pi Camera
[7].
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Sheets 9, 10 - USB/Ethernet Hubs
The USB2422 hubs of the OBCvIII have been replaced with LAN9512 hubs to also provide a 10/100
Ethernet connection which is routed between the hubs of the two Raspberry Pis. The schematic is taken
directly from the configuration used on the Raspberry Pi Model B. Although it is technically redundant,
the External USB connection (formerly for connecting to the offboard LiDAR) is retained in the design
for potential future use. As it is not needed for the AAReST application, the relevant switching
components (see Sheet 11) can be depopulated.
A bank of capacitors to ground is provided on the Ethernet lines, as recommended by the component
datasheet [118]. It is expected that these should not need to be populated but allows for 15pF capacitors
to be added to simulate the parasitic capacitance of an UTP cable, adjusting operation if needed.
The device reset is provided by the corresponding Raspberry Pi, as opposed to the CPLD in OBCvIII.
This mirrors the configuration on other Raspberry Pis and allows the reset line to be driven by the
dedicated LAN_RUN kernel process. The devices themselves output the reset line to the Wi-Fi
subsystem. This allows the Wi-Fi device to be reset in the event of a USB error, mitigating the issues
seen with Wi-Fi chipset powerup during OBCvIII testing.

Sheet 11 – USB/Ethernet Cross-Connection and Switching
This sheet is an extension of the USB switching configuration in the OBCvIII design. An additional
TS3USB30E switch is utilised to switch the Wi-Fi reset line, in parallel with the switching of the WiFi USB bus.
The cross-connection between the two Ethernet ports is included, showing the RX-to-TX connections
made through small capacitors, thereby negating the need for Ethernet magnetics. This design decision
comes from Microchip documentation for on-board Ethernet-Ethernet connection [119].

Sheet 12 – Bus Multiplexing and Isolation
Multiplexing of the low-speed communications buses is handled by analogue multiplexers within the
OBCvIV design, in contrast with the CPLD multiplexing attempted by OBCvIII, to permit correct
bidirectional operation. The TS3USB30E 2:1 multiplexer already in use for USB switching is utilised
to switch the PL I2C, PT I2C and PL UART for standardisation.
Isolation is added to all buses using suitable devices, to minimise potential device damage from other
systems and limit ground looping in the board. The I2C buses use Texas Instruments ISO1540D
isolators, which are the bidirectional-clock equivalent of that used in OBCvIII [6] [85]. The UART bus
makes use of a different but pin-compatible component – a Texas Instruments ISO7021, which is
designed for UART multiplexing [124].
This sheet contains the PT I2C and PL I2C pull-up resistors; 2kΩ pull-ups are specified. Included in the
design are additional high-value pull-ups on the “downstream” sides of the multiplexers. These are
intended to keep the bus in the correct (idle-high) state when inactive. The chosen resistance is an order
of magnitude larger than the operational pull-up resistors and should therefore have a negligible impact
on bus operation.
The UART bus has strategically placed high-value pull-up resistors intended to keep undriven lines in
the high state (particularly during bus switching) to prevent unintentional receiver triggering and
reading of false data when the through-connections are broken.

Sheet 13 – Wi-Fi Chipset
This schematic sheet is fundamentally unchanged. The only differences are as follows:
•
•

R140 has been moved to the sheet to be shown alongside R120 instead of separately.
RT5370N pin 8 (V33A) has been moved to the +3V3A_WIFI power domain instead of the
+3V3_WIFI power domain, as per the device datasheet [90].
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RT5370N pins 38 and 39 (V12D) have been moved to the +1V2D power domain instead of the
+1V2A power domain, reflecting their status as digital pins.
All local 3.3V connections have been connected to the newly created +3V3_WIFI (see Sheet
14) instead of the board’s +3V3 supply.
The grounded side of C24 is connected to RF_GND instead of GND.

Sheet 14 – Wi-Fi Power and Antenna Connection
The previously-used TLV1117 LDO regulator has been replaced with a PAM2306AYPKE dual (3.3V,
1.8V) regulator to generate the Wi-Fi circuit’s supply voltages from the board +5V input. Initially the
PAM2306AYPKC was specified to generate 3.3V and 1.5V but the device is not available through
supply chain.
The use of a DC-DC converter mirrors the configuration within the acquired USB Wi-Fi dongle [88] to
improve efficiency by not using a linear regulator to generate the 1.5V supply and by using a higher
main supply voltage to reduce the supply current.
The use of the same PAM2306 device family provides commonality with the regulators used for the
Raspberry Pi supplies. A similar arrangement of TPS22975 power switch and TPS3802 supervisor
provide power control and local sequencing to rectify the brownout issues identified during testing of
the OBCvIII design. As a 5V supply in this domain is not required, the 3.3V regulator is uncontrolled
with its enable pin tied high.
The antenna portion of this sheet is unchanged, save for the specification of the correct part for the
antenna RF connector. Additionally, the current sense circuitry for the 1.2V domain has been removed,
on the basis that this current flows through the 1.5V (now 1.8V) supply anyway and is therefore still
measured.

Sheet 15 – CSI Multiplexing
The CSI ports of the two Raspberry Pi Compute Modules are connected to two camera connectors via
a full cross-strap configuration created using ON Semiconductor FSA642 MIPI multiplexers. These are
configured such that the common control lines for all multiplexers can be used to easily switch between
a through-connection and a cross-connection topology.
Sheet 16 – Camera Auxiliary Signal Multiplexing
For commonality, the auxiliary signals are multiplexed using TS3USB30E multiplexers. These are
configured in a half-strapped configuration instead of a full cross-strap to reduce the part count. This is
possible since the low bus speeds are forgiving of signal reflections caused by bus spurs. The control
signals for these multiplexers are shared with the CSI multiplexers from Sheet 15, such that the
multiplexer configurations all route signals to either camera port in unison.
Four TS3USB30E multiplexers are needed to handle the I2C bus plus two GPIO lines for each camera.
The I2C bus pull-up resistors are included here, with 2kΩ operational pull-ups on the controller side
and 100kΩ idle pull-ups on the camera side.

Sheet 17 – Camera Connectors
This sheet connects the camera CSI and AUX buses to the camera connectors. The connectors used are
the 22-way versions as found on the Compute Module IO board and Raspberry Pi Zero, on the basis
that these are more compact than the 15-way connectors used on full-sized Raspberry Pis.
Physical Design
Apart from obvious component changes, the major difference between OBCvIII and OBCvIV is that
the main passive component size has been reduced from 0603 package [1608 metric – 1.6mm x 0.8mm]
to 0402 package [1005 metric – 1.0mm x 0.5mm] to allow a higher component density and a more
compact overall design. Electrically, there is no reason in most cases why a larger component package
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must be used –larger packages typically allow a higher voltage (for capacitors), current (for inductors)
or dissipated power (resistors). Engineering considerations have been used to select appropriate package
sizes in certain situations, such as larger decoupling capacitors and current sense resistors.
As 0402 components are physically smaller than those used on OBCvIII, some risk is introduced to the
assembly phase of the project in that the components are more difficult to handle and solder. In a typical
COTS electronics design (such as the Raspberry Pi Compute Module itself) most passive components
are present in 0402 form factor. Due to the automated assembly techniques used to mass-produce these
devices, there are some even smaller 0201 packages [0603 metric – 0.6mm x 0.3mm] that allow for
even greater device density. However, these are considered to be at or beyond the limits of handsolderable components, and their small size means that a higher precision in PCB fabrication is required
to reap the full benefits of their use – pushing up costs.
The author had prior experience soldering 0402 components and was comfortable working with them,
and as such this design decision was perceived to add very little risk to the project.
The board profile has been discreetly refined to remove some quirks of the OBCvIII outline –
particularly the concave curves in the board cut-outs. The mounting hole positions are unchanged.
Consideration was given to the non-electrical design of the PCB, particularly to ensure that all silkscreen
elements (component designators and labels) were readable. Tented vias (vias covered with soldermask)
were used such that silkscreen placed on top of the vias would be legible. This was essential to achieving
the required high-density design given that a layered board requires a significant number of vias.

Test Points
Originally, the intention was to include through-hole test points for all relevant signals for easy
development and testing. However, the physical restrictions of the board and the density of components
do not make this possible. Instead, a wider range of surface-mount test points have been provided for
monitoring critical points, including individual outputs from each of the onboard regulators, all control
lines and every node along the low-speed buses (UART, I2C, SPI). To minimise interference with the
signal integrity of the high-speed buses (USB, Ethernet, CSI) no physical test points have been added.
Instead, all vias along these traces have been exposed on the bottom side of the board. These can be
probed with the appropriate equipment for testing; with reference to the schematics as appropriate,
given that the vias themselves are unlabelled.
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APPENDIX I DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AAREST OBCVIV
REVISION 2 AND ASSEMBLED DESIGN
Table 13 - Table of changes made to design files for AAReST OBCvIV Rev2

ID
1

Design Change
Listed component value for R90 changed from
120Ω to 1kΩ

2

Listed component value for R39, R43, R44, R47,
R48, R68 changed from DNP to 10kΩ

3

Added test points in WiFi_Chipset.SchDoc:
• TP78 on net +3V3PA
• TP79 on net +3V3A_WIFI
• TP80 on net +1V2D
• TP81 on net +1V2PLL
• TP82 on net +1V2RF
• TP83 on net +1V2A
• TP84 on net RF_GND
Added test points in Supply_Monitoring.SchDoc:
• TP85 on net +3V3A_ADC
• TP86 on net ADC_GND
• TP87 at U34
Added test point TP88 on net +5V_REGW_U in
WiFi_Power.SchDoc
Added test points in Cross_USB_ETH.SchDoc:
• TP89 on net WIFI_RST
• TP90 on net WIFI_USB2_RST
• TP91 on net WIFI_USB1_RST
Routed high sides of LEDs D6, D7, D8 to
+3V3_HUB1 instead of +3V3, and high sides of
LEDS D9, D10, D11 to +3V3_HUB2 instead of
+3V3

4

5
6

7

8

9

10

Added 0Ω 0603 resistors R141, R167, R168,
R169, R170, R171 on power or ground side of
groups of LEDs
Added 10kΩ 0402 resistors R172, R173, R174 as
pull-down resistors on U1$3, U3$3 and U4$3

Added 2kΩ 0402 resistors R175, R176, R177
$R178 as pull-up resistors on U18$8, U21$8,
U32$8, net CSI_OE_N

XL

Justification
As identifies in Section 5.5. Reduces
the brightness of the ACT LEDs to a
more comfortable level.
Maintains the minimum regulator
current draw even with no load,
preventing regulation dropout.
Test points identified as being
beneficial during assembly and test.

Test points identified as being
beneficial during assembly and test.

Test point identified as being beneficial
during assembly and test.
Test point identified as being beneficial
during assembly and test.

Removes path between supply domains
and prevents current flow when the hub
domains are powered down; stops
LEDs from being lit and +3.3V_HUB#
from being back-powered.
Allows all LEDs to be easily and
verifiably disabled to simulate a flight
configuration.
Required to prevent configuration
uncertainty at start-up caused by
floating control lines; defaults load
switches U1, U3, U4 to off if not driven
Required to prevent configuration
uncertainty at start-up caused by
floating control lines; causes all
multiplexers to disable if control line is
not driven.
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11

Added 0Ω 0402 resistors R170, R180 into the
supply path to camera connectors J1, J5

12

Revised footprints for LAN9512 (U8, U13),
MSP430FR5969 (U24), ADS7953 (U2)

13

Minor adjustments to internal plane shapes

14

Silkscreen alterations – PC/104 pinout info, board
name change

XLI

Facilitates future experimentation with
methods to improve fault tolerance for
the cameras (i.e. polyfuses, active
switching to cut supply in SEL
scenarios).
Tented tops of EP vias to prevent solder
deposition, added extra vias for
LAN9512 to reduce thermal resistance
from EP to internal planes.
Aim to reduce internal resistance,
particularly on the +5V power path –
primarily applies to connection to
connector P1.
Simplify identification of relevant pins
when developing/debugging with board,
reflect shift to generic board.
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APPENDIX J OBCVIV ASSEMBLY AND TEST PROCESS DETAILED SUMMARY
AIT step 1 – Basic acceptance testing
1.1 Power plane short circuit testing
In this state basic tests were performed with no component population.
1.1A - A visual test was conducted against the CAD files. No clear manufacturing defects were
identified.
1.1B – The resistance between the board primary power planes was measured with a multimeter.
All planes were found to be disconnected from one another with an isolation of at least 20MΩ, the
maximum resistance measurable with the multimeter. Therefore, the test was passed.
Table 14 - Table of results for test 1.1B

Measurement
3V3 to GND
5V to GND
5V to 3V3

Measurement Points
P1$2 to P1$1
P1$3 to P1$1
P1$3 to P1$2

Expectation
OL
OL
OL

Resistance
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

Outcome
PASS
PASS
PASS

1.1C – To verify the presence of the internal layers within the board, an open-circuit and shortcircuit test were conducted for each internal layer. The results obtained matched expectations within
the limits of the test equipment; open-circuit measurements all exceeded the maximum achievable
measurement on the multimeter whilst short-circuit measurements consistently returned the
resistance of the test leads. Therefore, the test was passed.
Table 15 - Table of results for test 1.1C

Measurement
Signal Layer 1 SC
Signal Layer 1 OL
Signal Layer 2 SC
Signal Layer 2 OL
Internal Plane 1 SC
Internal Plane 1 OL
Internal Plane 2 SC
Internal Plane 2 OL

Measurement Points
P3$3 to R14$2
P3$4 to R14$2
P3$4 to R26$2
P3$3 to R26$2
FB13$2 to C150$2
FB13$2 to FB13$1
R65$1 to C86$1
R65$1 to R65$2

Expectation
SC
OL
SC
OL
SC
OL
SC
OL

Resistance
0.2Ω
>20MΩ
0.2Ω
>20MΩ
0.2Ω
>20MΩ
0.2Ω
>20MΩ

Outcome
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS

1.2 Power plane current baseline test
The power connector P1 was added to the board.
Components populated: P1
1.2A – A low current-limit test was conducted to establish a baseline for further current limit
readings as new components were added to the board. As expected, all configurations had zero
supply current draw so the test was passed.
Table 16 - Table of results for test 1.2A

Measurement
3V3 to GND
5V to GND
5V to 3V3

Measurement Points
P1$2 = 3.3V, P1$1=0V
P1$3 = 5V, P1$1 = 0V
P1$3 = 5V, P1$2 = 0V

XLII

Expectation
Idraw = 0mA
Idraw = 0mA
Idraw = 0mA

Supply Current
0.000A
0.000A
0.000A

Outcome
PASS
PASS
PASS
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AIT step 2 – Regulator block design validation testing, RP1 Power block
2.1 Basic regulator operation
In this state the RP1 regulator is connected directly to the power header with no load switching or
sequencing. Basic outputs for 1V8/3V3/5V are created.
Components populated: C59, C61, C63, C64, L4, L5, R41, R42, U22. FB7, R14, R17, R20, R93,
R94, R95, P3. C7, FB1
Temporary conditions added: TC1:U30$3 shorted to U30$4, U35$3 shorted to U35$4. TC2:
U1$1,2 shorted to U1$7,8.
2.1A – A low current-limit test was conducted to verify no short circuits in the build when 5V
supply was connected to the board. Based on the PAM2306 regulator’s IQ the expected supply
current was less than 1mA. The PSU read 0.000A, its minimum value implying satisfactory current
draw. A brief period of current limit at supply start-up was observed and determined to be PSU
internal inrush. Therefore, the test was passed.
2.1B – Measurement of voltages at various points in the circuit to demonstrate regulator operation.
Voltages were tested methodically in a logical dependency order from supply input to test point
outputs, such that any issues were first identified at their root cause. All voltages were measured to
within typically expected tolerances. This was determined to be acceptable and all tests therefore
passed.
Table 17 - Table of results for test 2.1B

Measurement
5V supply in
Block input
Regulator input
3.3V regulator EN
3.3V regulator out
1.8V regulator EN
1.8V regulator out
Ground test pin
1.8V test pin
3.3V test pin
5V test pin

Measurement Point
P1$3
U1$1
U22$7
TP46
TP8
TP47
TP10
P3$1
P3$2
P3$3
P3$5

Expected Voltage
5V
5V
5V
5V
3.3V
3.3V
1.8V
0V
1.8V
3.3V
5V

Measured Voltage
4.99V
4.99V
4.99V
4.99V
3.29V
3.29V
1.80V
0.0mV
1.80V
3.29V
4.99V

Outcome
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS

2.1C – Observations of supply voltage ripple were made with an oscilloscope (Figure 52). Ripple
was measured with no load, deliberately ignoring the high-frequency peaks that appear to be
switching noise from the power supply. Expected ripples for the outputs of the regulator were
derived from the decide datasheet. Conditions on the 5V output were unknown since this is a direct
pass-through from the PSU. All ripples were reasonable in amplitude and within the expected
envelope where one was defined, so the test was passed.
Table 18 - Table of results for test 2.1C

Measurement
5V output ripple
3.3V output ripple
1.8V output ripple

Measurement Point
P3$5
P3$3
P3$2

Expected Ripple
Unknown
<1.65%
<0.9%

XLIII

Observed Ripple
2.7mV → 0.05
5.8mV → 0.18
5.9mV → 0.33

Outcome
PASS
PASS
PASS
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 52 - Oscilloscope trace observations of supply ripple for (a) 5V output at P3$5, (b) 3.3V output at P3$3 and (c)
1.8V output at P3$2.

2.1D – Baseline power-up and power-down observations were made in advance of introduction of
supply switching and sequencing elements. The power-up behaviour is shown in Figure 53 with no
supply current limiting. The 5V output follows the 5V input as expected, showing a ~2ms rise with
10% overshoot on the supply voltage (likely as there is very little current draw). The 3.3V and 1.8V
regulators switch on almost-simultaneously when the input voltage exceeds ~2.4V. The 3.3V
supply follows the input voltage to reach its final voltage once on.

Figure 53 - Unmanaged supply power-up behaviour for the block. Shown are 5V input at P1$3 (yellow), 1.8V output at
P3$2 (cyan), 3.3V output at P3$3 (pink) and 5V output at P3$5 (blue).

Shutdown behaviour observations were made by decreasing the input voltage steadily. At all times,
the 5V output followed the input. When VIN < 3.3V the 3.3V supply dropped out and followed the
input, collapsing when VIN = 2.23V. This caused the 1.8V supply to also collapse. Both supplies
restored when VIN > 2.43V.
2.1E – An initial load test was completed for all supply outputs by connecting a resistive load at
the test connector P3. Resistive loads were implemented using a custom-built parallel resistive load
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board in absence of a programmable load. The load board was designed to test up to 1.5A, but
internal resistances prevented this. The results for each independent output are shown below:
Table 19 - Table of results for test 2.1E, testing 5V output at P3$5.

Target Load
Current/Resistance
0.1A/50Ω
0.2A/25Ω
0.3A/16.7Ω
0.4A/12.5Ω
0.5A/10Ω
0.6A/8.33Ω
0.7A/7.14Ω
0.8A/6.25Ω
0.9A/5.56Ω
1.0A/5Ω
1.1A/4.55Ω
1.2A/4.17Ω
1.3A/3.85Ω
1.4A/3.57Ω
1.5A/3.33Ω

Measured
Load Current
0.10A
0.19A
0.29A
0.38A
0.48A
0.57A
0.66A
0.74A
0.83A
0.91A
1.00A
1.08A
1.16A
1.24A
1.32A

Measured
Load Voltage
4.97V
4.95V
4.92V
4.90V
4.88V
4.86V
4.84V
4.82V
4.81V
4.79V
4.77V
4.75V
4.73V
4.71V
4.69V

Load Power
0.497W
0.941W
1.427W
1.862W
2.342W
2.770W
3.194W
3.567W
3.992W
4.359W
4.770W
5.130W
5.487W
5.840W
6.191W

Efficiency
0.99
0.95
0.97
0.95
0.97
0.96
0.95
0.94
0.95
0.94
0.94
0.93
0.93
0.92
0.92

Load Power

Efficiency

0.327W
0.619W
0.945W
1.235W
1.555W
1.841W
2.125W
2.375W
2.656W
2.912W
3.190W
3.434W
3.677W
3.918W
4.203W

0.88
0.87
0.89
0.88
0.89
0.87
0.86
0.84
0.83
0.82
0.81
0.80
0.78
0.77
0.76

Table 20 - Table of results for test 2.1E, testing 3.3V output at P3$3.

Target Load
Resistance/Current
0.1A/33Ω
0.2A/16.5Ω
0.3A/11Ω
0.4A/8.25Ω
0.5A/6.6Ω
0.6A/5.5Ω
0.7A/4.71Ω
0.8A/4.13Ω
0.9A/3.67Ω
1.0A/3.3Ω
1.1A/3Ω
1.2A/2.75Ω
1.3A/2.54Ω
1.4A/2.36Ω
1.5A/2.2Ω

Measured
Load Current
0.10A
0.19A
0.29A
0.38A
0.48A
0.57A
0.66A
0.74A
0.83A
0.91A
1.00A
1.08A
1.16A
1.24A
1.33A

Measured
Load Voltage
3.27V
3.26V
3.26V
3.25V
3.24V
3.23V
3.22V
3.21V
3.20V
3.20V
3.19V
3.18V
3.17V
3.16V
3.16V
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Table 21 - Table of results for test 2.1E, testing 1.8V output at P3$2.

Target Load
Resistance/Current
0.1A/18Ω
0.2A/9Ω
0.3A/6Ω
0.4A/4.5Ω
0.5A/3.6Ω
0.6A/3Ω
0.7A/2.57Ω
0.8A/2.25Ω
0.9A/2Ω
1.0A/1.8Ω
1.1A/1.64Ω
1.2A/1.5Ω
1.3A/1.38Ω
1.4A/1.29Ω
1.5A/1.2Ω

Measured
Load Current
0.10A
0.19A
0.28A
0.37A
0.45A
0.53A
0.62A
0.67A
0.76A
0.82A
0.89A
0.96A
1.00A
1.07A
1.18A

Measured
Load Voltage
1.78V
1.77V
1.76V
1.75V
1.73V
1.72V
1.71V
1.71V
1.70V
1.69V
1.68V
1.67V
1.66V
1.65V
1.64V

Load Power

Efficiency

0.178W
0.336W
0.493W
0.648W
0.779W
0.912W
1.060W
1.146W
1.292W
1.386W
1.495W
1.603W
1.660W
1.766W
1.935W

0.85
0.82
0.82
0.83
0.82
0.80
0.79
0.78
0.77
0.76
0.74
0.73
0.70
0.71
0.69

The results suggest an internal resistance within the board which may be independent of the
regulators themselves. This is clear when the current-voltage relationships are plotted (Figure 54);
calculations suggest internal resistances of 0.247Ω, 0.137Ω and 0.145Ω for the 5V, 3.3V and 1.8V
outputs respectively. Such small resistances are likely to be caused by a combination of the current
measurement shunt resistors, track resistance on the PCB, connection resistances within the test
instruments and solder joint impedances. This cannot be easily characterised. In any case, the
behaviour was concluded to be acceptable and therefore the test was passed. The results suggest
that the total supply current draw for all supplies drawing 1.2A is 2.889A. This is acceptable given
that such high current is not expected to occur in normal operation.

Load Current and Voltage for RP1 Regulator
5
4.5

Load Voltage /V

4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

0.1
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0.3
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0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

Load Current /A
P3$5
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Figure 54 - Current-voltage relationship for loads at P3.
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2.2 Supply sequencing
In this state RP1 sequencing supervisors are added so that the start-up and shutdown behaviour,
and behaviour in undervoltage conditions, can be tested.
Temporary conditions removed: TC1.
Components populated: C80, C81, U30, U35
2.2A – On-mode operation was first re-verified with the added supply sequencing supervisors.
These control the regulator EN lines, such that in proper operation identical results to test 2.1B
should be observed. Initial measurements are shown in Table 22 below assuming no load connected
to the board.
Table 22 - Initial table of results for test 2.2A

Measurement
5V supervisor supply
3.3V regulator EN
3.3V regulator out
3.3V supervisor supply
1.8V regulator EN
1.8V regulator out

Measurement
Point
U30$4
TP46
TP8
U35$4
TP47
TP10

Expected Voltage

Measured Voltage

Outcome

5V
5V
3.3V
3.3V
3.3V
1.8V

4.99V
4.99V
4.37V
4.37V
4.37V
1.79V

PASS
PASS
FAIL
FAIL
FAIL
PASS

Three measurements were unsatisfactory and initially failed. These imply that the 3.3V regulator
had dropped out of regulation. After some experimentation it was determined that the regulator
output had dropped below its minimum output current and therefore was not regulating voltage
correctly – although it is unknown why this was not observed in previous tests. Through trial and
error, it was found that the minimum regulator output current was between 156µA and 328µA, and
it was shown that adding a 10kΩ resistor from the regulator output to ground resolved the issue
adequately. This was formally implemented by populating the footprints for R43, R44 as 10kΩ
resistors; these footprints had been included for backwards design compatibility but were listed as
“Do Not Populate”. With these modifications, the test was repeated as below. All voltages were as
expected; therefore, the test was passed.
Table 23 - Revised table of results for test 2.2A after circuit modifications.

Measurement
5V supervisor supply
3.3V regulator EN
3.3V regulator out
3.3V supervisor supply
1.8V regulator EN
1.8V regulator out

Measurement
Point
U30$4
TP46
TP8
U35$4
TP47
TP10

Expected Voltage

Measured Voltage

Outcome

5V
5V
3.3V
3.3V
3.3V
1.8V

4.99V
4.99V
3.28V
3.28V
3.28V
1.79V

PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS

2.2B – The start-up behaviour of the system was then tested to verify the sequencing of the supplies.
When switching on the 5V supply, the 5V, 3.3V and 1.8V outputs were expected to reach the onstate in the order of highest voltage to lowest voltage. This was observed as shown in Figure 55,
indicating that the basic sequencing behaviour was as expected.
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Figure 55 - Start-up sequence with voltage supervisors in the system, showing the response of the 1.8V (cyan), 3.3V
(magenta) and 5V (blue) outputs when the 5V input (yellow) is switched on.

Several timing parameters were also measured using the oscilloscope, as shown in Table 24. These
establish the timing of the power-up sequence and additionally define the full power up time as
being 425.1ms. The expected delay times were determined from the supervisor datasheets.
Table 24 - Table of timing results from test 2.2B

Measurement

Measurement
Points
P1$3 → TP46

Expected Time

Observed
Time
25ms

Outcome

VIN high to 3.3V
25ms after P1$3 = 4V
PASS
regulator EN high
3.3V regulator EN high to
TP46 → P3$3
Unknown
78.7µs
PASS
output stable
3.3V output high to 1.8V
P3$3 → TP47
380ms after P3$3 =
400ms
PASS*
regulator EN high
2.93V
1.8V regulator EN high to
TP47 → P3$2
Unknown
59.4µs
PASS
output stable
2.2C – The shutdown behaviour of the system was then observed. The 5V input was lowered to the
point where the supervisors collapsed the regulator output voltages – this was found to occur as the
input voltage passed 4.01V, as expected, with hysteresis at 4.10V observed. Whilst the 5V output
remained consistent with the input voltage, the 3.3V and 1.8V outputs both dropped to zero,
exhibiting an exponential discharge curve. This is typical of capacitive decay and is therefore
acceptable behaviour. Generally, the order of supply voltages was preserved, save for a brief period
when the 3.3V and 1.8V outputs fell to below ~0.8V; here the order is disrupted, but the voltage
difference is insufficient to cause significant issues. The test was therefore passed.

Figure 56 - Shutdown characteristics of the supply sequencers; responses shown are for the 1.8V (cyan), 3.3V
(magenta) and 5V (blue) outputs when the 5V input (yellow) is switched on.
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2.3 Supply switching
In this state the RP1 supply switch is added such that its behaviour can be examined - particularly
the start-up slew and the shutdown crowbar.
Temporary conditions removed: TC2.
Components populated: C53, U1.
Temporary conditions added: TC3:10kΩ pull-down resistor on U1 EN line (at TP45).
2.3A – Initially static measurements were taken with the supply switch in the off state (U1 EN low).
These measurements verified that the voltage outputs were disconnected from the inputs (and
therefore unpowered), as expected. The test was therefore passed.
Table 25 - Table of results for test 2.3A.

Measurement
Switch output
1.8V output
3.3V output
5V output

Measurement Point
U1$7,8
P3$2
P3$3
P3$5

Expected Voltage
0V
0V
0V
0V

Measured Voltage
0.00V
0.00V
0.00V
0.00V

Outcome
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS

2.3B – Static measurements were then taken with the supply switch in the on state (U1 EN high).
These measurements showed that when the switch was closed, the power subsystem was powered
and behaved as it had done when the switch was simulated with a short circuit, in tests 2.2x. The
test was therefore passed.
Table 26 - Table of results for test 2.3B.

Measurement
Switch output
1.8V output
3.3V output
5V output

Measurement Point
U1$7,8
P3$2
P3$3
P3$5

Expected Voltage
5V
1.8V
3.3V
5V

Measured Voltage
4.98V
1.79V
3.28V
4.98V

Outcome
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS

2.3C – The start-up sequence was then observed to check for any negative effects. The expectation
was that there would be no significant behavioural changes due to the addition of the load switch.
The response of the system to switch-on is shown in Figure 57. The controlled slew rate of the load
switch is demonstrated on the rising edge of the 5V output, which has a rise time of 16.5ms. The
behaviour of the 3.3V and 1.8V outputs is unchanged, and importantly the supply sequencing is
preserved. The test was therefore passed.

Figure 57 - Start-up sequence with voltage supervisors in the system, showing the response of the 1.8V (cyan), 3.3V
(magenta) and 5V (blue) outputs when the load switch enable line (yellow) is asserted.

2.3D – The shutdown sequence was observed to investigate the preservation of the order of supplies.
It was found that turning off the load switch resulted in an exponential discharge at the 5V output
after a delay of 10.8us, which rapidly dipped below the other two output voltages. The difference
between the two is no more than 0.5V, which should be sufficiently low to prevent damage from
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occurring to the Raspberry Pi Compute Module if this condition arises in operation. Additionally,
as the supply voltage has been disconnected there is a limited current which could flow through the
Raspberry Pi’s protection diodes, in any case. Therefore, this was taken to be acceptable behaviour
with caution.

Figure 58 - Shutdown sequence with voltage supervisors in the system, showing the response of the 1.8V (cyan), 3.3V
(magenta) and 5V (blue) outputs when the load switch enable line (yellow) is de-asserted.

2.3E – All previous tests were undertaken with no load at the system test outputs. It was understood
that the addition of a load would affect the switching behaviour; particularly as it would provide
another path for the regulator output to discharge through at shutdown. The maximum achievable
load was applied to each output in turn and the start-up and shutdown behaviour examined. No
significant change in start-up behaviour was observed, but the shutdown behaviour was affected
drastically; the loaded output voltage fell much more sharply than before when the input step was
applied. The effects of this on the 3.3V and 1.8V outputs are shown in Figure 59.

(a)

(b)

Figure 59 - Effects of loading outputs on shutdown behaviour for (a) 3.3V output loaded, (b) 1.8V output loaded.

Similarly, a much sharper discharge is seen when the 5V output is loaded (Figure 60). However,
this also modifies the unloaded discharge behaviour of the regulator outputs such that their
discharge curves follow the 5V discharge. This suggests that the regulator output responses are
determined by the 5V response and relaxes the concerns identified in the previous set of tests.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 60 - Effect on shutdown behaviour of loading the 5V output, seen at (a) 10ms/div, (b) 100µs/div.

2.4 Current monitoring
In this state the INA194 current monitors are added to the system, finishing the RP1 power block
and allowing design validation of the regulator system.
Components added: C9, C16, C54, C57, C88, C89, C90, C99, R26, R97, R98, R99, R100, R101,
R102, R126, R127, R128, U6, U9, U11, U14
2.4A – First, a current limit test was conducted to ensure that there were no unintentional shortcircuits. The current level when the 5V supply was provided and load switch U1 was in the off state
read on the PSU as 0.000A-0.001A, significantly below the ballpark estimate of 5mA. The test was
therefore passed.
2.4B – A full load test was then conducted for each of the four voltage outputs (note: with the most
recent assembly stage, the 3.3V supply for the USB/Ethernet hub has also been enabled). For each
test, the voltage at the INA194 current monitor output was also measured. The results of these tests
are shown in Table 27 through Table 30.
Table 27 - Table of results for test 2.4B, testing 5V output at P3$5.

Target Load
Resistance/Current
0.0A/OC
0.1A/50Ω
0.2A/25Ω
0.3A/16.7Ω
0.4A/12.5Ω
0.5A/10Ω
0.6A/8.33Ω
0.7A/7.14Ω
0.8A/6.25Ω
0.9A/5.56Ω
1.0A/5Ω
1.1A/4.55Ω
1.2A/4.17Ω
1.3A/3.85Ω
1.4A/3.57Ω
1.5A/3.33Ω

Measured
Load Current
0.00A
0.10A
0.19A
0.29A
0.38A
0.47A
0.56A
0.65A
0.74A
0.82A
0.91A
0.99A
1.06A
1.15A
1.23A
1.30A

Measured
Load Voltage
4.99V
4.97V
4.95V
4.92V
4.90V
4.88V
4.86V
4.84V
4.82V
4.80V
4.78V
4.76V
4.74V
4.73V
4.71V
4.69V

LI

Load Power
0.000W
0.497W
0.939W
1.427W
1.862W
2.294W
2.722W
3.146W
3.567W
3.936W
4.350W
4.712W
5.024W
5.440W
5.793W
6.097W

INA Voltage Out
0.025V
0.218V
0.418V
0.615V
0.807V
0.995V
1.180V
1.370V
1.539V
1.721V
1.896V
2.070V
2.226V
2.394V
2.562V
2.717V
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Table 28 - Table of results for test 2.4B, testing 3.3V hub output at P3$4.

Target Load
Resistance/Current
0.0A/OC
0.1A/33Ω
0.2A/16.5Ω
0.3A/11Ω
0.4A/8.25Ω
0.5A/6.6Ω
0.6A/5.5Ω
0.7A/4.71Ω
0.8A/4.13Ω
0.9A/3.67Ω
1.0A/3.3Ω
1.1A/3Ω
1.2A/2.75Ω
1.3A/2.54Ω
1.4A/2.36Ω
1.5A/2.2Ω

Measured
Load Current
0.00A
0.10A
0.19A
0.28A
0.37A
0.46A
0.55A
0.63A
0.70A
0.77A
0.87A
0.94A
1.02A
1.09A
1.17A
1.24A

Measured
Load Voltage
3.28V
3.26V
3.24V
3.22V
3.20V
3.18V
3.16V
3.15V
3.13V
3.11V
3.09V
3.08V
3.06V
3.04V
3.02V
3.01V

Load Power
0.000W
0.327W
0.619W
0.945W
1.235W
1.555W
1.841W
2.125W
2.375W
2.656W
2.912W
3.190W
3.434W
3.677W
3.918W
4.203W

INA Voltage Out
0.047V
0.402V
0.773V
1.148V
1.483V
1.868V
2.226V
2.577V
2.860V
3.147V
3.528V
3.833V
4.152V
4.451V
4.771V
4.848V

Load Power
0.000W
0.327W
0.619W
0.945W
1.235W
1.523W
1.809W
2.093W
2.343W
2.624W
2.880W
3.158W
3.371W
3.646W
3.836W
4.076W

INA Voltage Out
0.007V
0.185V
0.384V
0.580V
0.768V
0.958V
1.139V
1.326V
1.482V
1.673V
1.842V
2.023V
2.174V
2.354V
2.489V
2.648V

Table 29 - Table of results for test 2.4B, testing 3.3V output at P3$3.

Target Load
Resistance/Current
0.0A/OC
0.1A/33Ω
0.2A/16.5Ω
0.3A/11Ω
0.4A/8.25Ω
0.5A/6.6Ω
0.6A/5.5Ω
0.7A/4.71Ω
0.8A/4.13Ω
0.9A/3.67Ω
1.0A/3.3Ω
1.1A/3Ω
1.2A/2.75Ω
1.3A/2.54Ω
1.4A/2.36Ω
1.5A/2.2Ω

Measured
Load Current
0.00A
0.10A
0.19A
0.29A
0.38A
0.47A
0.56A
0.65A
0.73A
0.82A
0.90A
0.99A
1.06A
1.15A
1.21A
1.29A

Measured
Load Voltage
3.28V
3.27V
3.26V
3.26V
3.25V
3.24V
3.23V
3.22V
3.21V
3.20V
3.20V
3.19V
3.18V
3.17V
3.17V
3.16V
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Table 30 - Table of results for test 2.4B, testing 1.8V output at P3$2.

Target Load
Resistance/Current
0.0A/OC
0.1A/18Ω
0.2A/9Ω
0.3A/6Ω
0.4A/4.5Ω
0.5A/3.6Ω
0.6A/3Ω
0.7A/2.57Ω
0.8A/2.25Ω
0.9A/2Ω
1.0A/1.8Ω
1.1A/1.64Ω
1.2A/1.5Ω
1.3A/1.38Ω
1.4A/1.29Ω
1.5A/1.2Ω

Measured
Load Current
0.00A
0.10A
0.19A
0.28A
0.37A
0.45A
0.54A
0.62A
0.69A
0.76A
0.83A
0.91A
0.97A
1.03A
1.11A
1.16A

Measured
Load Voltage
1.79V
1.78V
1.77V
1.76V
1.74V
1.73V
1.72V
1.71V
1.70V
1.69V
1.68V
1.67V
1.66V
1.65V
1.64V
1.64V

Load Power
0.000W
0.178W
0.336W
0.493W
0.648W
0.779W
0.912W
1.060W
1.146W
1.292W
1.386W
1.495W
1.603W
1.660W
1.766W
1.935W

INA Voltage Out
0.046V
0.225V
0.415V
0.604V
0.781V
0.958V
1.129V
1.293V
1.440V
1.599V
1.743V
1.901V
2.031V
2.151V
2.308V
2.426V

All current monitors are found to have slightly non-ideal responses, including a voltage offset
representing “zero current” which will need to be accounted for in the measurement firmware.
2.4C – A final start-up and shutdown test was conducted to highlight any effects of the addition of
the current monitors (Figure 61). Although the overall behaviour of the system remained the same,
it was found that the addition of the current monitors resulted in a small voltage offset for the
regulated outputs when the switch was disabled. This was an unexpected behaviour but was
categorised as a non-issue on the basis that the voltage offsets are insufficient to power any
components. Therefore, the RP1 power subsystem passes its verification test, and the overall
regulator block architecture is validated.

(a)

(b)

Figure 61 - All-up start-up (a) and shutdown (b) test of the RP1 power subsystem. Signals shown are the 5V (yellow),
3.3V (magenta), 3.3V Hub (blue) and 1.8V (cyan) outputs.
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AIT step 3 -RP2 Power block verification testing
3.1 Subsystem build and basic test
In this section the whole of the RP2 Power subsystem is assembled
Components populated: C10, C22, C55, C58, C56, C65, C67, C69, C70, C82, C83, C96, C97, C98,
C100, FB8, L6, L7, P4, R15, R18, R22, R30, R45, R46, R120, R121, R122, R123, R124, R125,
R130, R131, U3, U7, U10, U12, U16, U23, U36, U37 plus R47, R48 as 10kΩ.
Temporary conditions added: TC4:10kΩ pull-down resistor on U3 EN line (at TP51).
3.1A – A low current-limit test was first performed to verify no short circuits in the build when 5V
supply was connected to the board. The RP1 Power subsystem was kept disabled. With load switch
U3 off, the supply current was 0.003A. With the load switch on the current was 0.006A, implying
no short circuits.
3.1B – A quick-look measurement of the outputs with U3 on was taken to indicate correct steadystate operation. The results are shown in Table 31. All regulator outputs initially failed this test.
Table 31 - Initial table of results for test 3.1B.

Measurement
5V output
3.3V hub output
3.3V output
1.8V output

Measurement Point
P4$5
P4$4
P4$3
P4$2

Expected Voltage
5V
3.3V
3.3V
1.8V

Measured Voltage
4.98V
4.98V
4.98V
3.62V

Outcome
PASS
FAIL
FAIL
FAIL

After some examination it was discovered that the 0Ω resistors R45 and R46 had accidentally been
populated using 10kΩ components. As a result, the feedback loop of the regulators effectively had
a gain of 2; this accounts for the measurement of the 1.8V output being double its expected value.
With the correct components substituted in, all measurements were correct, and the test was passed.
Table 32 - Revised table of results for test 3.1B, after modifications had been made.

Measurement
5V output
3.3V hub output
3.3V output
1.8V output

Measurement Point
P4$5
P4$4
P4$3
P4$2

Expected Voltage
5V
3.3V
3.3V
1.8V

Measured Voltage
4.98V
3.28V
3.28V
1.80V

Outcome
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS

3.2 All-up subsystem verification testing
In this section the performance of the RP2 power subsystem is recorded for comparison against
existing measurements.
3.2A – Start-up and shutdown tests were conducted to validate the supply switching and sequencing
behaviours. The behaviour was found to closely match that observed for the RP1 power subsystem
and meets all immediate criteria for supply sequencing. Therefore, the test was passed.

(a)

(b)

Figure 62 - All-up start-up (a) and shutdown (b) test of the RP2 power subsystem. Signals shown are the 5V (yellow),
3.3V (magenta), 3.3V Hub (blue) and 1.8V (cyan) outputs.
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3.2B – A full load test was then conducted to collect information on the system behaviour and the
response of the INA194 current monitors. As before, each current monitor exhibits different
characteristics, so it is essential to collect data for each which can be used for calibration.
All outputs were as expected, so the test was passed and the RP2 power subsystem validated.
Table 33 - Table of results for test 3.2B, testing 5V output at P4$5.

Target Load
Resistance/Current
0.0A/OC
0.1A/50Ω
0.2A/25Ω
0.3A/16.7Ω
0.4A/12.5Ω
0.5A/10Ω
0.6A/8.33Ω
0.7A/7.14Ω
0.8A/6.25Ω
0.9A/5.56Ω
1.0A/5Ω
1.1A/4.55Ω
1.2A/4.17Ω
1.3A/3.85Ω
1.4A/3.57Ω
1.5A/3.33Ω

Measured
Load Current
0.00A
0.10A
0.19A
0.29A
0.38A
0.47A
0.56A
0.65A
0.74A
0.82A
0.91A
0.99A
1.07A
1.15A
1.23A
1.31A

Measured
Load Voltage
4.99V
4.96V
4.94V
4.92V
4.90V
4.88V
4.86V
4.84V
4.82V
4.80V
4.78V
4.76V
4.74V
4.72V
4.70V
4.69V

Load Power
0.000W
0.496W
0.939W
1.427W
1.862W
2.294W
2.722W
3.146W
3.567W
3.936W
4.350W
4.712W
5.072W
5.428W
5.781W
6.144W

INA Voltage Out
0.053V
0.246V
0.433V
0.631V
0.826V
1.018V
1.207V
1.393V
1.571V
1.751V
1.926V
2.101V
2.267V
2.438V
2.603V
2.768V

Load Power
0.000W
0.326W
0.616W
0.934W
1.184W
1.463W
1.738W
1.985W
2.246W
2.488W
2.688W
2.917W
3.142W
3.344W
3.533W
3.750W

INA Voltage Out
0.010V
0.356V
0.743V
1.125V
1.483V
1.846V
2.189V
2.525V
2.875V
3.208V
3.528V
3.854V
4.149V
4.458V
4.754V
4.845V

Table 34 - Table of results for test 3.2B, testing 3.3V hub output at P4$4.

Target Load
Resistance/Current
0.0A/OC
0.1A/33Ω
0.2A/16.5Ω
0.3A/11Ω
0.4A/8.25Ω
0.5A/6.6Ω
0.6A/5.5Ω
0.7A/4.71Ω
0.8A/4.13Ω
0.9A/3.67Ω
1.0A/3.3Ω
1.1A/3Ω
1.2A/2.75Ω
1.3A/2.54Ω
1.4A/2.36Ω
1.5A/2.2Ω

Measured
Load Current
0.00A
0.10A
0.19A
0.29A
0.37A
0.46A
0.55A
0.63A
0.72A
0.80A
0.87A
0.95A
1.03A
1.10A
1.17A
1.25A

Measured
Load Voltage
3.29V
3.26V
3.24V
3.22V
3.20V
3.18V
3.16V
3.15V
3.12V
3.11V
3.09V
3.07V
3.05V
3.04V
3.02V
3.00V
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Table 35 - Table of results for test 3.2B, testing 3.3V output at P4$3.

Target Load
Resistance/Current
0.0A/OC
0.1A/33Ω
0.2A/16.5Ω
0.3A/11Ω
0.4A/8.25Ω
0.5A/6.6Ω
0.6A/5.5Ω
0.7A/4.71Ω
0.8A/4.13Ω
0.9A/3.67Ω
1.0A/3.3Ω
1.1A/3Ω
1.2A/2.75Ω
1.3A/2.54Ω
1.4A/2.36Ω
1.5A/2.2Ω

Measured
Load Current
0.00A
0.10A
0.19A
0.29A
0.38A
0.47A
0.57A
0.66A
0.74A
0.83A
0.92A
1.00A
1.08A
1.17A
1.25A
1.33A

Measured
Load Voltage
3.29V
3.28V
3.27V
3.26V
3.25V
3.24V
3.24V
3.23V
3.22V
3.21V
3.21V
3.20V
3.19V
3.19V
3.18V
3.17V

Load Power
0.000W
0.328W
0.621W
0.945W
1.235W
1.523W
1.847W
2.132W
2.383W
2.664W
2.953W
3.200W
3.445W
3.732W
3.975W
4.216W

INA Voltage Out
0.069V
0.254V
0.426V
0.609V
0.801V
0.992V
1.184V
1.374V
1.551V
1.733V
1.912V
2.093V
2.260V
2.435V
2.606V
2.779V

Load Power
0.000W
0.160W
0.317W
0.452W
0.602W
0.748W
0.879W
1.002W
1.096W
1.197W
1.280W
1.385W
1.472W
1.558W
1.633W
1.716W

INA Voltage Out
0.090V
0.258V
0.416V
0.563V
0.731V
0.901V
1.062V
1.226V
1.355V
1.500V
1.622V
1.769V
1.901V
2.025V
2.146V
2.256V

Table 36 - Table of results for test 3.2B, testing 1.8V output at P4$2.

Target Load
Resistance/Current
0.0A/OC
0.1A/18Ω
0.2A/9Ω
0.3A/6Ω
0.4A/4.5Ω
0.5A/3.6Ω
0.6A/3Ω
0.7A/2.57Ω
0.8A/2.25Ω
0.9A/2Ω
1.0A/1.8Ω
1.1A/1.64Ω
1.2A/1.5Ω
1.3A/1.38Ω
1.4A/1.29Ω
1.5A/1.2Ω

Measured
Load Current
0.00A
0.09A
0.18A
0.26A
0.35A
0.44A
0.52A
0.60A
0.66A
0.73A
0.79A
0.86A
0.92A
0.98A
1.04A
1.10A

Measured
Load Voltage
1.80V
1.78V
1.76V
1.74V
1.72V
1.70V
1.69V
1.67V
1.66V
1.64V
1.62V
1.61V
1.60V
1.59V
1.57V
1.56V
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AIT step 4 – Wi-Fi power block verification testing
4.1 Subsystem build and basic test
In this section the Wi-Fi Power subsystem is assembled.
Components populated: C36, C50, C51, C60, C62, C99, C68, C85, C92, C93, L8, L9, P8, R13,
R16, R40, R71, R105, R106, R108, R109, R110, R111, U4, U5, U20, U25, U26 plus R39, R69 as
10kΩ.
Temporary conditions added: TC5:10kΩ pull-down resistor on U4 EN line (at TP68).
4.1A – A low current-limit test was performed to identify any short-circuits in the system. With all
other power subsystems disabled the supply current draw was 0.004A when U4 was off and 0.007A
when U4 was enabled. This represents a 1mA increase over the previous configuration for both
values and demonstrated that there were no supply-to-ground shorts on the board.
4.1B – Measurement of the output voltages while U4 was enabled indicated that the regulators were
operating correctly (Table 37). Static tests were therefore passed.
Table 37 - Table of results for test 4.1B, after modifications had been made.

Measurement
3.3V output
1.8V output

Measurement Point
P8$2
P8$1

Expected Voltage
3.3V
1.8V

Measured Voltage Outcome
3.28V
PASS
1.81V
PASS

4.2 All-up subsystem verification testing
In this section the performance of the RP2 power subsystem is recorded for comparison against
existing measurements.
4.2A – The subsystem’s start-up and shutdown behaviours were recorded with an oscilloscope to
demonstrate the supply switching and sequencing aspects. The behaviour closely matched that
observed in tests and 2.4C and 3.2A, hence the test was passed.

(a)

(b)

Figure 63 - All-up start-up (a) and shutdown (b) test of the Wi-Fi power subsystem. Signals shown are the 5V internal
signal (yellow), and the 3.3V (magenta) and 1.8V (cyan) outputs.

4.2B – A full load test was performed to collect data on the operation of the system and record the
outputs of the current sensors (Table 38, Table 39). The performance of the system aligns with
expectations and previous observations, verifying the Wi-Fi power subsystem.
Table 38 - Table of results for test 4.2B, testing 3.3V output at P8$2.

Target Load
Resistance/Current
0.0A/OC
0.1A/33Ω
0.2A/16.5Ω
0.3A/11Ω
0.4A/8.25Ω

Measured
Load Current
0.00A
0.10A
0.18A
0.27A
0.36A

Measured
Load Voltage
3.28V
3.27V
3.26V
3.25V
3.24V
LVII

Load Power
0.000W
0.327W
0.587W
0.878W
1.166W

INA Voltage Out
0.206V
0.277V
0.338V
0.406V
0.465V
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0.5A/6.6Ω
0.6A/5.5Ω
0.7A/4.71Ω
0.8A/4.13Ω
0.9A/3.67Ω
1.0A/3.3Ω
1.1A/3Ω
1.2A/2.75Ω
1.3A/2.54Ω
1.4A/2.36Ω
1.5A/2.2Ω

0.45A
0.54A
0.62A
0.71A
0.80A
0.88A
0.97A
1.04A
1.12A
1.20A
1.28A

3.23V
3.22V
3.21V
3.20V
3.19V
3.18V
3.17V
3.16V
3.15V
3.14V
3.13V

1.454W
1.739W
1.990W
2.272W
2.552W
2.798W
3.075W
3.286W
3.528W
3.768W
4.006W

0.525V
0.591V
0.651V
0.709V
0.767V
0.824V
0.882V
0.935V
0.990V
1.044V
1.106V

Load Power
0.000W
0.161W
0.320W
0.478W
0.616W
0.770W
0.905W
1.038W
1.159W
1.307W
1.402W
1.547W
1.673W
1.764W
1.870W
1.971W

INA Voltage Out
0.058V
0.172V
0.276V
0.373V
0.478V
0.593V
0.705V
0.811V
0.897V
1.008V
1.099V
1.210V
1.309V
1.395V
1.482V
1.559V

Table 39 - Table of results for test 4.2B, testing 1.8V output at P8$1.

Target Load
Resistance/Current
0.0A/OC
0.1A/18Ω
0.2A/9Ω
0.3A/6Ω
0.4A/4.5Ω
0.5A/3.6Ω
0.6A/3Ω
0.7A/2.57Ω
0.8A/2.25Ω
0.9A/2Ω
1.0A/1.8Ω
1.1A/1.64Ω
1.2A/1.5Ω
1.3A/1.38Ω
1.4A/1.29Ω
1.5A/1.2Ω

Measured
Load Current
0.00A
0.09A
0.18A
0.27A
0.35A
0.44A
0.52A
0.60A
0.67A
0.76A
0.82A
0.91A
0.99A
1.05A
1.12A
1.18A

Measured
Load Voltage
1.81V
1.79V
1.78V
1.77V
1.76V
1.75V
1.74V
1.73V
1.73V
1.72V
1.71V
1.70V
1.69V
1.68V
1.67V
1.67V

AIT step 5 – Bus multiplexing/isolation validation testing
5.1 Multiplexer basic operation
In this section, the base operation of the bus multiplexers is tested without any special support
components.
Components populated: C147, C150, C153, U18, U21, U32. FB2, C8
Temporary conditions added: TC6: 2kΩ pull-up resistors on the OE line of each multiplexer (at
TP58, TP59, TP60).
5.1A – A low current-limit test was first conducted with the 3.3V supply voltage connected. The
supply current was 0.000A, indicating no power-to-ground shorts but potentially also an open
circuit somewhere. Probing of the board indicated power was being applied as expected, so the test
was passed.
5.1B – A full set of resistance tests was conducted between all inputs for the different control
configurations of each multiplexer (disabled, switched to IO bank 1, switched to IO bank 2). The results
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are given in full in Table 40 through Table 48, with green-highlighted cells illustrating low impedance
signal paths as expected. Generally, the two channels within each device were shown to have good
isolation; lower isolation was experienced within the channel. The test was passed.
Table 40 - Table of results for test 5.1B, capturing resistance test values for multiplexer U18 in the disabled state.

OE (TP58) = 1
SEL (TP61) = X
D+
TP64
DTP65
D1+
TP19
D1TP26
D2+
TP31
D2TP32

D+

D-

D1+

D1-

D2+

D2-

TP64

TP65
>20MΩ

TP19
3.86MΩ
>20MΩ

TP26
>20MΩ
2.52MΩ
>20MΩ

TP31
4.64MΩ
>20MΩ
15.43MΩ
>20MΩ

TP32
>20MΩ
11.48MΩ
>20MΩ
4.83MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
4.81MΩ
>20MΩ
4.31MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
3.48MΩ
>20MΩ
8.46MΩ

>20MΩ
4.23MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
12.32MΩ

>20MΩ

Table 41 - Table of results for test 5.1B, capturing resistance test values for multiplexer U18 switched to IO bank 1.

OE (TP58) = 0
SEL (TP61) = 0
D+
TP64
DTP65
D1+
TP19
D1TP26
D2+
TP31
D2TP32

D+

D-

D1+

D1-

D2+

D2-

TP64

TP65
>20MΩ

TP19
8.6Ω
>20MΩ

TP26
>20MΩ
8.6Ω
>20MΩ

TP31
3.54MΩ
>20MΩ
1.87MΩ
>20MΩ

TP32
>20MΩ
0.95MΩ
>20MΩ
1.37MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
8.8Ω
>20MΩ
1.41MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
8.7Ω
>20MΩ
1.19MΩ

>20MΩ
1.97MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
1.19MΩ

>20MΩ

Table 42 - Table of results for test 5.1B, capturing resistance test values for multiplexer U18 switched to IO bank 2.

OE (TP58) = 0
SEL (TP61) = 1
D+
TP64
DTP65
D1+
TP19
D1TP26
D2+
TP31
D2TP32

D+

D-

D1+

D1-

D2+

D2-

TP64

TP65
>20MΩ

TP19
6.71MΩ
>20MΩ

TP26
>20MΩ
1.11MΩ
>20MΩ

TP31
9Ω
>20MΩ
0.80MΩ
>20MΩ

TP32
>20MΩ
8.9Ω
>20MΩ
4.66MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
6.71MΩ
>20MΩ
9.2Ω
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
3.31MΩ
>20MΩ
9.1Ω

>20MΩ
0.80MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
1.05MΩ

>20MΩ

Table 43 - Table of results for test 5.1B, capturing resistance test values for multiplexer U21 in the disabled state.

OE (TP59) = 1
SEL (TP62) = X
D+
DD1+
D1D2+
D2-

TP74
TP75
TP27
TP28
TP33
TP34

D+

D-

D1+

D1-

D2+

D2-

TP74

TP75
>20MΩ

TP27
3.66MΩ
>20MΩ

TP28
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

TP33
4.16MΩ
>20MΩ
8.43MΩ
>20MΩ

TP34
>20MΩ
12.45MΩ
>20MΩ
11.44MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
4.42MΩ
>20MΩ
3.92MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
5.22MΩ
>20MΩ
10.32MΩ

LIX

>20MΩ
4.46MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
7.26MΩ

>20MΩ
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Table 44 - Table of results for test 5.1B, capturing resistance test values for multiplexer U21 switched to IO bank 1

OE (TP59) = 0
SEL (TP62) = 0
D+
DD1+
D1D2+
D2-

TP74
TP75
TP27
TP28
TP33
TP34

D+

D-

D1+

D1-

D2+

D2-

TP74

TP75
>20MΩ

TP27
8.8Ω
>20MΩ

TP28
>20MΩ
8.7Ω
>20MΩ

TP33
1.12MΩ
>20MΩ
1.00M
>20MΩ

TP34
>20MΩ
0.62MΩ
>20MΩ
1.16MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
8.9Ω
>20MΩ
1.39MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
8.8Ω
>20MΩ
1.38MΩ

>20MΩ
1.38MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
1.44MΩ

>20MΩ

Table 45 - Table of results for test 5.1B, capturing resistance test values for multiplexer U21 switched to IO bank 2.

OE (TP59) = 0
SEL (TP62) = 1
D+
DD1+
D1D2+
D2-

TP74
TP75
TP27
TP28
TP33
TP34

D+

D-

D1+

D1-

D2+

D2-

TP74

TP75
>20MΩ

TP27
0.99MΩ
>20MΩ

TP28
>20MΩ
0.79MΩ
>20MΩ

TP33
9.0Ω
>20MΩ
2.02MΩ
>20MΩ

TP34
>20MΩ
8.8Ω
>20MΩ
2.04MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
1.89MΩ
>20MΩ
9.0Ω
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
1.74MΩ
>20MΩ
8.9Ω

>20MΩ
1.11MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
1.19MΩ

>20MΩ

Table 46 - Table of results for test 5.1B, capturing resistance test values for multiplexer U32 in the disabled state.

OE (TP60) = 1
SEL (TP63) = X
D+
DD1+
D1D2+
D2-

TP76
TP77
TP29
TP30
TP35
TP36

D+

D-

D1+

D1-

D2+

D2-

TP76

TP77
>20MΩ

TP29
2.08MΩ
>20MΩ

TP30
>20MΩ
2.95MΩ
>20MΩ

TP35
2.69MΩ
>20MΩ
3.52MΩ
>20MΩ

TP36
>20MΩ
3.81MΩ
>20MΩ
2.99MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
2.78MΩ
>20MΩ
2.89MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
2.27MΩ
>20MΩ
5.68MΩ

>20MΩ
2.73MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
4.58MΩ

>20MΩ

Table 47 - Table of results for test 5.1B, capturing resistance test values for multiplexer U32 switched to IO bank 1.

OE (TP60) = 0
SEL (TP63) = 0
D+
DD1+
D1D2+
D2-

TP76
TP77
TP29
TP30
TP35
TP36

D+

D-

D1+

D1-

D2+

D2-

TP76

TP77
>20MΩ

TP29
8.8Ω
>20MΩ

TP30
>20MΩ
8.8Ω
>20MΩ

TP35
0.51MΩ
>20MΩ
1.01MΩ
>20MΩ

TP36
>20MΩ
1.01MΩ
>20MΩ
1.20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
8.9Ω
>20MΩ
1.42MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
8.9Ω
>20MΩ
1.48MΩ

LX

>20MΩ
1.43MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
1.50MΩ

>20MΩ
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Table 48 - Table of results for test 5.1B, capturing resistance test values for multiplexer U32 switched to IO bank 2.

OE (TP60) = 0
SEL (TP63) = 1
D+
DD1+
D1D2+
D2-

TP76
TP77
TP29
TP30
TP35
TP36

D+

D-

D1+

D1-

D2+

D2-

TP76

TP77
>20MΩ

TP29
1.22MΩ
>20MΩ

TP30
>20MΩ
1.63MΩ
>20MΩ

TP35
9.3Ω
>20MΩ
1.17MΩ
>20MΩ

TP36
>20MΩ
9.1Ω
>20MΩ
1.13MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
1.18MΩ
>20MΩ
9.3Ω
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
1.11MΩ
>20MΩ
9.2Ω

>20MΩ
0.56MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
0.58MΩ

>20MΩ

5.2 Multiplexer pass-through testing with representative bus operation
In this section the relevant pull-up resistors are added to the multiplexer circuits to demonstrate
proper operation and signal integrity under representative bus conditions. Due to resource
limitations, a function generator was not available. A basic variable-frequency square-wave
generator was developed based on a Linear Technologies LTC6900 resistor-controlled oscillator.
Given the high channel isolation observed in test 5.1B, the input space was reduced to tests of each
channel individually for simplicity.
Components added: R146, R147, R148, R149, R150, R151, R154, R155, R156, R157, R158, R159,
R162, R163, R164
5.2A – The multiplexer for the PL I2C bus (U18) was tested first. An open-drain test signal was
generated using the homemade square-wave oscillator, driving an N-channel MOSFET. This
creates a reasonable approximation of open-drain I2C signals but is naturally less controlled (see
Figure 64) and exhibits a much higher driver capacitance due to circuit construction. This is
nevertheless acceptable for basic behavioural open-drain testing; the system shows good signal
integrity.

(a)

(b)

Figure 64 - Oscilloscope traces of PL I2C SDA signal activity in U18 – isolated (a) and passing through (b). For both
traces the input signal is shown in yellow, and the output in cyan.

Applying the test signal to the various input points of the multiplexer allowed observation of signal
behaviour at all other outputs, allowing characterisation of dynamic characteristics (Table 49). The
input signal was only present at the expected outputs, which was defined by the two control inputs
(OE and SEL). The weaker 100kΩ pull-up resistors used on TP64 and TP65 were found to result
in a slightly lower-than-nominal high-level voltage around 3V when undriven; this is not an issue
due to the tolerance on 3.3V CMOS logic levels. The test was therefore passed.
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Table 49 - Table of results for test 5.2A (PL I2C, U18).

Conditions
OE (TP58) = 1
OE (TP58) = 0
SEL (TP61) = 0
OE (TP58) = 0
SEL (TP61) = 1

Expectation
All outputs high
TP19 ↔ TP64, TP31
TP26 ↔ TP65, TP32
TP31 ↔ TP64, TP19
TP32 ↔ TP65, TP26

1
1
1
1

Observed?
YES
YES

Outcome
PASS
PASS

YES

PASS

5.2B – The PT I2C multiplexer (U21) was next tested, using the same test methodology as above.
In testing, significantly off-nominal behaviour was observed at TP27 and TP28 when signals were
routed to the opposing output; these points were expected to remain high at all times but experiences
discharges on the input falling edge as low as 2V (Figure 65). Based on the results of test 5.2A, it
was understood that this was not the standard behaviour of the multiplexer.

(a)

(b)

Figure 65 - Oscilloscope traces for the PT I2C SDA signal, particularly the output at TP27 (cyan), illustrating the
issues faced due to poor ground referencing (a) and the equivalent with an improved test setup (b).

After investigation this was determined to be a test setup issue: to simplify the test configuration
the square-wave oscillator board was referenced to ground at the power supply. It was thought that
a ground loop between the oscillator and the PCB was being established through the oscilloscope,
resulting in instabilities either in the PCB supply voltage or the measurement setup. The issue was
eliminated by adding a direct ground connection between the PCB and the oscillator, after which
improved behaviour was identified. Had a proper function generator been in use, it is likely that
this issue would not have occurred.
With these adjustments made, the test signal was applied to all inputs to the multiplexer.
Observations made (Table 50) indicated that the behaviour of the system was as expected, and the
test was therefore passed.
Table 50 - Table of results for test 5.2B (PT I2C, U21).

Conditions

Expectation

Observed?

Outcome

OE (TP59) = 1
OE (TP59) = 0
SEL (TP62) = 0
OE (TP59) = 0
SEL (TP62) = 1

All outputs high
TP27 ↔ TP74, TP33
TP28 ↔ TP75, TP34
TP33 ↔ TP74, TP27
TP34 ↔ TP75, TP28

YES
YES

PASS
PASS

YES

PASS

1
1
1
1

5.2C – Finally the PL UART multiplexer (U32) was tested. The test procedure used above was
repeated, although a push-pull test signal was generated by the oscillator board to match the driving
characteristics of a UART bus. Good signal integrity was observed (Figure 66).
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Figure 66 - Behaviour of the UART Rx signal being passed through multiplexer U32. The input (yellow) and output
(cyan) signals are shown.

Testing at all points in the system displayed the expected behaviour and the test was passed. Note
that not all pins of the multiplexer are pulled up; UART buses do not require any pull-up resistors
but some have been included to keep undriven outputs in the idle high state.
Table 51 - Table of results for test 5.2C (PL UART, U32).

Conditions
OE (TP60) = 1
OE (TP60) = 0
SEL (TP63) = 0
OE (TP60) = 0
SEL (TP63) = 1

Expectation
TP29, TP35, TP77 = 1
TP30, TP36, TP76 floating
TP29 ↔ TP76, TP35 1
TP30 ↔ TP77, TP36 floating
TP35 ↔ TP76, TP29 1
TP36 ↔ TP77, TP30 floating

Observed?
YES

Outcome
PASS

YES

PASS

YES

PASS

5.3 Isolator pass-through testing
In this section, the bus isolators to the PC/104 connector are added and tested independently to the
multiplexers. This completes the assembly of the bus multiplexing/isolation subsystems
Components added: C148, C149, C151, C152, C154, C155, R152, R153, R160, R161, R165, R166,
U19, U31, U33
5.3A – A low current-limit test was first conducted, with all multiplexers disabled (OE high). With
3.3V supply connected to the board the current draw was 0.009A, giving confidence in the
assembly. The test was passed.
5.3B – The PL I2C isolator (U19) was tested first. Good signal integrity was seen at all points,
aligned with the expectations of the operation of the ISO1540 bidirectional I2C isolator (port 1
output low values are driven to ~0.7V to allow for asynchronous bidirectional state resolution) –
visible in Figure 67. This causes some particularly interesting behaviours when a low level at a port
1 input is released. The overall results of the test are shown in Table 52 indicating a test pass.
Table 52 - Table of results for test 5.3B

Driven
Terminal
SDA1, TP64
SCL1, TP65
SDA2, J2$B7
SCL2, J2$A7

SDA1, TP64
1
Good* Signal
1

Measurement Terminal
SCL1, TP65 SDA2, J2$B7
1
Good Signal
1
1
Good* Signal
1

Outcome
SCL2, J2$A7
1
Good Signal
1

PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS

The results in Table 52 marked with an asterisk present an interesting caveat of the design; good
output signals at TP64 and TP65 could not originally be obtained (Figure 68) due to the weak pullup resistors at these points, which caused a very slow rise. As the Raspberry Pis on the board are
the bus master devices, there should only transitions with the multiplexer enabled during normal
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operations, such that the strong pull-ups on the other side of the multiplexer take effect. The result
shown in Figure 67(b) was achieved by re-enabling the multiplexer.

(a)

(b)

Figure 67 - Oscilloscope traces showing the behaviour of the SDA line through the multiplexer - for "inward" signals
applied at J2$B7 (a) and "outbound" signals applied at TP64 (b). Traces shown are the input signal (yellow) and
output (cyan).

Figure 68 - Behaviour at TP64 (cyan) in response to an input at J2$B7 with the multiplexer disabled. Slow rise
(resulting in bad behaviour) due to weak pull-up resistors is observed.

5.3C – The PT I2C isolator (U31) was next tested, using the same methodology. Good results were
achieved (Table 53) implying a test pass, with waveforms corresponding to those presented for test
5.3B. Unlike test 5.3B, good results were obtained at the internal test points (TP74 and TP75) since
these points have strong 2kΩ pull-up resistors. There was therefore no need to enable the
multiplexer to demonstrate good behaviour.
Table 53 - Table of results for test 5.3C

Driven
Terminal
SDA1, TP74
SCL1, TP75
SDA2, J2$A21
SCL2, J2$A22

SDA1, TP74
1
Good Signal
1

Measurement Terminal
SCL1, TP75 SDA2,J2$A21
1
Good Signal
1
1
Good Signal
1

Outcome
SCL2,J2$A22
1
Good Signal
1

PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS

5.3D – The PL UART isolator (U33) was tested last; as the ISO7021 isolator is a two-channel
unidirectional device with one channel in each direction, there is a smaller input space to test. As
with previous UART tests, a push-pulls signal (Figure 69) was used to test the isolator’s operation.
Good behaviour was observed (Table 54), resulting in a test pass.
Table 54 - Table of results for test 5.3D

Driven
Terminal
INA, J2$D2
INB, TP77

INA, J2$D2
1

Measurement Terminal
OUTA, TP76
INB, TP77
Good Signal
1
1
LXIV
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1
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Figure 69 - Oscilloscope trace of Tx signal transmission through isolator U33. The input (yellow) and output (cyan)
signals are shown.

5.4 All-up testing
In this section, the entire bus multiplexing and isolation subsystem is tested and characterised.
5.4A – The PL I2C channel was tested first. Open-drain signals were input to the system at the
relevant points for the 8 valid signal paths within the subsystem (two channels, valid in two
directions with two low-impedance multiplexer configurations each). Good signal integrity was
observed (Figure 70). Because of the orientation of the isolator, the signals with the voltage offsets
all occur on the inward side of the bus, meaning that external devices will see clean I2C signals
over the PC/104 connector.
The propagation delay of the overall system was found to be 52.0ns for inward signals and 54.0ns
for outward signals.

SDA Inwards (SEL = 0), J2$B7 to TP19

SDA Outwards (SEL = 0), TP19 to J2$B7

SCL Inwards (SEL = 0), J2$A7 to TP26

SCL Outwards (SEL = 0), TP26 to J2$A7
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SDA Inwards (SEL = 1), J2$B7 to TP31

SDA Outwards (SEL = 1), TP31 to J2$B7

SCL Inwards (SEL = 1), J2$A7 to TP32

SCL Outwards (SEL = 1), TP32 to J2$A7

Figure 70 - Oscilloscope traces for the behaviour of the PL I2C bus channels in test 5.4A. For each plot, the input
(yellow) and output (cyan) traces are shown.

5.4B – Next, the PT I2C bus was tested with the same method. Good signal integrity was observed
(Figure 71), with propagation delays of 52.0ns for inward signals and 54.0ns for output signals. The
test was therefore passed.

SDA Inwards (SEL = 0), J2$A21 to TP27

SDA Outwards (SEL = 0), TP27 to J2$A21

SCL Inwards (SEL = 0), J2$A22 to TP28

SCL Outwards (SEL = 0), TP28 to J2$A22
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SDA Inwards (SEL = 1), J2$A21 to TP33

SDA Outwards (SEL = 1), TP33 to J2$A21

SCL Inwards (SEL = 1), J2$A22 to TP34

SCL Outwards (SEL = 1), TP34 to J2$A22

Figure 71 - Oscilloscope traces for the behaviour of the PT I2C bus channels in test 5.4B. For each plot, the input
(yellow) and output (cyan) traces are shown.

5.4C – The PL UART bus was finally tested, using a push-pull input signal. As the isolator is
unidirectional there are only four channel combinations to be tested. Good signal integrity was
observed (Figure 72) with a higher propagation delay of 138ns for inward (Rx) signals and 136ns
for outward (Tx) signals. These delays are inconsequential as the UART bus is asynchronous.

Rx (SEL = 0), J2$D2 to TP29

Tx (SEL = 0), TP30 to J2$D1

Rx (SEL = 1), J2$D2 to TP35

Tx (SEL = 1), TP36 to J2$D1

Figure 72 - Oscilloscope traces for the behaviour of the PL UART bus channels in test 5.4C. For each plot, the input
(yellow) and output (cyan) traces are shown.
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AIT step 6 – MSP430 Microcontroller
6.1 Microcontroller power-on-reset circuit
In this section, only the power-on-reset circuitry is built and tested to ensure correct operation
during start-up and shutdown, and in undervoltage conditions.
Components populated: C119, R1, U29
6.1A – A low current-limit test was first performed on the 3.3V supply input. The supply current
was measured as 0.008A, so the test was passed.
6.1B – Testing of the supervisor was conducted by observing its response to changes in the supply
voltage. Start-up and shutdown responses are shown in Figure 73. As the supply voltage ramps up,
there is a delay of 18.9ms between the device threshold condition of VIN>3.07V and the supervisor
RST output de-asserting, closely matching the specified 20ms wait time. On shutdown, the RST
output asserts almost instantaneously when the threshold is passed. Further testing demonstrated
the threshold voltage to be 3.07V as expected. Therefore, the test was passed.

(a)

(b)

Figure 73 - Response of the supervisor RST output (cyan) to changes in the supply voltage (yellow) during (a) supply
start-up and (b) shutdown

6.2 Microcontroller
In this section, the MCU is added and electrically confirmed through current limit testing, ability
to program is verified by establishing a communications link and running a basic “blinky”
program.
Components populated: C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, D1, D13, P7, R4, R91, U24
6.2A – A low current-limit test was first performed on the 3.3V supply input. Again, the supply
current was measured as 0.008A (reflecting the low-power nature of the MSP430 microcontroller)
so the test was passed.
6.2B – Functional verification was achieved by demonstrating communications between the MSPFET debugger and the microcontroller.
6.2C – A functional demonstration was set up to blink the microcontroller “GD” (good) LED,
verifying that the device can be programmed. This completed the basic validation of the
microcontroller.

AIT step 7 – Supply Monitoring ADC
7.1 ADC power domain coupling
In this section the power domain filtering elements are constructed for the ADC and the power
supply is verified.
Components populated: C158, C159, FB13, R65
7.1A – A test was performed to confirm the presence of the smoothed supply voltage. With 3.3V
supply connected to the board the voltage within the ADC supply domain (FB13$2 with respect to
R65$2) was measured with a multimeter. The voltage was found to be 3.29V (expected 3.3V)
therefore the test was passed.
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7.1B – A follow-up test was performed to characterise the supply noise within this domain. The
measurement from FB13$2 with respect to R65$2 was repeated with an oscilloscope. Some minor
supply stepping was observed in sympathy with the MCU’s flashing LED. High-frequency spikes
were additionally observed (Figure 74). The maximum AC component amplitude was found to be
5mV.

Figure 74 - Oscilloscope trace of AC components within the ADC 3.3V supply domain. Note the oscilloscope voltage
resolution is scaled by a factor of ten due to instrumentation limitations.

7.2 ADC voltage reference
In this section the ADC voltage reference is built and tested.
Components populated: C156, C157, U34.
7.2A – A short series of voltage measurements were taken at the terminals of the voltage reference
source U34. The device is designed to generate a 2.048V output voltage for use as the ADC
reference. The output voltage was measured as 2.03V (3sf) which represents less than 1% deviation
from the expected value. This was determined to be acceptable. The test was therefore passed.
Table 55 - Table of results for test 7.2A.

Measurement
U34 Supply in
Reference out
Reference out

Measurement Points
U34$1 wrt GND
U34$2 wrt GND
U34$2 wrt R65$1

Expected Voltage
3.3V
2.048V
2.048V

Measured Voltage
3.29V
2.03V
2.03V

Outcome
PASS
PASS
PASS

7.2B – The reference output was measured with an oscilloscope to characterise the noise at the
reference output. Noise with an amplitude of around 2mV was observed; this is believed to be
thermally generated noise which is acceptable. Crucially there are no clear high-frequency voltage
spikes or stepping in sympathy with the MCU LED, indicating the reference is stable.

Figure 75 - Oscilloscope trace of AC components on the ADC voltage reference. Note the oscilloscope voltage
resolution is scaled by a factor of ten due to instrumentation limitations.
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7.3 ADC electrical testing
In this section the ADC circuit is added and electrically tested to verify no shorts.
Components populated: C6, C75, C76, C86, R6, U2
7.3A – A low current-limit test was first performed on the 3.3V supply input. Again, the supply
current was measured as 0.009A and the test was therefore passed.
7.4 ADC functional testing
In this section the ADC SPI is connected to the MCU and development undertaken to establish
basic communications, starting with simple read/write tests over SPI. The ADC is also
characterised.
Components populated: R7, R8, R11, R12, R49 (R49 was retrospectively not populated as the
interrupt line was not required in the final implementation. The MCU pin was instead used as an
instrumentation trigger signal).
7.4A – A method for transmitting 16-bit SPI transactions (Figure 76) was developed for the
MSP430 (which only has an 8-bit SPI peripheral). Using DMA with the processor running at
12MHz, it was possible to achieve one SPI transaction every 58.5us. This is equivalent to an overall
ADC sample rate of ~17kHz, corresponding to interleaved sample rates of ~1kHz per ADC channel.

Figure 76 - Logic analyser capture of 16-bit SPI Mode 3 transactions from the MSP430. A dummy control sequence is
being transmitted and directly looped back to the MCU by shorting MISO to MOSI.

7.4B – Communications were established with the ADC over SPI. Significant operational issues
were initially encountered due to a misinterpretation of the datasheet; the MSP430 had been
configured to communicate in SPI Mode 3 (clock idling high – see Figure 77) whilst the ADS7953
ADC is designed to use SPI Mode 0 (clock idling low). ADC responses to control sequences
initially did not match expectations, however once the SPI configuration had been adjusted on the
MCU correct operation was immediately seen.

Figure 77 - SPI bus wafeforms seen on the oscilloscope during debugging, whilst the MSP430 was communicating in
SPI Mode 3. Signals shown are CS (yellow), SCK (cyan), MOSI (magenta), MISO (blue).
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The ADC was configured to operate in its “Auto-2” mode, in which it automatically cycles through
the ADC input channels. The channels are multiplexed sequentially, and data sent back to the MCU
(Figure 78).

Figure 78 - Logic analyser capture of successful communication in SPI Mode 0 between the MSP430, and the ADC in
"Auto-2" mode. The MISO data here shows received (zero-value) multiplexed samples, whilst the data transmitted on the
MOSI line is the configuration sequence for Auto-2 mode.

As a further development, the firmware was configured to send received data to a serial terminal
over UART in a hexadecimal formatted form to simplify future development and debugging tasks
(Figure 79). It was observed that the non-zero voltages from the INA194 current sensors resulted
in some difficult-to-identify zero values out of the ADC. However, the variation seen in these
measurements is minute with respect to the range of the ADC and represents millivolt-level
variation.

Figure 79 - Screenshot of received UART data as seen in a Tera Term serial terminal.

7.4C – An ADC linearity and response test was carried out by temporarily connecting ADC channel
4 directly to a variable voltage source. The input voltage was incremented in approximately-0.2V
steps, and the corresponding output value recorded from the serial terminal. The results (Figure 80)
demonstrate good linearity and suggest that the reference voltage is slightly lower than its ideal
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value of 2.048V; this correlates with the measurement of the reference voltage as 2.03V in test
7.2A.

ADS7953 Linearity and Response Test
4096
3584

ADC Reading

3072
2560
2048
1536
1024
512
0
0

0.256

0.512

0.768

1.024

1.28

1.536

1.792

2.048

Measured Input Voltage /V
Figure 80 - Plotted graph of the ADC response test results, showing the output ADC reading against the input voltage.
The light grey line behind the data series represents the expected response.

AIT step 8 – USB Multiplexers
8.1 Resistance testing
In this section the multiplexers for the Wi-Fi USB are assembled and verified at a high level, based
on the knowledge gained in previous tests. The Ext USB system is not built. Resistance testing is
the only testing form required as USB pass-through capability was verified in OBCvIII.
Components populated: C106, C146, R139, U15, U28
8.1A – A low current-limit test was first conducted for the 3.3V supply. The supply current was
found to be acceptable, although the dynamic conditions presented by the MCU LED prevented a
precise reading from being obtained. No significant increase was estimated to be observed from the
previous configuration, so the test was passed.
8.1B – A resistance test was conducted for the Wi-Fi USB bus multiplexer, with multiplexer states
controlled in hard-coded form from the MSP430 microcontroller. (This additionally demonstrated
the ability to control multiplexers in firmware.) Based on previous experience, cross-channel
measurements were only taken in the disabled state to verify isolation; this reduced the time needed
to complete the test. The test was passed and demonstrated that the correct low-impedance channels
exist as the multiplexer is switched. The results are shown in Table 56 through Table 58.
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Table 56 - Table of results for test 8.1B, capturing resistance values for multiplexer U28 in the disabled state.

OE (TP55) = 1
SEL (TP57) = X
D+
DD1+
D1D2+
D2-

D+

D9.31MΩ

9.03MΩ
3.77MΩ
>20MΩ
1.05MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
1.09MΩ
>20MΩ
1.15MΩ

D1+
0.81MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
0.82MΩ
>20MΩ

D1>20MΩ
0.86MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
0.93MΩ

D2+
1.35MΩ
>20MΩ
0.93MΩ
>20MΩ

D2>20MΩ
0.89MΩ
>20MΩ
0.91MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ

Table 57 - Table of results for test 8.1B, capturing resistance values for multiplexer U28 switched to IO bank 1.

OE (TP55) = 0
SEL (TP57) = 0
D+
DD1+
D1D2+
D2-

D+

D-

D1+
8.9Ω

D1-

D2+
0.437MΩ

8.3Ω
8.2Ω

D20.461MΩ

0.437MΩ
8.2Ω

0.465MΩ

0.459MΩ
0.496MΩ

0.497MΩ

0.484MΩ

Table 58 - Table of results for test 8.1B, capturing resistance values for multiplexer U28 switched to IO bank 2.

OE (TP55) = 0
SEL (TP57) = 1
D+
DD1+
D1D2+
D2-

D+

D-

D1+
0.437MΩ

D1-

D2+
8.5Ω

0.462MΩ
0.474MΩ

D28.7Ω

0.489MΩ
0.486MΩ

8.6Ω

0.489MΩ
0.464MΩ

8.3Ω

0.492MΩ

8.1C – A resistance test was also conducted for the Wi-Fi USB reset line multiplexer, which uses
one channel of a TS3USB30E device. This simplifies the test procedure. Again, the expected results
were observed, and the test was passed.
Table 59 - Table of results for test 8.1C, capturing resistance values for multiplexer U15 in the disabled state.

OE (TP55) = 1
SEL (TP57) = X
D+
D1+
D2+

D+
1.19MΩ
1.20MΩ

D1+
0.79MΩ

D2+
0.87MΩ
1.02MΩ

0.99MΩ

Table 60- Table of results for test 8.1C, capturing resistance values for multiplexer U15 switched to IO bank 1.

OE (TP55) = 0
SEL (TP57) = 0
D+
D1+
D2+

D+
8.3Ω
0.484MΩ

D1+
8.3Ω
0.496MΩ
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Table 61- Table of results for test 8.1C, capturing resistance values for multiplexer U15 switched to IO bank 2.

OE (TP55) = 0
SEL (TP57) = 1
D+
D1+
D2+

D+
0.496MΩ
8.6Ω

D1+
0.453MΩ

D2+
8.7Ω
0.494MΩ

0.465MΩ

AIT step 9 – Raspberry Pi 1
9.1 Subsystem build
In this section the key components for Raspberry Pi 1 are fitted.
Components populated: D2, D4, J3, P5, R2, R19, R50, R52, R53, R73, R74, R75, R134. D12, R90.
9.1A – A low current-limit test was first performed on the 5V supply input, without a Compute
Module mounted in J3. The supply current was found to have increased negligibly relative to the
previous measurements for the 5V supply.
9.1B – A follow-up test was conducted with a Raspberry Pi installed and a higher current limit; a
limit was set at 2A to give good supply headroom with overcurrent protection (OCP) at 500mA.
The current was found to be acceptable on start-up but briefly spiked at user login, triggering the
OCP and disabling the supply voltage. This behaviour is not unreasonable whilst the device is
starting.
With the confidence of this test, the OCP limit was removed and the Raspberry Pi booted
completely.
9.2 Basic test
In this section the basic signs of life are tested and verified
9.2A – The console UART was observed as the Raspberry Pi booted, validating the pinout of
connector P5. Through interacting with the Raspberry Pi, full operation of the console was
demonstrated in line with expectations, validating the UART Tx and Rx operation.
9.2B – The Raspberry Pi heartbeat signal started automatically when the device booted, causing
D4 to flash. Therefore, the Raspberry Pi was taken to be operational on the board.

AIT step 10 – Ethernet/USB hub 1
10.1 Subsystem build
In this section, the Pi1 LAN9512 hub is fitted
Components populated: C11, C12, C13, C14, C15, C63, C72, C73, C74, C77, C78, C79, C91, C94,
C95, C101, C102, C107, C108, C128, C129, D6, D7, D8, FB9, FB10, R23, R24, R25, R60, R69,
R70, R84, R85, R86, R96, R103, R104, R107, R112, U8, X1
10.1A – A low current-limit test was first performed on the 5V supply input, without a Compute
Module mounted in J3. The supply current was found to have increased negligibly relative to the
previous measurements for the 5V supply.
10.2 Basic testing
In this section, a very basic test is undertaken to demonstrate the detectability of the USB hub from
the Pi
10.2A – With the necessary modifications to the Raspberry Pi configuration (dt-blob.bin), a
Raspberry Pi was started on the board. Observation of the console log during start-up indicated that
the LAN9512 hub had been successfully enumerated (Figure 81). Additionally, USB the devices
could be identified by running “lsusb” (entries were seen for the “SMSC9512/9514 USB Hub” and
“SMSC9512/9514 Fast Ethernet Adapter”) and “ifconfig” (the “eth0” interface was listed).
Therefore, it was determined that the hub was successfully operational.
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Figure 81 - Extract from the Raspberry Pi boot log (also available through dmesg) demonstrating enumeration of the
LAN9512 hub.

A design issue was identified with the USB hub subsystem; whilst the system is fine in operation,
the hub status LEDs (D6, D7, D8) were observed to be partially and irregularly lit when the 3.3V
power supply is active and the hub unpowered (either hub power domain switched off or 5V power
supply disabled). After some investigation it was determined that the LEDs were allowing current
flow into the hub and partially back-powering it through the internal clamp diodes; 0.86V was
measured on the +3V3_HUB1 net. This was also causing non-zero voltage on the Raspberry Pi
3.3V and 5V outputs.
The design configuration means that these LEDs represent a path between different supply domains
which is undesirable. However, this is not believed to cause any operational issues for the system
as a first test article. As a quick fix, the LEDs can be disabled by removing their series resistors,
although the high side of the LEDs should be connected back to +3V3_HUB1 in a board revision.

AIT step 11 – Wi-Fi Chipset
11.1 Subsystem build
In this section the ISL Wi-Fi is built out
C23, C24, C25, C26, C27, C28, C29, C30, C31, C32, C34, C35, C37, C38, C39, C40, C41, C42,
C43, C44, C45, C46, C47, C48, C49, C71, C117, C118, C120, FB3, FB4, FB5, L1, L2, L3, R31,
R32, R33, R34, R35, R37, R38, R140, R145, U17, X3. C52, FB6, P2.
11.1A – With the microcontroller firmware modified to disable all power regulators, a baseline
current limit test was conducted on the board’s 5V supply. The supply current without active
components powered was found to be 0.004A. With the Wi-Fi power regulator enabled and the WiFi subsystem isolated from the USB bus by disabling the multiplexers, a current limit test was
conducted for the Wi-Fi chipset in isolation. The supply current was found to be 0.009A.
11.1B – As a further characterisation test, the USB hub was also powered up and the 5V supply
current consumption was found to be 0.0019A when not multiplexed to the Wi-Fi chipset and
0.0026A when a USB channel was established. Note that at this point, all devices were
unconfigured and therefore technically in a reset state.
11.2 Basic test
In this section, basic tests are undertaken to demonstrate the core functionality of the Wi-Fi chipset.
11.2A – An enumeration test was carried out. The microcontroller code was configured to ensure
that a USB channel to the Wi-Fi chipset was in place. A Raspberry Pi was mounted to the board
and the board powered up. By observing the console boot log (Figure 82) it was confirmed that the
chipset had been enumerated.

Figure 82 - Entries for USB enumeration of the RT5370N Wi-Fi chipset in the Raspberry Pi boot log.
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Furthermore, by running the “lsusb” and “ifconfig” commands additional proof of the chipset’s
detection were collected. This showed that it had been successfully enumerated both as a USB
device and as a network interface (Figure 83).

Figure 83 - Console output for the "lsusb" and "ifconfig" commands, showing detection of the RT5370N Wi-Fi chipset.

11.2B – To demonstrate operation of the Wi-Fi chipset, a basic 12cm whip antenna was fashioned
from 0.35mm enamelled hookup wire. With this inserted into the board’s MMCX antenna
connector, a connection with the local Wi-Fi network was made. A ping test was conducted to a
networked device, to validate connectivity (Figure 84).

Figure 84 - Console output for a ping test to networked device 192.168.0.12 over Wi-Fi.

AIT step 12 – Raspberry Pi 2
12.1 Subsystem build
In this section, Pi2 is fitted
Components populated: D3, D5, J4, P6, R5, R21, R51, R56, R57, R79, R80, R81, R135. D14.
12.1A – A low current-limit test was first performed on the 5V supply input, without a Compute
Module mounted in J4 and with only the RP2 power domain enabled. The supply current for the
5V supply was found be 0.006A.
12.1B – With a Raspberry Pi installed, the test was repeated. As before, current fluctuations were
seen during device start-up. Once logged in the supply was stable around 120mA.
12.2 Basic test
In this section the basic signs of life are tested and verified.
12.2A – The console UART was observed as the Raspberry Pi booted, validating the pinout of
connector P6. Through interacting with the Raspberry Pi, full operation of the console was
demonstrated in line with expectations, validating the UART Tx and Rx operation.
12.2B – The Raspberry Pi heartbeat signal started automatically when the device booted, causing
D5 to flash. Therefore, the Raspberry Pi was taken to be operational on the board.
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AIT step 13 – Ethernet/USB hub 2
13.1 Subsystem build
In this section, the Pi2 LAN9512 hub is fitted.
Components populated: C17, C18, C19, C20, C21, C103, C104, C112, C113, C114, C115, C116,
C130, C131, C132, C133, C134, C135, C140, C141, D9, D10, D11, FB11, FB12, R27, R28, R29,
R62, R87, R88, R89, R113, R114, R118, R119, R142, R143, R144, U13, X2
13.1A – A low current-limit test was conducted. With just the hub enabled on the 5V supply, the
supply current was 0.011A.
13.2 Basic test
In this section, basic tests are undertaken to demonstrate the detectability of the USB hub and the
downstream Wi-Fi chipset from the Pi
13.2A – With the Raspberry Pi installed in J4, the system was started. Observations of the console
boot log indicated that the LAN9512 hub had been successfully enumerated. Likewise, entries were
seen in “ifconfig” and “lsusb” to support this.
13.2B – With the USB multiplexer switched to Pi 2, the same process demonstrates that Pi 2 could
enumerate the Wi-Fi chipset, with entries in “ifconfig” and “lsusb” confirming this. A ping test
demonstrated functionality.
At this point, it was identified that with both Raspberry Pis running on the board for sustained
periods of time, the system periodically restarted. This was traced to an issue with the MSP430,
given that all subsystems (and the debug UART output) restarted simultaneously. On investigation,
the problem was identified as a FRAM wait state issue; given that the CPU was operating at
12MHz, the system needed to use a FRAM wait state to ensure DMA requests could complete. This
had not been set, hence there were no wait states in use. This caused a DMA request overrun to
crash the MCU and restart the program. After fixing this, device stability was observed.
13.2C – The switching behaviour was tested. With the MCU firmware adapted to allow manual
switching through debug, observations were made about the system’s response to switching. It was
found that USB switching operated reliably. When the USB multiplexer was switched from Pi 1 to
Pi 2, Pi 1 first detected the loss of USB communication and deauthenticated the wlan0 interface. Pi
2 then detected the Wi-Fi chipset and initiated a reset cycle before enumerating it and registering
the wlan0 interface. It was additionally found that every time one of the devices re-detected the WiFi chipset, the re-enumeration process resulted in it being given a new USB device ID as opposed
to reassuming its previous ID. This could present an issue after a lot of switches.
Note that at the same time the I2C, UART switching were also demonstrated informally and verified.
13.3 Ethernet Cross-link
In this section, the Ethernet link is tested and validated
Components populated: C142, C143, C144, C145
13.3A – With the intention of performing a ping test to validate the Ethernet connectivity, the
configuration of the system was checked on both Raspberry Pis. It was observed that the “eth0”
interfaces on each device did not have an IP address. To simplify issues with DHCP, both devices
were assigned static IP addresses using dhcpcd. However, the adapters still did not acquire their
addresses.
Under the premise that devices only acquired IP addresses when a valid link was made, it was
determined that there must be a configuration issue either in hardware or software. Some further
observations suggested that the issue was with U13 (Pi2 LAN9512). After visual inspection, the
high side of EXTRES resistor R118 was found to have a dry solder joint. Reworking this resulted
in immediate visual demonstration of a working Ethernet link via the status LEDs (D6-D11) which
all lit at boot. The eth0 interfaces had then acquired their static IP addresses. A ping test
demonstrated connectivity.
13.3B – To quantify the link throughput, a standard iperf3 test was run. The iperf3 package was
installed on both Raspberry Pis over the Wi-Fi link using apt. An iperf3 server was set up on Pi 2
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(Figure 85), and a client on Pi 1 (Figure 86) which connected to the server and performed a
throughput test. This demonstrated an average throughput of 94.4 Mbps.

Figure 85 - iperf3 readout from the server on Pi 2 after Ethernet throughput testing.

Figure 86 - iperf3 readout from the client on Pi 1 after Ethernet throughput testing.

AIT step 14 – Camera 1 Multiplexing
14.1 Subsystem build
In this section the camera multiplexers are fitted for camera 1
Components populated: C122, C123, R10, R54, R55, R58, R59, R61, U41, U42. C84, C105, U27,
U39.
Temporary conditions added: TC7: 2kΩ pullup resistor on OE line (i.e. at TP70).
14.1A - A low current-limit test was conducted on the board 3.3V supply input. With the MSP430
held in reset, the supply current was 0.017A. This shows negligible increase on previously recorded
values.
14.2 Static Multiplexer Testing
In this section the side 1 multiplexers are tested - the number of inputs is too large to do a full pointto-point test, so a more pragmatic approach is taken. The confidence in the TS3USB30E
multiplexers (U41, U42) meant that a visual inspection was sufficient.
14.2A – Firstly, all signals in each bank of IO pins for the CSI multiplexers U27, U39 were tested
to detect any short circuits between traces, which would indicate an overlapping solder joint at the
multiplexer IC. All combinations were tested, and no shirt-circuits were found. As a result, the test
was passed.
14.2B – The isolation of the CSI multiplexers was next tested. With the OE line high, disabling the
multiplexer, through connection resistance was tested with a multimeter. It was found that all
channels had a very good isolation to all other channels of >20MΩ, as required. The test was
therefore passed.
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14.2C – The through-connection in the “straight” configuration (i.e. Pi 1 connected to Camera 1)
was next tested. For this configuration, the SEL line of the multiplexer system must be low, and the
multiplexers would be expected to have through-connection to Bank A. A resistance test was
conducted on U27 (Table 62) and U39 (Table 63).
Table 62 - Table of results for test 14.2C, for resistance testing carried out on U27.

RP1

OE = 0, SEL = 0
Exp: RPI ↔ I1
CP
CN
I1
D1P
D1N
(Bank A)
D2P

CP
4.9Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

CN
>20MΩ
4.8Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D0P
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
4.9Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D0N
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
4.9Ω
>20MΩ

D1P
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
5.1Ω

D1N
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D2N
CP
CN
D1P
D1N
D2P

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

5.1Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D2N

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

I2
(Bank B)

Table 63 – Table of results for test 14.2C, for resistance testing carried out on U39.

CAM1

OE = 0, SEL = 0
Exp: CAM1 ↔ I1
CP
CN
I1
D1P
D1N
(Bank A)
D2P

CP
5.3Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

CN
>20MΩ
5Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D0P
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
5.3Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D0N
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
5.2Ω
>20MΩ

D1P
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
5.1Ω

D1N
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D2N
CP
CN
D1P
D1N
D2P

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

5.4Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D2N

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

I4
(Bank B)

The outcome matched expectations, indicating a low-resistance path through the multiplexers in
the straight configuration. A further test was conducted to verify the impedance of the overall
through-path (Table 64) which verified this assertion and showed the path impedance to be in the
region of 10Ω (9.7Ω to 10.4Ω). As a result, the multiplexer configuration was determined to be
valid for operations in the straight configuration.
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Table 64 - Measurement of end-to-end path impedance through the side 1 CSI multiplexers in the straight configuration.

RP1

OE = 0, SEL = 0
Exp: RP1 ↔ CAM1
CP
CN
D0P
CAM1
D0N
D1P

CP
10Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

CN
>20MΩ
9.7Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D0P
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
10Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D0N
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
10.1Ω
>20MΩ

D1P
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
10.1Ω

D1N
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D1N

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

10.4Ω

14.2D – This test was repeated for the “cross” configuration (i.e. Pi 1 nominally connected to
Camera 2) with SEL high. In this configuration the multiplexers were expected to have lowimpedance paths to Bank B. A resistance test was conducted on U27 (Table 65Table 62) and U39
(Table 66). The outcome matched expectations, indicating a low-resistance path through the
multiplexers in the cross configuration.
Table 65 - Table of results for test 14.2D, for resistance testing carried out on U27.

RP1

OE = 0, SEL = 1
Exp: RPI <-> I2
CP
CN
I1
D1P
D1N
(Bank A)
D2P

CP
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

CN
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D0P
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D0N
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D1P
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D1N
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D2N
CP
CN
D1P
D1N
D2P

>20MΩ
5.8Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
5.8Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
5.8Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
5.8Ω
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
5.8Ω

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D2N

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

5.9Ω

I2
(Bank B)

Table 66 - Table of results for test 14.2D, for resistance testing carried out on U39.

CAM1

OE = 0, SEL = 1
Exp: CAM1 ↔ I4
CP
CN
I1
D1P
D1N
(Bank A)
D2P

CP
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

CN
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D0P
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D0N
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D1P
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D1N
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D2N
CP
CN
D1P
D1N

>20MΩ
6Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
6Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
6Ω
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
6Ω

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

I4
(Bank B)
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D2P

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

6.1Ω

>20MΩ

D2N

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

6.1Ω

14.3 Operational Testing
In this section the side 1 camera connector is fitted, and the camera operation tested
Components populated: J1
14.3A – With the camera connector populated, the low current-limit test was repeated to ensure that
the connector alignment was adequate. With the MSP430 in reset, the 3.3V supply current was
again recorded as 0.017A.
14.3B – Repeating the test with a camera attached still resulted in a supply current of 0.017A,
suggesting that there were either no short circuits or a poor solder connection somewhere in the
system. Some informal voltage probing indicated that the connector was adequately connected.
14.3C – An attempt was then made to capture an image with the camera. A Raspberry Pi was
installed into connector J3, and the camera multiplexers set to the straight pathway. Trying to
capture an image with raspistill initially failed; the verbose output indicated that the camera had
been identified by the device, but no image data was being received. Investigation of the system
found nothing wrong with the signal pathway. Ultimately, careful cleaning of all connectors with
isopropyl alcohol (including the Compute Module’s edge connector) allowed a successful image
capture (Figure 87). The image is out-of-focus, which aligns with previous experience with the
Raspberry Pi Camera at short distances and suggests that this is acceptable. The operation of the
camera bus in this configuration was therefore validated.

Figure 87 - Image of the AAReST board, captured using a camera installed in the Camera 1 position from Pi 1.
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AIT step 15 – Camera 2 Multiplexing
15.1 Subsystem build
In this section the camera multiplexers are fitted for camera 2
Components populated: C124, C125, R63, R64, U43, U44. C87, C121, U38, U40.
15.1A – A low current-limit test was conducted on the board 3.3V supply input. With the MSP430
held in reset, the supply current was 0.017A. This shows negligible increase on previously recorded
values.
15.2 Static Multiplexer Testing
In this section the side 2 multiplexers are tested.
15.2A – Firstly, all signals in each bank of IO pins for the CSI multiplexers U38, U40 were tested
to detect any short circuits between traces, which would indicate an overlapping solder joint at the
multiplexer IC. All combinations were tested, and no shirt-circuits were found. As a result, the test
was passed.
15.2B – The isolation of the CSI multiplexers was next tested. With the OE line high, disabling the
multiplexer, through connection resistance was tested with a multimeter. It was found that all
channels had a very good isolation to all other channels of >20MΩ, as required. The test was
therefore passed.
15.2C – The through-connection in the “straight” configuration (i.e. Pi 2 connected to Camera 2)
was next tested. For this configuration, the SEL line of the multiplexer system must be low, and the
multiplexers would be expected to have through-connection to Bank A. A resistance test was
conducted on U38 and U40.
Acceptable results were obtained for U38 immediately (Table 67), but no through-path could be
measured for U40. Although visual inspection did not identify any immediate issues with the solder
connections of the chip, several unsuccessful attempts were made to reflow all joints in the hope of
repairing what was assumed to be a bad connection on a control or power line. Ultimately, it was
decided that the device itself must be at fault; U40 was de-soldered and replaced with a new
component, after which valid operation (as summarised in Table 68) was observed.
Table 67 - Table of results for test 15.2C, for resistance testing carried out on U38.

RP2

OE = 0, SEL = 0
Exp: RPI ↔ I3
CP
CN
I3
D1P
D1N
(Bank A)
D2P

CP
5Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

CN
>20MΩ
4.8Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D0P
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
4.9Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D0N
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
5Ω
>20MΩ

D1P
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
5Ω

D1N
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D2N
CP
CN
D1P
D1N
D2P

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

5.1Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D2N

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

I4
(Bank B)
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Table 68 - Table of results for test 15.2C, for resistance testing carried out on U40.

CAM2

OE = 0, SEL = 0
Exp: CAM1 ↔ I3
CP
CN
I3
D1P
D1N
(Bank A)
D2P

CP
5.1Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

CN
>20MΩ
5Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D0P
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
5.1Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D0N
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
5.1Ω
>20MΩ

D1P
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
5.1Ω

D1N
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D2N
CP
CN
D1P
D1N
D2P

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

5.3Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D2N

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

I2
(Bank B)

The outcome matched expectations, indicating a low-resistance path through the multiplexers in
the straight configuration. A further test was conducted to verify the impedance of the overall
through-path (Table 69) which verified this assertion and showed the path impedance to be in the
region of 10Ω (9.7Ω to 10.4Ω).
Table 69 Measurement of end-to-end path impedance through the side 2 CSI multiplexers in the straight configuration.

RP2

OE = 0, SEL = 0
Exp: RP2 ↔ CAM2
CP
CN
D0P
CAM2
D0N
D1P

CP
10Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

CN
>20MΩ
9.7Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D0P
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
10Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D0N
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
10.1Ω
>20MΩ

D1P
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
10.1Ω

D1N
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D1N

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

10.4Ω

Remarkably, the resistances measured are the same as for the side 1 configuration (Table 64) – a
result that indicates that the bulk of the path impedance is contributed by the multiplexers
themselves and is dependent on the internal layout of the multiplexer gates. As a result, the
multiplexer configuration was determined to be valid for operations in the straight configuration.
15.2D – The resistance test was repeated with the multiplexers in the “cross” configuration (i.e. Pi
2 nominally connected to Camera 1) with SEL high. In this configuration the multiplexers were
expected to have low-impedance paths to Bank B. A resistance test was conducted on U38 (Table
70Table 62) and U40 (Table 71). The outcome matched expectations, indicating a low-resistance
path through the multiplexers in the cross configuration.
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Table 70 - Table of results for test 15.2D, for resistance testing carried out on U38.

RP2

OE = 0, SEL = 1
Exp: RPI ↔ I4
CP
CN
I3
D1P
D1N
(Bank A)
D2P

CP
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

CN
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D0P
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D0N
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D1P
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D1N
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D2N
CP
CN
D1P
D1N
D2P

>20MΩ
5.8Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
5.8Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
5.8Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
5.8Ω
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
5.9Ω

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D2N

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

6Ω

I4
(Bank B)

Table 71 - Table of results for test 15.2D, for resistance testing carried out on U40.

CAM2

OE = 0, SEL = 1
Exp: CAM1 ↔ I2
CP
CN
I3
D1P
D1N
(Bank A)
D2P

CP
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

CN
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D0P
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D0N
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D1P
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D1N
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D2N
CP
CN
D1P
D1N
D2P

>20MΩ
6Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
6Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
6Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
6Ω
>20MΩ

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
6.1Ω

>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D2N

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

6.1Ω

I2
(Bank B)

15.3 Operational Testing
In this section the side 2 camera connector is fitted, and the camera operation tested
15.3A – With the camera connector populated, the low current-limit test was repeated to ensure that
the connector alignment was adequate. With the MSP430 in reset, the 3.3V supply current was
again recorded as 0.017A.
15.3B – Repeating the test with a camera attached still resulted in a supply current of 0.017A.
15.3C – An attempt was then made to capture an image with the camera. A Raspberry Pi was
installed into connector J4, and the camera multiplexers set to the straight pathway. Trying to
capture an image with raspistill initially failed completely, as no camera was detected by the device.
Investigation through resistance probing and visual inspection showed that some of the important
connections to the J4 SODIMM connector were incompletely made, with no connection observed
at all for the IO1, IO0 and CAM_D1_N lines and an intermittent connection observed for the
CAM_D0_P line. Once these joints had been carefully reworked, a camera was detected by
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raspistill and an image was captured (Figure 87). This validated the operation of the camera bus in
this configuration.

Figure 88 -Image of the AAReST board captured using a camera installed in the Camera 2 position from Pi 2.

15.4 Cross-multiplexer testing
In this section, the functionality of cross-multiplexed camera configuration is evaluated
15.4A – First, the path impedance through the multiplexer block along the cross-paths was
measured. It was verified that the cross-paths are in a high-impedance state when the multiplexers
are disabled or configured to the straight path (SEL = 0). When SEL=1, low-impedance paths were
observed as expected. The measured path impedances are shown in green-highlighted cells in Table
72 and Table 73.
Table 72 - Table of results for test 15.4A, showing the path resistances of the cross-multiplexed paths from Pi 1 to
Camera 2.

OE = 0, SEL = 1
Exp: RP1 <-> CAM2
CP
CN
D0P
CAM2
D0N
D1P
D1N

RP1
CP
12.7Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

CN
>20MΩ
12.8Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D0P
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
13.3Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D0N
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
12.9Ω
>20MΩ

D1P
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
13Ω

D1N
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

13Ω
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Table 73 - Table of results for test 15.4A, showing the path resistances of the cross-multiplexed paths from Pi 2 to
Camera 1.

RP2

OE = 0, SEL = 1
Exp: RP2 <-> CAM1
CP
CN
D0P
CAM1
D0N
D1P
D1N

CP
12.7Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

CN
>20MΩ
12.7Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D0P
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
12.6Ω
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

D0N
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
12.7Ω
>20MΩ

D1P
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
12.8Ω

D1N
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ
>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

>20MΩ

12.9Ω

15.4B – An operation test was then performed by attempting to capture images in the crossmultiplexed configuration – i.e. an image from Camera 2 captured on Pi 1 (Figure 89a), and an
image on Camera 1 captured on Pi 2 (Figure 89b). This was completed successfully on the first
attempt, although the system had to be shut down between images to move the single camera
between the two camera connectors.

(a)

(b)

Figure 89 - Image captures demonstrating the operation of the cross-multiplexed cameras: (a) Camera 2 from Pi 1, (b)
Camera 1 from Pi 2.
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AIT step 16 – Final Assembly
16.1 Accounting for unpopulated parts
In this section, some as-yet unpopulated parts (the Raspberry Pi INT line open-drain drivers) are
added to the board for completeness; although these parts are untested, their simplicity gives
confidence to the implementation, and additionally there is no negative implication of their addition
to the system.
Components populated: Q1, Q2, R3, R9
16.2 Adding the PC/104 connector
In this section the PC/104 connector is added to the board. The procured components for this
connector (a pair of SAMTEC ESQ series 26x2 headers – Farnell part number 2856394) are not
fully suitable to the PC/104 stack configuration as they lack the longer pins on the board underside.
As a result, the connector has only been tacked on with the necessary pins to simplify removal and
replacement later.
Components populated: J2
16.2A – A survey was taken of the remaining unpopulated components on the board. These are
listed below with justifications:
• RPi1 DNP resistors R72, R76, R77 – eMMC and HDMI configuration resistors, not needed
• RPi2 DNP resistors R78, R82, R83 – eMMC and HDMI configuration resistors, not needed
• External USB link multiplexer components C126, R66, U45 – functionality not required
for the OBCvIV baseline configuration
• INT line fallback pull-up resistor R67 – pull-up is provided through LED D13 and R91
• ADC SPI bus link resistor R49 –functionality of the interrupt/alarm line was not required
• Ethernet parasitic capacitors C109, C110, C111, C127, C136, C137, C138, C139 –
required only if performance was poor. Good performance was observed so not required
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